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Executive Summary 

Facebook combines electronic Word-of-Mouth’s (e-WOM) main benefits of reaching a 

large network while supporting the trustworthiness of social relationships. As more and 

more marketers attempt to harness the power of e-WOM on Facebook, research of the 

drivers that lead to consumers’ engagement in e-WOM has become critical. The 

research question to answer is what social drivers influence receivers’ engagement with 

beauty product recommendations on Facebook and how do these drivers affect 

behavioral attitude and purchase intention. The Theory of Planned Behavior model was 

extended to answer the research question and three social drivers: social ties, homophily 

and source credibility were chosen to replace the subjective norms, whereas perceived 

behavioral control is regarded as an individual driver. The other mediator variable 

besides behavioral attitude is self-extension and the dependent outcome variable is 

purchase intention, which all constructs indirectly or directly affect. Thus, the 

conceptual model served as the basis for conducting research and 10 hypotheses were 

proposed to assess the relationships that have a positive impact on receivers’ behavioral 

attitude and intention. Through the methodological triangulation approach, qualitative 

and quantitative research was conducted to examine the relationships between the 

constructs. The results from the structural equation modeling analysis indicated that 

certain social drivers are significant predictors to users’ e-WOM engagement on 

Facebook. Homophily, source credibility and the moderator self-extension were found 

to significantly relate to users’ engagement in e-WOM communications, whereas no 

effect was found with regard to tie strength and perceived behavioral control. The 

identified insignificant relationships lead to restructuring of the conceptual model, 

where social ties then had a mediating impact on homophily and the relationship 

between purchase intention and behavioral attitude was reversed.  

The thesis’ research findings provide a theoretical and practical understanding of 

consumers’ use of Facebook as a vehicle for e-WOM and contribute to e-WOM 

literature with a specific emphasis on Facebook. The managerial findings from the 

research provide beauty brand marketers with valuable knowledge in terms of the 

decision-making process, segmentation and the drivers behind e-WOM engagement. 

This knowledge is important for inducing e-WOM engagement on Facebook that has a 

positive impact on purchase intention and behavioral attitude. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years there has been a revolution in the way consumers interact with brands. 

The days of blind trust in marketing have passed and the decline in consumers’ trust in 

brand-sponsored marketing means that consumers are less easily persuaded by 

traditional means of communication, which forces marketers to turn to new channels to 

engage with consumers and build trust-based relationships.  

 

Research have found that recommendations coming from people in ones social network 

have a greater impact than traditional marketing communications (Christy, Cheung & 

Thadani, 2010). Word-of-mouth (hereafter WOM) is informal communication directed 

at other consumers concerning particular products, brands or services (Brown, 

Broderick, & Lee, 2007). The influence interpersonal sources have on the consumer 

decision-making process has been well acknowledged in marketing and consumer 

behavior literature (Blackwell, Engel, & Kegerreis, 1969; Clark & Goldsmith, 2006; 

Gilly, Graham, Wolfinbarger, & Yale, 1998; Wiedmann, Hennigs, & Langner, 2008). 

The reality is that the conversations taking place can and do influence sales, but until 

now, marketers have struggled to understand how they can influence those 

conversations, let alone how to establish when and where they’re happening.  

 

The expansion of the Internet has enabled consumers to quickly and conveniently 

interact with other consumers and has established the phenomenon known as online 

interpersonal influence, or electronic word-of-mouth (hereafter e-WOM). It has 

remarkably changed the way consumers gather information from other consumers and 

likewise offer their own consumption- or brand-related recommendations (Park, Wang, 

Yao, & Kang, 2011). Consumers gather and offer information through online opinion 

platforms, virtual communities and social networking sites (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008) 

and e-WOM affects consumer awareness, expectations, perceptions, attitudes, purchase 

intentions and actual behavior (Lam et al., 2005) and has a positive and strong influence 

on customer acquisitions (Trusov et al., 2009). Thus, the Internet is an established venue 

for e-WOM because it enables accessibility and reach at a completely different level 

compared traditional WOM (Chu & Kim, 2011). Electronic information and 
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communication now transcends the limitations of WOM and, thus, it has become more 

difficult for marketing practitioners to manage the diffusion of information (Duan et al. 

2008). 

 

The evolution of social networking sites has provided companies with additional brand 

touch points as they facilitate the creation and exchange of user-generated content. 

Facebook is the most popular social networking site with a billion users (Mashable, 

2012) and might be one of the most effective platforms for sharing e-WOM. Facebook 

combines e-WOM´s main benefits of reaching a large network while supporting the 

trustworthiness of social relationships (Chu & Kim, 2011). However, Facebook is still a 

rather new area of research and the academic literature within the field is mainly of a 

normative approach, meaning a more theoretical, prescriptive approach. Nonetheless, 

Facebook and other social networking sites are increasingly being acknowledged as 

important venues for e-WOM (J. Brown, Broderick, & Lee, 2007; C. Cheung, Lee, & 

Rabjohn, 2008; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; T. Smith, Coyle, Lightfoot, & Scott, 2007; 

Subramani & Rajagopalan, 2003; Trusov, Bucklin, & Pauwels, 2009; Zhang & Austin, 

2009) 

 

From a marketing perspective, the Internet and especially Facebook provide an 

opportunity to inspire e-WOM with the strategic aim of supporting marketing and 

branding activities. Marketers are particularly interested in improving the understanding 

of e-WOM, since e-WOM communication strategies combine the prospect of 

overcoming consumer resistance at significantly lower costs with faster delivery 

(Trusov, Bucklin, & Pauwels, 2009).  

A product category that leverages from positive WOM is the beauty product category, 

which contains products that enhance an individual’s personal appearance. The beauty 

industry invests heavily in marketing and advertising to increase brand awareness and 

loyalty in order to remain in the consumer's evoked set (Chein, 2012). In recent years, 

the beauty industry has invested significantly in online marketing to increase presence 

and reach, and it has emerged as the most digital savvy industry according to Lauren 

Indvik (Mashable, 2011). This is partly because of the beauty industry’s relatively long 

legacy of e-commerce due to fierce industry competition where all sales channels need 

to be optimized. Consumers are very attentive to recommendations from friends, when 
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it comes to forming an opinion about a beauty product or brand (Chein, 2012). 

Companies in the beauty industry are therefore trying to build a presence on Facebook 

to inspire positive e-WOM and engage with their chosen target groups. 

1.1 Problem statement 

The offline dialogue has transformed into an online multilogue and the variety of social 

networking sites which have emerged have proven to be influential in terms of e-WOM 

transmission (Zhang & Daugherty, 2009). Unlike traditional media, social networking 

sites are user-generated and user-centered (ibid.) and it can therefore be difficult for 

marketers to penetrate these platforms with traditional marketing communications 

strategies. Nonetheless, social networking sites are being used as a new hybrid 

component of integrated marketing communication with the aim of establishing strong 

relationships with consumers (Chu & Kim, 2011). However, marketers are still lacking 

the necessary expertise of what motivates receivers to engage with e-WOM 

communications as they are trying to harness the advantages of e-WOM on social 

networking sites (Zhang & Austin, 2009). Therefore, it has become crucial to identify 

and understand the drivers that have an impact on the receivers’ engagement with e-

WOM on Facebook. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to increase the understanding of the receivers’ motives and 

drivers for engaging in e-WOM communication on Facebook. The beauty product 

category has been chosen to further study this field and this product category is often 

discussed both on- and offline where consumers share brand and product 

recommendations (Mashable, 2011). Facebook is playing an increasingly central role in 

the marketing of beauty brands and we are determined to explore what drives 

consumers to engage with beauty product recommendations coming from other 

Facebook users. 
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1.1.1 Research Question  

Based on the introduction and problem statement, the thesis’ research question is now 

presented:  

Through a theoretical understanding of electronic word-of-mouth, what social 

drivers influence receivers’ engagement with beauty product recommendations 

on Facebook? And how do these social drivers impact receivers’ behavioral 

attitude and purchase intention? 

   

The academic reasoning for exploring e-WOM behavior on Facebook is due to the 

importance ascribed to Facebook as a social networking site by several studies 

(Hampton, 2011). The fact that Facebook is the most successful social networking site 

in the Western world makes it a highly relevant focus area (Fisher, 2009). Thus, 

Facebook may have changed the communication flow for e-WOM due to its unique 

characteristics and we will examine if WOM theory can be applied to this platform. 

Little is known about the potential social drivers that influence receivers’ engagement 

with e-WOM on Facebook and therefore this thesis will focus on the three social 

drivers, namely social ties, homophily and source credibility, and whether they have a 

significant relationship with receivers’ behavioral attitude and purchase intention. 

 

The thesis aims to deliver an empirical reasoning for Facebook as a vehicle for e-WOM 

and if Facebook has changed the setting for the social drivers that have an impact on e-

WOM engagement. 10 hypotheses are proposed based on a conceptual model to 

examine how the identified drivers potentially impact on receivers’ behavioral attitude 

and purchase intention. We have chosen to examine e-WOM communication related to 

beauty products and brands as marketers have recognized Facebook as an important 

communication tool for beauty brands (Mashable, 2011).  
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1.2 Our motivation 

A review of the existing literature on e-WOM reveals a consensus on the importance of 

e-WOM as a strategic tool in an effective marketing communication mix (J. Brown, 

Broderick, & Lee, 2007; Cheung, Luo, Sia, & Chen, 2009; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; T. 

Smith, Coyle, Lightfoot, & Scott, 2007; Subramani & Rajagopalan, 2003; Trusov, 

Bucklin, & Pauwels, 2009; Zhang & Austin, 2009). The implications of e-WOM have 

earlier been primarily studied in relation to virtual brand communities, blogs, online 

reviews etc., and to the best of our knowledge, none have thoroughly examined 

Facebook’s impact on e-WOM engagement. The lack of research in this particular sub-

field of e-WOM communication supports our research topic as it aspires to shed light on 

an underdeveloped area. The authors are highly motivated to explore this gap in the 

literature and to elaborate further on how Facebook can be used as an integral part in 

marketing activities.  

 

This thesis contributes to the literature about e-WOM communication with a specific 

emphasis on Facebook. Understanding the social drivers that affect consumers’ e-WOM 

engagement could increase marketers’ ability to generate and manage positive e-WOM 

communications. 

1.3 Thesis Delimitations 

The established delimitations concern the scope of the thesis, the theoretical foundation 

described in the framework and the empirical data employed in the analysis. The 

delimitations serve as means to narrow the scope of the thesis in order to enhance the 

applicability of the findings. 

1.3.1 Delimitating the Scope of the Thesis 

As stated in the research question, the thesis’ focal point is to explore receivers’ 

engagement with e-WOM and we therefore delimit the research to exclude the sender 

perspective. Furthermore, we will only focus on positive e-WOM. The reasoning for 

this, which is also discussed in section 4.2, is that WOM valance has different effects on 

the behavior of both senders and receivers. We will therefore only focus on positive e-
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WOM to conduct research that contributes to the communication literature. Due to the 

research focus, we will only include a brief discussion on e-WOM valence to contribute 

to the reader’s theoretical understanding. 

 

Furthermore, we choose to delimit the scope in regards to Facebook. We will omit 

Facebook Fanpages, which are companies’ venues to connect with Facebook users and 

share information, as they serve as communication channels for brands on Facebook. 

Since Facebook Fanpages represent business-to-consumer communication, the thesis 

will disregard them as the focus is solely on consumer-to-consumer communication. 

However, we recognize that Facebook Fanpages serve as a great stepping-stone for e-

WOM and business-to-consumer communication.  

 

Lastly, we are well aware that there are a multitude of active consumer segments on 

Facebook with unique behavioral patterns and levels of e-WOM engagement. Due to 

the different consumer behaviors, we will delimit our target group to women, aged 25 to 

35. This is due to the presumption that women in this age group are active Facebook 

users who are likely to be introduced to beauty product related e-WOM on Facebook. 

The establishment of a target group for our research will facilitate both the qualitative 

and quantitative research and increase the reliability of our findings as they pertain to a 

specific group of consumers. Furthermore the study will solely focus on Danish women, 

as e-WOM behavior may be altered in a global scope and thus cross-cultural 

understandings are out of the thesis’ scope.  

1.3.2 Theoretical Limitations 

To set the theoretical scene, we are primarily focusing on e-WOM literature. Several 

researchers have found that the e-WOM and traditional WOM share many of the same 

basic qualities and characteristics (Gruen et al., 2006; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, 

& Gremler, 2004). Since the two concepts are interrelated, we will use constructs and 

theoretical findings from both WOM and e-WOM literature when we extend the model 

of Theory of Planned Behavior.  

 

When it comes to existing WOM and e-WOM literature, two research approaches have 

been adopted by academics: the market-level analysis and the individual-level analysis 
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(Cheung & Thadani, 2010). While the market-level studies are focused on market-level 

parameters and objective data, the individual-level studies center on the individual and 

how the communicator can influence the receiver’s attitude and purchasing behavior 

(Cheung & Thadani, 2010). Due to the thesis’ research question, the authors will adapt 

the perspective of the individual-level analysis in order to elaborate on how e-WOM 

ultimately have an impact on purchase intention. By adopting this approach to e-WOM, 

we will focus solely on a consumer centric perspective, in order to understand the 

behavioral drivers for engagement in positive e-WOM. The identification of the drivers 

for Facebook users’ engagement in e-WOM will increase our understanding of how 

positive e-WOM can influence brand attitude and purchase intention. 

 

In the extended model of Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) we exclude behavior. This 

factor is out of the scope of our research as we will not be able to measure actual 

consumer behavior. While there is not a perfect relationship between purchase intention 

and actual behavior, intention can be used as a proximal measure of behavior (Francis et 

al., 2004). Therefore, the drivers identified in the conceptual model can be used to 

determine the effectiveness of e-WOM even if there is no available measure of actual 

behavior. The concept of behavioral intention, which we call purchase intention, 

embodies a person’s motivation or decision to act (Conner & Armintage, 1998). Thus, 

theory views consumers’ intention to perform a behavior as an immediate determinant 

of action (Ajzen, 1991). The construct of purchase intention is central to the TPB, as 

this construct is designed to capture all the motivational factors embodied in the major 

constructs preceding it (Ajzen, 1991).  

1.3.3 Empirical Limitations 

Due to the chosen post-positivistic scientific standpoint, which will be elaborated upon 

in section 1.4, there are certain limitations, which will be addressed to enhance the 

applicability of the conclusions.  

 

The post-positivistic paradigm states that absolute truth can never be found, as we can 

only disprove something. By extending the model of Theory of Planned Behavior, we 

will explore if the drivers identified from previous research have an impact on 

receivers’ behavioral attitude and purchase intention for a recommended product on 
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Facebook. As we test the e-WOM theories applicability on Facebook, the conducted 

research is a process of proposing hypotheses and then refining or abandoning some of 

them for others showing stronger relationships (Heldbjerg, 1997). This will be done as 

we test our conceptual model, and then the findings will lead to further alterations to the 

proposed model. The research process conducted and rational considerations shape the 

knowledge we generate through the thesis. The empirical research seeks to develop 

applicable statements that can serve to explain e-WOM engagement on Facebook and to 

describe the causal relationship between the variables in the conceptual model. 

 

Furthermore the chosen product category naturally has its implications on the research 

limitations. First, when conducting the questionnaire we expect that there will be a 

range of respondents who do not remember having seen a beauty product 

recommendation on Facebook. Second, by choosing a target group there will be limits 

to the applicability of the findings as not all women in the general population will be 

questioned. 

1.4 Methodology 

In this section we will elaborate on our methodological approach for analyzing e-WOM 

on Facebook. It is necessary to explain our choice of scientific standpoint, as it will 

clarify the reasoning and the principles upon which we generate knowledge and how we 

carry out our research. Furthermore, our scientific standpoint will explain how 

conclusions are drawn in order to increase applicability and validity. The section on 

methodology is introduced with a discussion of our understanding of the theory of 

science followed by our chosen methodological approach and a guide to the thesis’ 

structure.  

1.4.1 Theory of Science 

Our aim for the thesis is to create knowledge within the proposed theoretical field. 

Ontology is the study of our perception of reality and the physical world, whereas 

epistemology is the study of nature and knowledge creation, thus the foundation for true 

and valid knowledge (Brier, 2005). 
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The scientific standpoint for the thesis is based in post-positivism. Post-positivism is a 

modified version of positivism. After World War II, positivism was argued to be too 

rigid and unsatisfactory (Heldbjerg, 1997). Post-positivism can be ontologically 

understood, as there exists a reality, but it is not possible to completely comprehend it. 

Post-positivism assumes that this reality is only imperfectly and probabilistically 

apprehendable (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). The paradigm states that individuals have free 

will and a creative sense but they utilize that creativity in ways that are often patterned 

and predictable. Many post-positivists also argue that social constructions are regularly 

reified and treated as objective by actors in the social world. Thus, a post-positivist 

ontology entails a belief in regularity and patterns in our interactions with others. This 

empowers us to understand how e-WOM as a social behavior can be understood 

through the perspective of post-positivism. 

 

With regard to epistemology, post-positivists have largely rejected the assumption that 

it is possible and necessary to have a complete distinction between the researcher 

conducting the research and the phenomenon being investigated. Objectivity is seen as a 

regulatory ideal and post-positivism acknowledges that what we research is people. 

Since objectivity is not characteristic for individuals it is inherently a social 

phenomenon. Thus, we cannot obtain complete objectivity because reality is affected by 

the context and the researchers are influenced by studied theories, social backgrounds 

and previous knowledge (Heldbjerg, 1997). In other words, post-positivists pursue 

objectivity by recognizing the possible effects of biases. The search for knowledge 

remains centered on causal explanations for regularities observed in the social world. 

 

Overall, the purpose of post-positivism is to combine measurement, theory and methods 

in ways that ensure that there are no anomalies in the interpretation of reality. Post-

positivism differs from positivism in the sense that researchers cannot be separated from 

previously acquired knowledge (Heldbjerg, 1997). They consider that it is possible to 

carry out research in areas that cannot be observed as long as they are quantifiable and 

measurable e.g. people's beliefs, feelings and perceptions. Different researchers will 

observe things differently and come to different conclusions, because there is not one 

truth to be learned, but several (ibid).  
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1.4.2 Methodological Triangulation 

The thesis is built upon a hypothetico-deductive method according to the Sage 

Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods (Lewis-Beck & Liao, 2004). This 

method is known as ”method of hypotheses” and encompasses obtaining or developing 

a theory, from which a hypothesis is logically deducted to provide a possible answer to 

why a certain process takes place. A hypothesis is defined as: 

 

“A supposition about the behavior of different phenomena or about the relationships 

that may exist between them. One proposes, as a hypothesis, that a particular 

phenomenon is an antecedent or a consequence of, or is invariably concomitant to, 

other given phenomena” (Thiétart & Wauchope, 2001: 54). 

 

E-WOM communication in the post-positivistic paradigm is based on a belief that 

people interact in a pattern that can be mapped. In relation to this paradigm, 

methodological triangulation improves the explanation of a complex phenomenon 

(Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). Through triangulation, different research methods can 

complement each other and give new insights to the understanding of the phenomenon 

being investigated (Holstein, 1995). Methodological triangulation originates from the 

post-positivistic paradigm, and it is the comparison of two or more forms of evidence 

e.g. by collecting empirical data using more than one method and seeing whether there 

are any correlations in the interpretation (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). If the empirical 

evidence gathered by several different research methods reveal inconsistencies, it can be 

an indication of differences between what people do and what they say they do (Lindlof 

& Taylor, 2002) also know as the say/do- problem (Cooper, Molan, & Harding, 2002). 

 

Qualitative and quantitative research methods will be used to apply a triangulation 

approach to our research. We will make use of multiple evidence-collection methods to 

demonstrate if the 10 hypotheses can be falsified or verified to indicate a possible fit 

between theory and reality. By collecting data through various research methods we will 

be able to increase the validity of our findings (Remenyi, Williams, Money, & Swartz, 

1998). We are well aware that some researchers would argue that a methodological 
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triangulation is first complete when you triangulate with a variety of paradigms, theories 

and methods, but this is beyond the scope of thesis.  

1.5 Structural Composition  

This section presents the structure of the thesis, which is illustrated below. The 

following outline will guide the reader through the thesis, giving brief details on the 

content of each of chapters and present an overview of how the different chapters 

unfold.  

1.5.1 Structure of the Thesis 

CHAPTER 1 presents the thesis’ research question based on the problem identification 

and the methodological considerations relevant to the research topic are disclosed. This 

includes the scientific standpoint, data collection methods and delimitations. The aim is 

to clarify the relevance and set the stage for the thesis. CHAPTER 2 provides a 

presentation of the chosen product category and explains why the beauty product 

category is chosen and its relationship to Facebook. CHAPTER 3 discusses social 

networking sites in relation to social media in order to sheer light on the terminology for 

the coming analysis. We will briefly touch upon what a network is and what it is 

comprised of. Thereafter we touch upon Facebook, how it has altered the decision-

making process and its penetration in Denmark. CHAPTER 4 introduces the theories 

and concepts investigated in the thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an 

understanding for the chosen theoretical framework. The chapter contains three focal 

points. First, traditional WOM and e-WOM are discussed in regards to similarities and 

differences, and e-WOM valence affects consumer behavior and outcome. Then, e-

WOM’s communication flow is explored in relation to Facebook to enhance the 

understanding of how it may have changed. CHAPTER 5 lays the foundation for 

understanding the motives for processing positive e-WOM and e-WOM will be 

examined in connection to the decision-making model. Last, we will touch upon the 

Theory of Planned Behavior, as we will extend it in the conceptual model. CHAPTER 

6 presents the conceptual model and has the aim of discussing the potential 

relationships between the identified drivers and variables. Ten hypotheses showing the 

relationships in the conceptual model are presented. CHAPTER 7 introduces the results 
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from qualitative research methods and why these methods have been chosen and how 

they are applied. CHAPTER 8 presents the quantitative dataset and the results by 

looking at output from SmartPLS where the formulated hypotheses are tested and either 

verified or falsified. CHAPTER 9 contains the discussion of the results and the analysis 

of the empirical research in relation to theory. The managerial implications based on the 

findings are also presented. CHAPTER 10 concludes with the most important findings 

and tries to answer the research question. CHAPTER 11 evaluates the methods used 

for answering the research question and suggestions for further research are presented.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The Structural Composition of the Thesis, created by the authors. 
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2. The Beauty Product Category 

This chapter will briefly introduce the reader to the chosen case category, which is the 

beauty industry, and discuss the relevance of the product category to the thesis’ focus. 

First, the market and current consumer trends will be presented, and then we will 

categorize consumers’ level of involvement with beauty products based on the Rossiter-

Percy grid. The aim is to provide relevant insights to the case category, which will be 

used in the latter discussion of the implications of the findings.  

2.1 Market trends and forecasts 

The Beauty and Personal Care industry (hereafter BPC) is encompassed by a multitude 

of different product categories. According to Euromonitor International (2011), who 

publishes annual reports on the BPC’s growth status and statistics, the term BPC covers 

a range of products such as, skin care, color cosmetics, hair care, sun care, premium 

cosmetics etc.  

 

One of the most visible trends is the strong shift by Danish consumers from premium 

brands to masstige, mass and private labels due to the decrease in consumer confidence 

caused by the recession. Consumers are altering their purchasing habits due to the 

recession and the BPC sector is forecasted to show low to moderate growth until 2014 

(Euromonitor International, 2011). It is therefore interesting to explore this category in 

relation to e-WOM on Facebook since we assume that when consumers are changing 

their consumption behavior from premium brands to more affordable ones, that they 

will tend to ask for other consumers’ opinions. 

 

Internet retailing for BPC products has showed a healthy growth and increased by 12% 

in 2010 compared to the previous year, indicating that Danish consumers increasingly 

turn to the web for their BPC product purchases (Euromonitor International, 2011). This 

is in alignment with the global distribution channels for BPC, which experienced a 16% 

increase in Internet retail sales and it was the only distribution channel to increase in 

sales in 2010 (ibid.). 
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The Euromonitor International report: “Beauty Beyond the Crisis – The Year in Review 

and Growth Concepts for the Future” from May 2011, presents scenarios for the BPC’s 

future growth. It is predicted that due to the enhancements in technology and Internet 

penetration, that social media will be a crucial tool to reach and interact with consumers 

since it allows companies to tap into the power of e-WOM. Social media is forecasted 

to be vital when it comes to consumer acquisition and consumption. Especially 

Facebook is addressed as the most critical platform for consumer interaction (ibid.). 

According to the Euromonitor report (2011), big and small beauty brands can benefit 

from exploring social media marketing.  

 

Even though beauty brands continue to invest profoundly in traditional advertising, 

social media marketing, namely Facebook, has gained a greater role in the marketing 

mix, according to Chief Researcher, Maureen Mullen, from Luxury Think Tank L2:  

 

”Facebook is playing an increasingly central role in their marketing, ecommerce and 

customer service strategies. […] Another thing beauty brands have done well, is 

addressing both global and local markets through Facebook, a perpetual challenge for 

any global brand” (Mashable, 2011). 

 

When establishing a presence of Facebook, beauty brands often make use of Facebook 

Fanpages (Appendix 1). A Facebook Fanpage is a public profile that enables a brand to 

engage with users and share brand and product information. A trend in the usage of 

Facebook Fanpages is to be more local when it comes to branding activities and to 

engage with consumers by creating local brand communities. At present, Facebook is a 

platform for engagement and community building, not sales (Mashable, 2011).  

 

It is in our opinion that the BPC can leverage greatly from effectively incorporating 

social media into their marketing strategies. First, consumers are altering their consumer 

behavior, which indicates that consumers may be more receptive to recommendations 

from friends when looking for alternatives to premium beauty brands. Second, the trend 

of e-commerce indicates that consumers are tech-savvy and relies on the Internet for 

product purchases. Third, major beauty brands have already established a presence on 

Facebook with a tendency to build local brand communities. These tendencies support 
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the thesis’ purpose of exploring the drivers behind e-WOM engagement on Facebook 

since there is a clear trend of increased social media usage in relation to marketing BPC 

products.  

2.2 Product Involvement 

The section above gave additional insights to current consumer behavior, which 

combined with theory will be used to categorize the level of involvement and 

motivation for purchasing a beauty product. 

 

Based on the theoretical framework presented by Percy & Elliot (2009), the beauty 

product category is placed in the low-involvement transformational quadrant. This is 

due to the low fiscal impact that the product has on the consumer’s economical situation 

(low perceived risk) and that the main motives for purchasing a beauty product are 

positive; to enhance appearance, moisture skin etc.  

 

Nevertheless, categorizing beauty products as low-involvement products is not 

completely satisfactory. Consumers in the Western World are often very conscious 

about the brands and products they purchase, e.g. in relation to the ingredients used or if 

the product has been animal-tested etc. As stated in the report from Euromonitor (2011) 

many consumers have previously bought luxury brands and are now looking for suitable 

alternatives. The trends in the Western society extend the category and enlarge the 

scope of the decision-making process to involve more stages than what the theory states 

(Percy & Elliot, 2009). Due to consumers’ high awareness of different beauty brands 

and their images and qualities we argue that consumers withhold strong brand attitudes 

and beliefs when it comes to this category. Still, we do not regard beauty products to be 

in the high involvement category like cars, house loans etc. We just want to stress that 

consumers are more involved in the decision making process when it comes beauty 

products than predicted by theory. 
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3. Social Media  

When operating within the social networking landscape, it is important to outline the 

distinction between social media and social networking sites. We will touch upon what 

characterizes a network and sheer light on its structure. Especially because the structure 

of social networks has been found to have a significant impact on e-WOM transfusion 

(Bampo et al., 2008). Facebook will be introduced in order to explain why it serves as a 

great communication channel for e-WOM. The increasing popularity of Facebook will 

also be outlined in regards to the Facebook usage of the Danish population. 

3.1 Social Networking Sites 

Social media is mostly referred to the technological platforms, through which users 

generate, convey or distribute information with others. This is also underlined by 

Kaplan and Haenlein ‘s (2010) definition of social media as: 

 

"A group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological 

foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated 

content” (p. 61). 

 

Within this broad definition there are six kinds of social media: collaborative projects 

(Wikipedia), blogs and microblogs (Twitter), content communities (YouTube), social 

networking sites (Facebook), virtual game worlds (World of Warcraft) and virtual 

social worlds (Second Life) (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). The main characteristic of the 

six social media types is their united purpose to facilitate interaction among users and to 

increase the information-flow by making two-way or multiple communications 

possible. The term social media acts as an umbrella for the variety of social medias that 

differs in technology and application. As stated by Kaplan & Heinlein (2010), Facebook 

is characterized as a social networking site and in order to discuss Facebook, it is 

essential to define the term social networking site. Boyd & Ellison (2007) defines the 

term as: 
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“Web-based services that allows individuals 1. Construct a public or semi-public 

profile within a bounded system, 2. Articulate a list of users with whom they share a 

connection, and 3. View and traverse their list of connections and those made by others 

within the system. The nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site 

to site” (211). 

 

Hence, a social networking site is a website where individuals can set up an online 

profile, describe his/her interests, and add links to other users’ profiles. When we talk 

about social networking sites there is in fact mediated interaction. By having established 

an understanding of the terminology, it becomes important to understand what a 

network, like Facebook, is encompassed of.   

 

The social structure of a network is determined by the interactions from a set of actors 

and the social ties between these actors. Social networking is an act of engagement 

where clusters of individuals who share interests or are like-minded, build relationships 

through social networking sites (Zhang & Austin, 1983). Hence social networking is the 

use of communities of interest to connect to other users and expanding the way of 

socializing. A social relationship is traditionally defined as social interactions between 

two or more individuals, whereas the network structure in online communities are often 

decentralized and consisting of loose-knit connections (Vilpponen, Winter, & 

Sundqvist, 2010; Woolcock & Narayan, 2012). E-WOM is diffused quickly in online 

social communities between users who either share strong or weak ties with each other. 

This introduction to social networks will be further elaborated upon when we present 

the conceptual framework, as it will be the starting point for the discussion of the social 

drivers impacting e-WOM engagement.  

3.2 Facebook 

The differentiating aspect about Facebook is that it is a medium for consumer created 

content and communication. Users share information and status updates, which then 

appear in their network’s newsfeeds, appealing for their network to comment and 

engage with that shared information. This creates a continuous information flow and 

information travels fast due to the bidirectional capabilities and the many social 

relationships (Chu & Kim, 2011). Facebook as a platform facilitates without a doubt the 
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building and maintaining of social relationships. On Facebook, consumers have 

different possibilities of transmitting e-WOM regarding products: posting thoughts and 

opinions about a product through their status updates, uploading pictures consuming the 

product, checking in at location followed up by a comment, or comment on other users’ 

status updates. E-WOM transpires all the functions on Facebook when consumers give 

or seek product-related recommendations. E-WOM communication may be particularly 

efficient when spreading product or brand related content given the many social 

interactions. As Facebook is becoming more widely used, the global scale of e-WOM 

indicates the potential effect it may have on purchase intention and brand attitude. 

 

Facebook provides consumers with a venue for searching impartial product information 

and gives consumers the opportunity to share their own consumption-related advice by 

engaging in e-WOM. Given the unique social nature of communications on Facebook, 

understanding the influence of these social relationships could advance our knowledge 

of the underlying drivers impacting on the engagement with e-WOM. 

3.3 Facebook’s Impact on the Decision-Making Process 

A consumer’s purchasing process involves a sequence of steps. Even though these steps 

are not necessarily apparent to the average consumer, it is useful on a theoretical level 

to break them down into sub-sections. It is not our intention to thoroughly account for 

how Facebook has changed the decision making process. Our intention is rather to 

discuss how Facebook have had an impact on the information that is available at the 

individual steps.  

 

The new aspect that Facebook adds to e-WOM communication, Evans and Bratton 

(2008) calls the Social Feedback Cycle. Many consumers discuss and share their 

thoughts regarding product purchases and experiences with each other on social media. 

Thus, social media may play an important role in the phases of the traditional decision-

making process. For example, when consumers talk about a product or brand on 

Facebook, it is possible that other consumers also become aware of that product or 

brand, and thus Facebook plays an important role in the first phase, namely consumer 

awareness. In the second phase, where the consumer is considering purchase, Facebook 

is a suitable platform for consumers to discuss and exchange product experiences. In the 
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next stage when the product is purchased, it is possible to tell other consumers about the 

acquisition and thus make others aware of the company and its products (Evans & 

Bratton, 2008). The stage of post-purchase evaluation is also evident on Facebook as 

consumers share their product experiences or opinions about the purchase with their 

network.  

 

When relating Facebook to the decision making process, the novelty is that there is now 

a possibility of feedback. We mean that social networking sites such as Facebook, have 

to a certain extent made it easier for consumers to go through the steps of decision 

making process: awareness, evaluation of alternatives, purchase and post-purchase. 

Facebook enables users to get exposed quickly to information and has greatly facilitated 

how consumers pass judgments and make decisions regarding brands and products. 

3.2.1 Facebook usage in Denmark 

In Denmark, the total amount of Facebook users are 2.920.450, which means 

that Facebook penetration in Denmark is at 53% compared to the country's population 

and 61.56% in relation to number of Internet users (Socialbakers, 2012). With regard to 

the Danish Facebook demographic cf. figure 2, the largest age group is currently 25 - 

34 year olds amounting to a total of 555.663 users, followed by users aged 18 - 24. 

Furthermore, there are more female Facebook users in Denmark, with 48% being 

male compared to 52% being female, compared to 68% make to 32% female in the 

United Arab Emirates and 52% male to 48% female in Switzerland (Socialbakers, 

2012). 
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4. Word-of-Mouth 

In this chapter we will lay the theoretical foundation to acquire a deeper understanding 

for WOM as a concept. As e-WOM has developed from traditional WOM, it is 

important to review the literature and to understand the processes governing traditional 

WOM. This will strengthen our review and conclusions drawn from the research on e-

WOM literature. 

This chapter will provide the reader with a theoretical understanding of traditional and 

electronic WOM, as well as short introduction to positive and negative WOM. We will 

elaborate upon the communication flow of e-WOM and to do so, the two- step flow 

model is used, because it illustrates how communication flows through mass media, 

consumers and “influencers”. However, we will broaden the understanding, as we 

operate in an online setting, which is Facebook, known for its dyadic relationships and 

user generated content. Therefore we will make use of the convergence model for 

explaining the diffusion of e-WOM on Facebook. Overall, this chapter will provide the 

reader with a foundation for understanding e-WOM. 

4.1 Traditional WOM Communication  

WOM has received extensive attention from both academics and practitioners since the 

early 1950’s when researchers demonstrated that conversations and informal exchanges 

of information have a heavy influence on consumer behavior (De Bruyn & Lilien, 

2008). One of the earliest definitions was given from Arndt in 1967 in Matos & Rossi 

(2008): 

“[…] Oral, person-to-person communication between a perceived non-commercial 

communicator and a receiver concerning a brand, a product, or a service offered for 

sale.” (67) 

 

In other words, Arndt describes WOM as the act of exchanging marketing information 

among consumers. However, the impact of WOM on consumers is unseen in the 

definition. The impact is encompassed in Chu & Kim (2011) redefinition of WOM: 
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“[…] An act of exchanging marketing information among consumers, and plays an 

essential role in changing consumers attitudes and behavior towards products and 

services.” (48). 

This definition explains the potential effect of WOM on consumers’ attitude and 

behavior resulting from information transmission. Moreover, as a result of the 

interpersonal exchange, WOM is influencing an individual’s decision-making process 

(Gruen, Osmonbekov, & Czaplewski, 2006a; Villanueva, Yoo, & Hanssens, 2008). As 

also stated by Brown et al. (2007): 

“Offline, WOM can convert lower order cognition and affect into higher order 

cognition and effect, subsequently leading to committed behaviors” (4). 

Thus, one’s existing attitude can be altered by someone else’s opinion, which 

subsequently can alter consumer behavior. Ledru-rollin & Dwyer (2007) provides an 

interesting dimension in his definition of WOM:  

“Word of mouth is a network phenomenon: People create ties to other people with the 

exchange of units of discourse (that is, messages) that link to create an information 

network while the people create a social network” (64). 

The social dimension of traditional WOM is a noteworthy inclusion when defining the 

concept, as it can be argued that a social network is quite unique to WOM, especially 

when compared to below-the-line advertising. When people share experiences, they 

create ties to each other, and sharing information causes people to create a social 

network as well as an informational network. The impact of WOM is determined by the 

social structures surrounding a consumer and opinions from certain individuals carry 

more weight than from others. Comments from peers concerning products, brands or 

services are often perceived as more credible and reliable than information resulting 

from marketing communications (Keller, 2006).  
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4.2. Positive and Negative WOM 

WOM can be classified as either positive or negative and the impact is different when it 

comes to the behavior of both senders and receivers. It is vital to elaborate on the 

differential aspects between positive and negative WOM, and we have chosen to 

concentrate on positive WOM. Therefore we want to outline the reasoning of the 

choice, by stating the differences.  

 

Researchers have tried to measure the valance of WOM information in order to assess 

the impact it has on consumer behavior. Positive WOM is expected to have a positive 

influence on brand beliefs, attitudes and behavioral intentions, while negative WOM has 

the opposite effect (Jones, Aiken, & Boush, 2009).  

 

When a consumer is highly satisfied or loyal to a brand, the consumer is more likely to 

propagate and engage in positive WOM (Godes & Mayzlin, 2004). East, Hammond & 

Lomax (2008) found that positive WOM is in turn more influential than negative WOM 

when it comes to affecting the recipient’s brand purchase intention. Additionally, 

positive WOM attracts new customers, as they’re likely to consider the product as 

desirable in conformity with the WOM (Wu & Wang, 2011). Instigating positive WOM 

could potentially lead to more consumers choosing to purchase a certain brand. The 

impact of positive WOM is also strongly related to the pre-WOM probability of 

purchasing a brand, when a consumer is already inclined to purchase one brand over 

another, positive WOM will increase the likelihood of the consumer choosing to 

purchase that brand (East et al., 2008). Several studies have found that positive e-WOM 

increase sales levels when consumers’ purchase intentions get stimulated (Chakravarty, 

Liu, & Mazumdar, 2010; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008).  

 

However, studies have shown that people are more prone to believe negative 

information than positive (Huang, Cai, Tsang, & Zhou, 2011). Message recipients tend 

to place greater weight on negative messages, resulting in a negativity effect. It has been 

suggested that it is caused by the fact that commercial messages tend to be positive and 

when something distorts the positive environment it undoubtedly receives attention 

(Chakravarty et al., 2010).  
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Arndt found that negative WOM had twice as much impact on purchase intention as 

positive WOM. Nevertheless, he reviewed only one brand, which is being criticized by 

East et al. (2008) who states that systematic research has to be carried out across 

categories and brands in order to make valid conclusions. Furthermore, Arndt chose a 

brand that was new to the market and therefore had little established beliefs (ibid.). 

 

Positive WOM and negative WOM share some similar traits, however, several studies 

point to the fact that there are different motives behind negative and positive WOM. An 

extensive study carried out by Sundaram, Mitra, & Webster (1998) indicated a clear 

difference in the motives for engaging in either positive or negative WOM. Their 

research showed that engagement in negative WOM were motivated by reduction of 

anxiety, vengeance and advice seeking, while engagement in positive WOM was 

motivated by altruism, product-involvement, self enhancement and to a lesser degree 

helping the organization (ibid.). 

4.3 Electronic WOM Communication  

Henning-Thurau et al. (2004) established the most commonly referred to definition for 

e-WOM: 

 

“[…] Any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or former customers 

about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people and 

institutions via the Internet” (39). 

 

Just like traditional WOM, e-WOM is consumer-based communication about a product 

or company but the difference is that it occurs in an online setting. E-WOM is basically 

an extension of traditional WOM on the Internet, however some e-WOM characteristics 

differentiates from traditional WOM in certain aspects (Park, Wang, Yao, & Kang, 

2011). The connection between the sender and the receiver appears to be the most 

distinct difference between e-WOM and WOM. WOM is limited to communication 

between real-life acquaintances. Compared to traditional WOM where the influence is 

limited to a local social network, opinions expressed online have the potential to reach 
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far beyond the local community, enabling one-to-many communication (Chen & Xie, 

2008; Kozinets, Valck, Wojnicki, & Wilner, 2010). 

 

The Internet has provided a modernized setting for WOM where consumers can express 

their anonymous opinions on a multitude of platforms that no longer vanishes instantly 

(Goldsmith & Horowitz, 2006). Consumers use the Internet to exchange product-related 

information and share brand experiences in the same way that they do offline. 

Consumers have been found to more receptive to e-WOM communication and this is 

due to the fact that consumers who actively search for information online are more 

motivated to process the information they receive (Andreassen & Streukens, 2009). 

Information can be found online in a number of different locations such as online 

discussion forums, boycott sites, bulletin board systems, blogs, review sites, chat rooms 

or social networking sites (Goldsmith & Horowitz, 2006; Hennig-thurau & Walsh, 

2004).  

 

To sum up, the interactive nature of the Internet gives consumers access to a greater 

amount of information and a variety of products and brands. Arguably, this also makes 

e-WOM even more effective than traditional word of mouth, which is hampered by the 

limited reach of face-to-face communication. In figure 3, we have summarized the key 

similarities and differences between traditional and electronic WOM. 

Figure 3: The key findings stating the similarities and differences between WOM and e-
WOM. Created by the authors based on the literature review.  
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4.4 E-WOM and the Communication-flow  

Three communication models are discussed in the coming section to explain how we 

define e-WOM communication on Facebook. We will elaborate on existing 

communication theories and how we view the spread of e-WOM on the social 

networking site, Facebook. First, the kanylemodel is introduced, then the two- step flow 

model, since it illustrates how communication flows from mass media to consumers, 

and where influencers is an important element in the communication flow. Finally, we 

present the convergence model, which we propose adequately explains how e-WOM 

communication takes place on Facebook.  

 

The traditional view of communication is reflected in the so-called kanylemodel, where 

the stepping-stone is the possibility to transfer a message from a sender to a receiver. In 

this model, the receiver is a passive object where the message is directly transmitted 

from the sender in order to achieve the desired effect (Windahl, Signitzer, & Olson, 

1992). Consequently, it is a matter of linear one-way communication, where an active 

sender can affect a passive receiver. This model does not take into account the influence 

that the contextual environment has on the communication flow. According to this 

theory, the receivers cannot be influenced or affected by anything else than the primary 

sender, disregarding the potential impact a social network has on the communication 

flow (ibid.). Therefore, this perspective on communication is in our opinion not 

adequate to explain network-based communication, since e-WOM concerns information 

that spreads through a social network, and not just from a sender to a passive receiver. 

 

The two-step flow model is on the other hand, a step towards a more socially oriented 

communication perspective, developed by Paul Lazerfeld and his colleagues on the 

basis of a study on the presidential election in Ohio in 1940 (Windahl et al., 1992). Here 

it is stressed that mass media does not affect the receivers as isolated individuals, 

because these individuals also speak to and influence each other.  

 

The theory behind the two-step flow model is that information gets out to the general 

public through so-called opinion leaders. Opinion leaders are people who are well 

aware of the media, and who can affect other individuals more than others since they 
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function as experts in a particular domain (ibid.). According to Windahl et al., (1992) 

opinion leaders are individuals:  

 

"... Who perform the functions of receiving, processing, and disseminating information" 

(51). 

 

Opinion leaders do not only communicate the message originating from the media, but 

also add their own interpretations when disseminating to other consumers, who are 

called followers. Thus, both information and influence is obtained in this part of the 

two-step flow model. According to Windahl, Signitzer, & Olson (1992) the explanation 

for this is either 1. That mass media in a combination with interpersonal communication 

has a great impact on the sender or 2. That interpersonal communication has a greater 

impact than mass communication. 

 

The two-step flow model seeks to explain how communication is spread by mass media. 

From this perspective the model may help to explain how one-to-many communication 

is spread on Facebook. A company occupying a Facebook Fanpage will instead perform 

the function which mass media occupies in the two-step flow model, with the addition 

of enabling information to flow in both directions, not just one-way communication.  

 

Rosen (2001) criticizes the two-step flow theory for failing to recognize that in many 

cases there is a dialogue among people when there is exchange of information 

concerning products. In addition, he criticizes the ‘waterfall metaphor’, which the 

model is related to. In this context the term transmission is namely from a percolation 

principle, where prevalence spreads from the upper classes and down to the lower 

classes, because the middle class imitates the upper class, etc. Rosen (2001) 

acknowledges that model describes important aspects of the process, but believes that 

the hegemonic relationship between the parties is problematic. Although there will 

always be a hierarchy in the way the information is spread through the network, he 

stresses that it does not occur to the extent which is often assumed. He emphasizes that 

it is more fruitful to consider e-WOM as underground water, not only moving in one 

direction, but flows upwards, downwards and sideways (ibid.).  
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The two-step flow model can give the impression that the process associated with mass 

communication can be divided into two types of individuals. Namely, those who are 

active, so called opinion leaders, and those who are passive, called followers. However, 

this is an oversimplification, because in reality, individuals do not belong either to one 

or the other group. The two types: opinion leader and follower are not always 

representative of the individual 

and its roles – especially within 

a social network. A follower 

can also be the active party 

since they initiate the 

communication with an opinion 

leader in order to obtain 

information (Windahl et al., 

1992.). This is especially 

evident on Facebook, where we 

have seen examples of users 

giving or seeking advice on 

what to buy as seen in figure 4. 

 

A final criticism concerns the misconception that only opinion leaders receive 

information from the mass media. Windahl, Signitzer, & Olson (1992) writes, that mass 

media in some cases may be the first place where individuals obtain information and 

that this stimulates them to discuss it with other people, for example, opinion leaders.  

 

We argue that on Facebook, information then travels back and forth between users and 

the role of sender and receiver is constantly reversed. This can be argued to be a 

prominent feature on Facebook, where multiple consumers in a social network discuss a 

topic. The two-step-flow model, in the scope of this thesis, does not sufficiently explain 

the communication flow of e-WOM on Facebook. Especially, since our focus is on 

consumer-to-consumer communication without a primary focus on mass media.  

 

Figure 4: An image from the netnographic research 
showing a Facebook user seeking advice on nail polish. 
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The above criticism of the two-step flow model is the basis of Rogers & Kincaid's 

(1981) convergence model where communication is poly-cyclic, depicted in figure 4. 

Convergence can be understood as the process that occurs when two or more people, 

connected by a common interest or a common focus, exchange information like on 

Facebook. This is evident in appendix 3, where a consumer asks his network for 

recommendations of a new bank and there are 13 comments with different suggestions. 

Communication on 

Facebook is understood 

as a process in which 

the participants provide 

and exchange 

information with each 

other in order to 

achieve a mutual 

understanding, and 

affect not only the 

receiver but also everyone else participating in the conversation. The exchange of 

information makes participants act both as senders and receivers in the social network. 

This is in contrast to the previous communication model that had a more individualistic 

and passive view of the receiver (ibid.). The convergence model is the most suitable 

communication model for explaining communication flow on Facebook. However, an 

important aspect from the two-step model has to be discussed in regards to the 

convergence model, namely opinion leaders.  

 

First, it is well recognized in the literature that certain consumers are more influential 

than others when it comes to e-WOM and they are classified as opinion leaders 

(Breazeale, 2009; Chu & Kim, 2011; Smith, Coyle, Lightfoot, & Scott, 2007; Steffes & 

Burgee, 2009; Zhang & Austin, 2009). Opinion leaders have been found to be crucial 

for the transmission of e-WOM as they are important influencers when it comes to 

information dissemination, product judgment and purchase intention (Hung & Yiyan Li, 

2007). They can therefore not be neglected, however through the perspective of the 

convergence model, there is no distinction between opinion leaders and opinion seekers 

when it comes to e-WOM. The interactive nature of Facebook allows consumers to 

Figure 5: The Convergence Model (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981) 
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naturally engage in e-WOM and have various roles such as opinion leaders, opinion 

seekers or opinion passers. 

 

Facebook users have the possibility to express product-related information and even 

obtain and seek advice from others before they make their purchase decision. Due to 

this communication setting, we argue that opinion leaders are still relevant, but due to 

the social setting on Facebook and the convergence model, the characteristics of opinion 

leaders vary depending on the social context that they are in and how the sender 

perceive them. Consequently, we do not neglect the power of opinion leaders because 

they are influential when it comes to the receiver’s motivation to engage in e-WOM 

since they posses certain characteristics that make other people listen to them. However, 

these crucial characteristics or drivers, which can affect the level of engagement in e-

WOM, will be further explained and discussed in our conceptual framework and model. 

 

With these reservations in mind, we believe that the convergence model is most 

appropriate to describe e-WOM communication flow on Facebook, as this model deals 

with the exchange of e-WOM communication between individuals and across networks.   
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5. E-WOM & Consumer Behavior  

What motivates consumers to engage in e-WOM communication? To theoretically 

answer this, the following sections will briefly introduce the reader to the key 

motivators for engaging with e-WOM. These variables are general motives for WOM 

and e-WOM, which will act as the starting point for the social drivers identified in the 

conceptual model. Since e-WOM originates from traditional WOM, researchers argue 

that they share many of the same qualities. Several researchers, namely Hennig-Thurau 

et al., (2004) and Gruen et al., (2006) have found that because of the similarities 

between traditional WOM and e-WOM, it is reasonable to assume that consumer 

motives, important to traditional word of mouth, also are relevant to e-WOM.  

5.1 The Motives for Engaging in e-WOM 

The term motive is clarified as: 

“[…] A general driver that directs a consumer’s behavior toward attaining his or her 

needs” (Hennig-Thurau & Walsh, 2004:53). 

Which insinuates that motives considerably determine consumer behavior and thus they 

are useful in explaining why consumers seek advice online. Cheung and Thadani’s 

study (2010) identified key motivators that are relevant for the processing and diffusion 

of e-WOM messages. The motivation to properly engage with information is dependent 

on six key variables: 

 

The first variable it source credibility, which includes two major dimensions: expertise 

and trustworthiness (Hu, Liu, & Zhang, 2008). The perceived source credibility will 

have an impact on the diffusion and on the receiver’s motivation to deconstruct the e-

WOM message (Kiecker & Cowles, 2001). If the communicator is perceived as capable 

in supplying accurate and truthful information, then the receiver will be more likely to 

process the message (Christy, Cheung, Lee, & Rabjohn, 2008). The influence of the 

message depends heavily on the source’s characteristics because they ultimately 

determine how the message is interpreted (Ajzen, 1991). 
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Second, the source’s attractiveness i.e. physical and personal characteristics, will also 

influence the extent to which the receiver identifies with the source (Kiecker & Cowles, 

2001). Source attractiveness consists of three elements: similarity (resemblance between 

the source and receiver), familiarity (the knowledge of the source through exposure or 

past association) and likeability (affection for the source as a result of physical 

appearance, behavior, or other personal traits), and will decide whether the source’s 

message is elaborated upon or not. If the source resembles the receiver on an either 

personal or physical characteristic, or the source is familiar to the receiver due to 

previous contact or if the receiver shows affection for the source due to appearance or 

behavior, then the intention to elaborate on the e-WOM message is higher than for other 

sources (ibid.).  

 

The third variable is related to the intensity of a social relationship, thus the strength of 

the social ties that individuals share with each other determine the receiver’s intention 

to engage with an e-WOM message (Steffes & Burgee, 2009).  

 

The fourth variable is the level of consumer involvement, which is dependent on the 

emotional ties and the physiological identification that the consumer has with the 

stimuli, meaning the content of the message (Cheung et al., 2009).  

 

The fifth variable is when the consumer already has an emotional bond or has 

considerable prior knowledge of the stimuli, then the motivation to process the 

information is higher (Doh & Hwang, 2009).  

 

The sixth variable is called homophily and refers to the extent to which the receiver and 

communicator are similar demographically or share personal attributes (Awad & 

Ragowsky, 2008). The degree of homophily between the sender and receiver can 

explain the occurrence and importance of WOM, indicating that individuals trust and 

value the opinions of others in the same reference group (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008).  

 

De Bruyn and Lilien (2008), Hennig-Thurau & Walsh (2004) also identified five 

motives for reading online customer recommendation on online opinion platforms: 
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obtaining buying-related information, social orientation through information, 

community membership, remuneration and how to consume a product. In other words, 

motivation relates either to information seeking, consumption advice or social 

enhancement. Hennig-Thurau et al. (2004) also conducted a study to assess why 

consumers articulate themselves on consumer-opinion platforms. The study suggests 

that consumers’ desire for economic incentives, potential to enhance self-worth, 

concern for other consumers and the desire for social interaction are the main motives 

behind posting e-WOM messages (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). What is vital to derive 

from these two studies is the self-enhancement aspect, which was not identified by De 

Bruyn and Lilien (2008). This intrigued the authors to ask the question how can the 

motivational variable to enhance self-image be related to e-WOM on Facebook?  

 

Thorbjørnsen, Pedersen, & Nysveen (2007) defines expressiveness as:  

 

“The consumers’ perception of a given product’s or service’s ability to express both 

social and personal identity dimensions” (765). 

 

Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007) stress that online behavior is an expression of identities and 

thus Facebook must facilitate some element of identity expression. What Facebook 

users communicate reflects how they want to be perceived and how they want to 

express their identities. Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007) apply the term identity 

expressiveness with the following focus:  

 

“The importance of behavior as something that may be interpreted by others in the 

social construction of identity and by oneself in the repeated self-construction of 

identity” (766). 

 

Consumers satisfy a variety of psychological needs by being on Facebook (Wang & 

Fesenmaier, 2003). Furthermore, it has been found that online communities like 

Facebook empower consumers to express their identities via products and brands and 

thus are able to satisfy several psychological needs. The central principles of the self-

expression concept, according Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007) is first, that consumers prefer 

brands associated with a set of personality traits congruent with their own, and second, 
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that consumers use these brands more or less consciously to express their own identity 

and values. This perspective is potentially an important moderator for how consumers 

engage in product related e-WOM. 

 

The above-mentioned section contribute to the understanding of the receiver’s 

motivators to engage with e-WOM which could potentially have an impact on the 

decision making process (Christy & Cheung, 2010).  

5.3 Theory of Reasoned Action  

This subchapter presents the theoretical framework that we use to construct our 

conceptual model. The model is based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (hereafter 

TPB), which is chosen to address the research question. We will extend the model as we 

regard the model’s construct, subjective norms, to consist of several social dimensions. 

This will be thoroughly explained in the corresponding section and before doing so, we 

will review the Theory of Reasoned Action (hereafter TRA), as it TPB’s origin (Ajzen, 

1991). 

5.3.1 Theory of Reasoned Action 

In order to better understand, explain and thus predict an individuals' behavior, Icek 

Ajzen and Martin Fishbein (1980) developed TRA. The model is based on the 

assumption that an individual acts rationally, and thus, systematically makes use of the 

accessible information to make a decision (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). It is therefore 

assumed that the individual acts after considering the possible consequences given by a 

certain action. The chosen action is the one perceived as having the most positive 

outcome or consequence and thus the expected outcome of a given behavior is leading 

the actual behavior.  

 

Compared to previous models of attitude formation, TRA adds another element to the 

process of persuasion, namely behavioral intention. Behavioral intention (BI) is defined 

as the subjective probability that an individual will perform a certain behavior (ibid.). 

Behavioral intention depends on two determinants: the individual's attitude about the 

behavior (AB) and subjective norm (SNB) (ibid.). The individual's attitude (AB) is 
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determined by the beliefs - both good and bad, that an individual has about the expected 

consequences of a given behavior.  

 

Attitude is as mentioned a person's overall belief about e.g. if an anti-wrinkle cream 

works or does not work, and an evaluation of the consequences of using the cream. In 

TRA it is based on a person's attitude towards a behavior in place of the above-

mentioned attitude towards an object to the provision of a given behavior (Fishbein, 

1967). Several empirical studies conclude that it would be more likely that attitude to an 

object either does not relate to a behavior or at best, only less to the overall behavior. 

This means that the attitude towards "anti-wrinkle cream" is better to explain why the 

person is using the cream than the person's attitude to the brand of the cream. 

 

Subjective norms are the individual's perception of whether people in his or her social 

network believe that he or she should perform the given behavior. The subjective norms 

are important as they deal with the influence that the social environment has on the 

individual's intention to perform a given behavior. More specifically, the individual's 

perceived pressure and expectations from key individuals or reference groups to act in a 

certain way and the individuals’ motivation to comply with these expectations. 

According to Wicker (1969) consumers often mention their perceptions about other 

people when they need to explain their own behavior, and thus it is important for them 

what other people think.  

 

According to the model, behavior can be determined by the intention to perform a 

behavior. The intention depends on the consumer's own positive attitude to perform the 

behavior and the reference groups’ attitudes toward performing the behavior (Ajzen & 

Fishbein, 1980). In relation to the research topic, this means that Facebook users could 

have a positive position on the use of a certain beauty product, but the intention to 

actually use a brand is highly influenced by an individual's perception of what the most 

appropriate action might be, i.e. if an individual’s reference group is spreading positive 

or negative e-WOM on a certain brand, then the individual might be inclined to comply 

with these opinions in order to conform with the group. 
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5.3.2 Critique of the Theory of Reasoned Action 

TRA has, in spite of the model's usefulness and popularity, shown to have several 

weaknesses. Critics believe that there are several variables that can be involved in 

determining behavior, such as moral obligation, self-identity, past behavior and habits 

(Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). One of the major limitations to the model is that TRA only 

explains and predicts relatively simple behavior that is volitional and under an 

individual’s control (Ajzen, 1988). According to the above, the formation of an 

intention to perform a given behavior is in principle enough to predict behavior. But 

several critics points to TRA’s inability to precisely explain and thus predict the 

situation where the individual does not have full control of the behavior, such as being 

constrained by lack of skills or resources (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Sheppard, Hartwick, 

& Warshaw, 1988).  

 

This issue has been resolved by adding a new component to the Theory of Reasoned 

Action called Perceived Behavioral Control (hereafter PBC). This new dimension to the 

model removes the assumption that behavior is volitional by taking into account the 

individual's perception of how easy or difficult it is to perform a given behavior and the 

theory has been given the name Theory of Planned Behavior (hereafter TPB) (Eagly & 

Chaiken, 1993). As stated, the most prominent criticism of the model refers to the fact 

that the model does not account for situations where performance requires additional 

knowledge, skills, resources or other necessities to overcome interfering factors 

(Sheppard et al., 1988). The consumer may in some cases not have complete voluntary 

control over all factors relating to the behavior and may prevent that person from 

performing the behavior despite a strong intent. Ajzen (1991) thus extended TRA with 

the variable perceived behavioral control and the TPB is discussed in the next section. 

5.3.3 Theory of Planned Behavior 

Theory of Planned Behavior is often considered superior and better to predict behavior 

than TRA (Ajzen & Madden, 1986). The original framework of the TPB is made up of 

five constructs in total, namely: attitude towards behavior, subjective norm, PBC, 

behavioral intention, and behavior as shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Theory of Planned Behavior Model (Ajzen, 1991). 

Perceived behavioral control (PBC) refers to the consumer's belief that he or she is able 

to perform a given behavior. Therefore the additional explanatory variable takes into 

account the consumer's perception of whether he or she has the necessary resources and 

opportunities to perform the behavior or not. Perceived control affects behavior both 

directly and indirectly. According to Ajzen (1991) most of the knowledge about 

perceived control is derived from systematic study programs. The studies showed that a 

person's behavior is strongly influenced by the belief that he or she has the skills to 

perform the behavior. Overall, the consumer's behavior depends on whether the 

behavior is considered to be favorable by other individuals combined with the 

consumer’s confidence that he or she can actually perform the behavior (ibid.). 

 

We have to mention a critical fact in regards to the TBP and the chosen product 

category. The TPB is most useful in connection with high involvement products 

(Hamlin & Welsh, 1999). The higher the degree of involvement, the stronger beliefs 

consumers will form. A higher degree of involvement is typically developed for long-

lasting consumer goods of a certain complexity and a relatively high price range 

(Kotler, 2003). Thus, a low involvement product indicates weaker beliefs and attitude 

formation as consumers consider less results and risk associated with the product. 

However, as we discussed in Chapter 2, beauty products are not always suitable to be 

classified as low-involvement products. Due to consumers’ high awareness of different 

beauty brands and their images and qualities, we argue that consumers withhold strong 

brand attitudes and beliefs when it comes to beauty products.  
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A second critical point that we have to address relates to the construct of subjective 

norms. We argue that subjective norms are not adequate for explaining the impact of a 

consumer’s social network on e-WOM engagement. There are multiple social factors 

impacting on e-WOM engagement such as past behavior, habits, moral obligations and 

self-identity. As mentioned earlier, there are various key motives for engaging with e-

WOM, thus subjective norms does not offer sufficient explanatory power and may 

delimit our findings. To addresses this critique, we will extend the construct by adding 

three variables relevant to e-WOM engagement, which will be further explained in the 

following chapter. This extension is in accordance with Eagly & Chaiken, (1993) who 

states that the TPB model's open framework makes it possible to add more explanatory 

variables to the model (ibid.). 

 

To conclude, we find the model valid to use as the foundation for our conceptual model, 

since the TPB has been the theoretical basis for 222 studies published in the Medline 

database, and 610 studies published in the PsycINFO database, from 1985 to January 

2004 (Francis et al. 2004).  
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6. The Conceptual Model  

This chapter presents the conceptual model and each variable is discussed based on the 

theoretical review. Ten hypotheses are proposed to explain the relationships between 

the latent variables identified as crucial for the engagement with e-WOM. The chapter 

will first give the reader an overview of the conceptual model and then each of the three 

stages of the model will be thoroughly elaborated upon in regard to e-WOM theory and 

Facebook. Based on the theory, causal relationships between the constructs are then 

hypothesized and proposed. The aim of the conceptual model is to increase the 

understanding of how the drivers affect behavioral attitude and purchase intention. A 

graphical overview of the conceptual model is depicted below in figure 7.  

 
Figure 7: The Conceptual Model of how the drivers effect receiver’s engagement with e-

WOM communication on Facebook. Created by the authors as an extension of the TPB 
model (Ajzen, 1991). 

We have argued that subjective norms in the TPB model are not adequate to explain the 

latent motives for e-WOM. We have therefore extended the construct by adding three 

social drivers, because these drivers more thoroughly describe subjective norms and 

give further depth to the model. Through the theoretical review of WOM and e-WOM 

literature, we identified a variety of significant motives or drivers for a receiver to 
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engage in e-WOM and three of these social drivers make up the social dimension of our 

conceptual model. We propose that they have a positive indirect or direct impact on a 

receiver’s behavioral attitude and self-extension. Additionally, we have classified 

perceived behavioral control as an individual driver that has a direct impact on 

behavioral attitude and purchase intention. The four drivers represent the first stage of 

the conceptual model. 

 

The second stage includes the mediators that we propose to have a positive impact on 

consumers’ purchase intention. Two mediators are presented: self-extension and 

behavioral attitude. The mediator, self-extension, refers to how a consumer builds a 

self-image in relation to the brands and products that the consumer chooses to associate 

with (Thorbjørnsen et al., 2007). Self-extension is regarded as having a positive 

mediation effect on behavioral attitude and enhancing the significance of the 

relationship that the social drivers have on behavioral attitude. Thorbjørnsen et al. 

(2007) demonstrated that the effect of subjective norms on intention to use is mediated 

by social identity expressiveness. Thus, the social drivers that we propose are mediated 

by a receiver’s self-extension ultimately impacting on behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention. The second mediator, behavioral attitude pertains to the formation of an 

attitude towards a brand or product, which will ultimately have an impact on intention.  

 

The third and final stage of our conceptual model refers to the outcome, namely 

purchase intention. It is in our opinion, that the four drivers ultimately have an impact 

on purchase intention, thus it is crucial to assess which of the variables that have an 

influence on behavioral attitude and purchase intention.  

6.1 The Social and Individual Drivers 

In order to explain the reasoning behind choosing the three social drivers inspired from 

the motives outlined in Chapter 5.1, we will initially take a broader perspective through 

an understanding of what social capital is and comprised of. We will explain what 

determines the dynamics of a social network and how it can be understood through the 

overall construct of social capital. Social capital is crafted in the relationships between 

users that exist in social networks. Mouw (2006) stresses that: 
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“The key concept here is that social capital is not an individual characteristic or a 

personality trait, but a resource that resides in the networks and groups to which people 

belong” (79). 

 

Social capital is co-created in a network and does not solely belong to one individual 

but to all within the network (Mathwich, Wiertz, & Ruyter, 2008). Social capital is 

intangible and is encompassed of shared norms and beliefs and is influential for e-

WOM interpretation as consumers often rely on other consumers’ recommendations 

(Woolcock & Narayan, 2012). The unique application of Facebook provides consumers 

with numerous opportunities to maintain existing personal networks or to expand them. 

From a consumer behavior perspective, consumers’ trust for recommendations and 

opinions coming from their social networks can be interpreted as an indication of the 

effect of social capital.  

 

Steffes & Burgee (2009) stated that the level of social capital determine the intention to 

engage with an e-WOM message. Meaning that degree of social capital withheld by a 

user on Facebook can potentially affect the likelihood of the receiver’s interpreting the 

content, potentially directly or indirectly altering behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention. We therefore find it crucial to assess what social drivers that make up social 

capital and how these drivers have an impact on e-WOM engagement on Facebook. 

 

We argue, based on the theoretical review, that social capital consists of three social 

drivers that combined, explain the level of social capital in a Facebook network. These 

drivers are identified as social ties, homophily and source credibility and they contribute 

individually to the social capital found in a network of consumers. Each driver will be 

further discussed in the coming sections and hypotheses will be constructed regarding 

each driver’s relationship to self-extension and behavioral attitude. 
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6.1.2 Social ties 

Social tie strength has been found to be one of the most significant factors explaining 

the influence of e-WOM communications (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008). According to 

Steffes and Burgee (2009) social tie strength is: 

“The level of intensity of the social relationship between consumers or degree of 

overlap of two individuals’ friendship varies greatly across a consumer’s social 

network.” (45). 

Hence it is the bond between users of a network that determine the strength of the social 

tie and tie strength has an impact on the effect of e-WOM transmission and 

interpretation. This is consistent with Doh & Hwang (2009) who states that a 

prerequisite to process information is an emotional bond. In other words, strong ties are 

formed with a consumer’s close connections, such as friends and family within a 

network, whereas weak ties are formed by less personal relationships. The impact has 

been found to differ due to the strength of the social tie (Brown, Broderick, & Lee, 

2007; Gruen, Osmonbekov, & Czaplewski, 2006). Brown et al. (2007) summarizes that 

the strength of a tie is dependent on the amount of exchanged resources, which form the 

social value of the tie. Social tie strength can also be determined by the importance, 

frequency and social relation of the interpersonal connections (Brown et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, Hennig-Thurau et al., (2004) also stress that the motives for e-WOM 

engagement are related to the desire for social interaction and a concern for others, 

which reflects the emotional bond established between users.  

 

With regards to Facebook, which is a network of networks, the strength of a social tie 

might not be as critical as stated in previous research. Meaning that both strong tie 

connections, as well as weak ties, might equally influence consumers’ brand attitude 

and purchase intention. This is due to the interconnectivity enabled by the interpersonal 

networks, where the information flow is enlarged. Consumers’ product choices may be 

influenced by both steady and intimate strong tie interactions, and remotely connected 

weak ties. Consequently, both strong and weak ties established on Facebook may 

stimulate the engagement with product-related e-WOM leading to increased brand 

attitude, ultimately affecting purchase intention. In other words, Facebook gives 
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consumers the venue to connect with both closer personal contacts (strong ties) and less 

personal contacts (weak ties). However, according to Steffes & Burgee (2009) strong tie 

relationships are normally more readily available as sources of information because 

consumers interact with strong tie contacts more regularly than weak tie contacts. This 

may also be the case on Facebook, that the stronger the tie strength, the more the 

receiver engages in e-WOM behavior on Facebook. Therefore, the first and second 

hypotheses intend to explore the importance of tie strength when it comes to e-WOM 

engagement on Facebook. 

H1: Strong social ties have a positive direct effect on a receiver’s self-extension.  

 

H2: Self-extension has a positive mediating effect on the relationship between a 

receiver’s social ties and behavioral attitude. 

6.1.3 Homophily 

Homophily is the second social driver, which was discussed in section 5.1, and is 

defined as the quantity to which individuals who interact are consistent or alike on 

certain attributes and characteristics (Brown et al., 2007; Mouw, 2006). Previous studies 

have found that friends and members of social networks tend to be similar in socio-

demographic characteristics as well in perceptual attributes (Chu & Kim, 2011; Mouw, 

2006). Research conducted by Mouw (2006) demonstrates that homophily facilitates the 

act of communication, as people tend to engage and interact with others with similar 

lifestyles. Furthermore, homophily has been proven to have a significant impact on the 

interpretation of information (Chakravarty et al., 2010; Mouw, 2006). Therefore, a 

receiver’s perception of the communication context, comprising the degree of 

homophily, has an impact on a receiver’s attitude (Rogers and Bhowmik, 1970).  

 

Although, with the expansion of consumers’ personal networks on Facebook, it can be 

argued that there is an increased level of diversity to one’s social network. In an online 

environment, the assessment of homophily based on typical “offline” cues such as 

gender, age, social and professional status, may be “filtered out” (Brown et al., 2007). 

Homophily is therefore an interesting driver to research if it also is applicable for 

relationships on Facebook. It can be argued that the rapid growth of users’ personal 
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networks on Facebook indicate a higher degree of diversity in regards to the networks’ 

attributes. Since previous research has found homophily to be a crucial variable in 

regards to e-WOM, it is interesting to explore if it is an influential variable on 

Facebook. Especially when one might believe that Facebook users interact with both 

demographically similar contacts and with those with dissimilar attributes and 

characteristics. Therefore, it is important to assess how homophily influences e-WOM 

engagement on Facebook.  

H3: Homophily has a positive direct effect on a receiver’s self-extension.  

 

H4: Self-extension has a positive mediating effect on the relationship between 

homophily and a receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

6.1.4 Source Credibility 

Source credibility is compromised of source expertise, which refers to perceived 

competence of the source, and source bias, which is the source’s trustworthiness 

(Brown et al., 2007). E-WOM literature implies that credibility is an important social 

variable since trust enhances the use of information (ibid.). Individuals ranked high in 

expertise are regarded as highly aware and knowledgeable about products and brands 

and consumers often rely on experts for their purchase decisions (ibid.). 

Brown, Broderick, & Lee (2007) stress that persuasion is a combined function of the 

recipient’s involvement in the outcome and the communicator’s trustworthiness. In 

addition to this perspective users will evaluate and assess whether the message delivers 

a truthful presentation in terms of ‘expertise’, which supports the credibility of the 

content. When consumers consider the message source as credible, there is a positive 

impact on purchase intention, brand trust and brand attitude (Wu & Wang, 2011).  

Users on Facebook may evaluate the information in terms of the sender’s credibility, 

sincerity, knowledge etc. all of which underpins credibility. If Facebook users perceive 

a higher level of credibility, they may be more likely to engage with the message and be 

affected by the content, thus in the end altering brand attitude and purchase intention. 

The credibility of the source is an important variable when it comes to how an e-WOM 

message is received. Based on the discussion above, the following hypotheses are 
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presented in order to explain source credibility’s impact on e-WOM engagement on 

Facebook. 

 

H5: Source credibility has a positive direct effect on a receiver’s self-extension.  

 

H6: Self-extension has a positive mediating effect on the relationship between 

source credibility and a receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

6.1.5 Perceived behavioral control 

Perceived behavioral control refers to the extent that the consumer perceives that he or 

she has the ability to perform a given behavior, discussed previously in section 5.3.2 

(Ajzen & Madden, 1986). We have categorized this as an individual driver because 

each consumer has a unique ability to perform a certain behavior. Even though 

consumers believe that a certain behavior will lead to an outcome that is socially 

desirable, they might lack the ability to perform the behavior, due to a time, situation, 

financial or another type of constraint. A Facebook user can “like”, become a “fan” or 

discuss certain brands but the intention to purchase a certain brand is affected by the 

consumers’ circumstances. Therefore, this is an important driver to explore as it may 

have a direct impact on behavioral attitude and purchase intention. 

 

H7: A receiver’s perceived behavioral control has a positive direct effect on a 

receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

 

H8: A receiver’s perceived behavioral control has a positive direct effect on a 

receiver’s purchase intention. 

6.2 The Mediators 

As previously mentioned, we identified self-extension and behavioral attitude as 

mediators in our conceptual model. These mediators are part of the second stage of the 

model and they are proposed to have a positive impact on purchase intention.  
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6.2.1 Self-extension 

Previous research has addressed the importance and relevance of possessions, and how 

they are linked to the way we perceive ourselves. Belk (1988) emphasizes the 

importance of the relationship between our possessions, being what we have, want, long 

for, admires, and our sense of self. Belk (1988) uses the terms "self," "sense of self," 

and "identity" as synonyms for how a person subjectively perceives who he or she is. 

Belk (1988) views consumers as consisting of a core self that is expanded to include 

items that then become part of the extended-self. This relationship based on materialism, 

is not two-way (person-thing), but always three-way (person-thing-person), meaning 

that there is a rivalry aspect to possessions (ibid.). In addition, it is not only what the 

object means to you, but also what it means to others (ibid.). The idea that consumption 

is person-thing-person is central to brand community literature in which social 

relationships are clearly structured around shared product ownership (Ahuvia, 2005).  

  

Ahuvia (2005) stresses that it has become common to view a consumer's sense of 

identity as structured in terms of a narrative. This means that in addition to seeing one's 

identity as a list of attributes, these attributes are linked in memory as key episodes in 

one's life, which in turn are strung together to form a story. Obviously, the ‘Timeline’ 

on Facebook representing a user’s profile, consists of past stories and memories shared 

with a network. We therefore argue that this story line allows people to make sense of 

who they are and provides a visual presentation of both the past and present identity. 

Thus, it is of little surprise that consumers place such importance on the consumption of 

the “right” products, when its connected to the underlying driver of self-enhancement 

(Angelis, Bonezzi, Peluso, Rucker, & Costabile, 2012). Consumers engage with 

positive e-WOM to improve their self-image and self-esteem and use positive e-WOM 

to showcase themselves (Angelis et al., 2012). When it comes to Facebook, the platform 

may be a part of the extended self, as consumers perceive one “online”- and “offline”-

self. The “online”-self that individuals portray through Facebook communication tries 

to show others the identity that they aspire for. By posting photos, recommending 

products, commenting on posts etc., Facebook-users try to extend their identities by 

connecting themselves to products, brands and other things that convey a desired 

identity. By becoming a fan of a brand or product, consumers try to associate 
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themselves with the brand and show to others they are affiliated with that specific brand 

image.  

 

On Facebook, we therefore argue, that brands and products are used to express personal 

and social identity through the interaction with one’s network (Thorbjørnsen et al., 

2007). When consumers express their identity and values through brands, it ultimately 

has an impact on behavioral attitude and purchase intention (ibid.). Self-extension is 

therefore regarded as a crucial driver when it comes to understanding why consumers 

engage in e-WOM communication on Facebook. 

 

H9: Self-extension has a positive direct effect on a receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

6.2.2 Behavioral Attitude 

According to theory there is a connection between a consumer’s favorable behavioral 

attitude and heightened purchase intention and through several acknowledged studies 

this bond has been verified (Spears & Singh, 2004). The engagement with beauty 

product related e-WOM might turn the brand or product into a member of the receiver’s 

consideration set, which is the collection of brands that receive serious consideration 

before purchase (Keller, 2008). The relationship between behavioral attitude and 

purchase intention is also relevant for our conceptual model and therefore we propose 

our final hypothesis: 

 

H10: Behavioral attitude has a positive direct effect on a receiver’s purchase 

intention.  

6.3 The Outcome 

The final stage of our conceptual model pertains to the potential outcome, namely 

whether the preceding dimensions have had a positive impact on purchase intention. 

The four identified drivers have either a direct or an indirect effect on the mediators, 

where behavioral attitude as a mediator is predicted to a have direct effect on purchase 

intention. The conceptual model with each latent variable and related hypotheses are 

depicted below in figure 8.  
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Figure 8: The Conceptual Model of how drivers effect receiver’s engagement with e-
WOM communication on Facebook and the proposed 10 Hypotheses regarding the 
relationships between the constructs. Created by the authors. 
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 7. Qualitative Research  

For any thesis, the choice of methodology is critical. It is important to elaborate on how 

the data was collected and the choices that were made during data collection. In the 

coming sections, the methods for qualitative data collection will be explained further 

and the results from the qualitative research will be presented.  

7.1 Qualitative Research methods  

Qualitative research methods represent a variety of different methods for data collection 

(Rasmussen & Østergaard, 2005). What they all have in common is that they are all 

non-numeric, which means that unlike quantitative research methods that are focused on 

numbers and countable data, qualitative research methods focus on the impact that can 

be derived from the data (ibid.) 

 

Qualitative studies have the advantage that they derive knowledge from the 

respondents’ deeper subjective reasoning for their attitudes and behavior. Therefore, the 

implementation of the qualitative research methods seeks to investigate whether the 

constructs can be supported qualitatively in the chapter of discussion (Malhotra & 

Birks, 2006). Qualitative research methods can also be used explorative i.e. in situations 

where we don’t have much prior knowledge. The constructs chosen by the researchers 

makes qualitative research methods ideal since previous studies have not explored the 

drivers behind the receiver’s engagement with e-WOM communication on Facebook. 

The lack of previous relevant literature on the thesis’ research focus makes qualitative 

research crucial for the additional understanding of how e-WOM has an impact on the 

receiver’s behavioral attitude and purchase intention. 

 

There are several ways to do qualitative research. For example, it can be done by 

conducting in-depth interviews or focus groups (Rasmussen & Østergaard, 2005). Each 

research method has its own specific advantages and disadvantages, and should be 

chosen in relation to the field of research. The more complex the problem is the more 

advocates for the use of qualitative research methods. 
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In relation to the thesis’ focus and the scientific standpoint we will use the triangulation 

approach to answer the research question using different methodological approaches. 

Therefore, we will make use of two qualitative research methods, namely the in-depth 

interview and netnography. The in-depth interview is deemed as suitable for obtaining a 

deeper understanding of the respondents' underlying motives to interpret e-WOM 

communication on Facebook (Rasmussen & Østergaard, 2005). The netnographic 

research will provide actual examples of beauty product recommendations on Facebook 

and netnography has been deemed as a suitable research method to study consumer 

behavior on the Internet (Langer & Beckman, 2005). 

7.1.1 Primary Data 

Having described our qualitative research process and mentioned the different methods 

employed in our research, we will in the following sections present each method more 

thoroughly, including a discussion of possible advantages and limitations. Data that is 

gathered for a specific project is labeled as primary data (Zikmund, 2000), and for this 

research project we will, as stated, collect both qualitative and quantitative data in in 

order to answer the proposed research question.  

7.1.2 Netnography  

According to Robert Kozinets netnography is founded on the same foundations and 

basic principles as ethnography. Netnography is used to capture the complexity in our 

contemporary, technological mediated, social world. Netnography is defined as:  

 

“A qualitative research methodology that adapts ethnographic research techniques to 

the study of communities emerging through computer-meditated communications” 

(Kozinets, 2002:3). 

 

Netnography is a form of ethnography that has been adapted to the study of consumer 

behavior in online communities and is useful for understanding and identifying the 

needs and decision influencers of online consumer groups (Kozinets, 2002). Since the 

Internet has increased the opportunities for social group interaction it is a suitable 

medium to study for further understanding of consumers’ attitudes, perceptions, motives 
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and feelings (Langer & Beckman, 2005). We will employ the five methodological 

stages and procedures of netnography set by Kozinets (2002) with some moderations 

when conducting our netnographic study: 

 

1. Entrée: Based on our research question, we will study and observe the 

recommendations of general and beauty products on Facebook. 

2. Data collection: Screenshots will be taken of actual product recommendations 

on Facebook and saved for further analysis and interpretation.  

3. Analysis: The collected screenshots will be analyzed in an effort to identify the 

consumer drivers behind interpreting beauty product recommendations. 

4. Research ethics: We will not follow the strict ethical guidelines recommended 

by Kozinets due to the fact that it will compromise our research findings and it 

will make it difficult to obtain the data we need. The identity of the authors of 

the posts on Facebook will therefore be made anonymous. 

5. Member checks: The authors of the posts on Facebook will not be contacted. 

 

Netnography has been proven to be useful for the study of e-WOM in relation to 

purchase decision and intention by previous researchers (Xun & Reynolds, 2010) and 

our aim is that the netnographic study will provide deeper insight into the motives 

behind interpreting product recommendations on Facebook. There will be certain 

limitations to our use of netnography that are worth mentioning. We will not be able to 

constantly supervise the interactions on Facebook and we are limited to the interactions 

and posts resulting from our own private networks on Facebook, thus inhibiting the 

reach of our netnographic study. In addition this limitation is made to reach in depth 

with one small amount of data, which Kozinets also recognizes the value of: 

 

”Thus, interesting and useful conclusions might be drawn from a relatively small 

number of messages, if these messages contain sufficient descriptive richness and are 

interpreted with considerable analytic depth and insight,” (Kozinets, 2002:64). 

 

Therefore, we use netnography more as a complement to our research findings than a 

research method that we draw the most important conclusions from. The examples of 

actual product recommendations found through our netnographic research will also be 
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used as probes when we conduct our interviews. These images will supply the 

interviewees with real-life examples of product recommendations, which can facilitate 

their memory retrieval and lead to more extensive answers.  

7.1.3 The In-depth Interview 

Semi-structured in-depth interviews will be used to analyze the variables affecting a 

receiver’s engagement with e-WOM. We interviewed two women from the target group 

of Danish women aged 25-35 to get actual perspectives and experiences of product 

recommendations on Facebook. Probing techniques will be applied during the 

interviews to encourage the respondents to think of examples and situations that might 

be difficult to recollect otherwise. Probes are questions that help to elicit more 

information in the case of incomplete answers (Henerson, Lyons Morris, & Taylor Fitz-

Gibbon, 1987). We will use an interview guide as a base for our interview and the guide 

can be found in the appendix 2.  

7.2 Results from the Qualitative Research 

After having described the methods for data collection we will now present the main 

findings from the qualitative research. The findings will be further elaborated upon in 

the chapter of discussion.   

7.2.1 Netnography 

Netnography was used as a qualitative research method to increase the understanding 

and provide examples of actual beauty product recommendations on Facebook. We 

observed e-WOM occurring in our own private networks for six months and collected 

94 examples of general and beauty product recommendations. Out of these, we have 

included 11 examples of beauty product recommendations in appendix 4.  

 

Based on the findings from the netnographic study we have drawn the following general 

conclusions pertaining to why consumers engage with beauty product related e-WOM 

on Facebook. We will discuss the results from the netnographic study in relation to 

relevant steps of the consumer decision-making model in section 3.3. 
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From our netnographic research we observed that consumers often pass and seek the 

opinion of others for almost all product categories. It appears that a user’s Facebook 

network is a good source for product information and that users often rely on the 

experiences and opinions of others to make informed decisions.  

 

When consumers communicate about beauty products on Facebook they help to create a 

need for the product or 

product category referring to 

the first step of the model, 

need recognition and problem 

awareness. Image 1 is an 

excellent example of this, 

where one Facebook user 

recommends a product to 

sooth the skin after excessive 

exposure to the sun. It is likely 

that the user created a need for 

the same or a similar product 

for others within her social 

network on Facebook.  

 

E-WOM originating from Facebook seem to facilitate the information search stage 

where consumers obtain the information they need to make a well-informed decision. 

On Facebook, consumers get information from both other consumers and Facebook Fan 

Pages, which are commercially driven by brands themselves. When consumers like a 

Fan Page or share a link, they signal to other consumers where they can find 

information on a certain product category (image 1 and 3). This seems to facilitate the 

information search and help consumers narrow down the suitable alternatives to fulfill 

their need.  

 

The netnographic study found several examples relating to the evaluation of alternatives 

stage. The beauty product recommendations from other users communicate the brands 

and products that have the most desirable product attributes. Image 2 depicted below, 

Image 1: An example of a Facebook user who 
recommends a beauty product creating a need for the 
product or awareness about a problem for other users  

(Appendix 4). 
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and in appendix 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 all provide examples of users promoting a 

certain product or brand that ultimately help other users in the evaluation process. The 

endorsements for certain 

beauty products or brands 

are beneficial for the 

endorser to verify that she 

made the right purchase 

decision. Obtaining positive 

feedback from other 

Facebook users seem to act 

as a motivator for users to 

contribute with e-WOM 

content. Endorsing certain 

brands on Facebook also 

seem to be a part of the 

process of creating an “online 

personality” where brands 

and products are used to evoke a certain image in the perspective of self-extension. 

 

When presenting the results from our netnographic study, the level of interaction 

resulting from the product recommendation appears to differ from user to user. Some 

users (Image 5) get several “likes” and comments almost instantaneously while others 

get a weak response to their postings. Even though several likes and comments 

automatically entail that more individuals have actively engaged with the content it is 

not certain whether the e-WOM has a greater impact than if the posting gets no likes or 

comments. Not all Facebook users choose to like or comment each product 

recommendation they see but that does not mean that the message goes unnoticed. It is 

more likely that the recommendation creates awareness for a product or brand that the 

receiver can act upon immediately or remember as a suitable alternative if the need 

would materialize.  

 

Netnography was useful for acquiring general knowledge of beauty related e-WOM on 

Facebook and for providing actual examples of product recommendations. The 

Image 2: An example of another Facebook user who 
obtains feedback on her product evaluation of Chanel nail 
polish (Appendix 4).  
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examples of product recommendations we found through our netnographic research 

helped to demonstrate where these recommendations potentially can have an impact on 

the consumer decision-making process. In order to gain a deeper understanding of the 

receiver’s drivers for engaging in e-WOM on Facebook we now present our findings 

from the in-depth interviews. 

7.2.2 In-depth Interviews 

Two interviews were conducted on two separate occasions during the summer of 2012. 

Both interviewees were drawn from our own private networks and deemed eligible due 

to their extensive use and experience from Facebook and were chosen because they 

represent the elected target group. The first interview was conducted with Sarah, a 25-

year-old student and the second interview was with Kathrine, a 31-year-old advertising 

executive. The transcriptions of the interviews can be found in appendix 5. During the 

interviews, our interview guide cf. appendix 2 was used as a tool to invoke an open and 

free dialogue within a certain discussion frame (Rasmussen & Østergaard, 2005). The 

interviews were useful as they gave support to some of the theoretical constructs that 

were uncovered in the theoretical review. Hearing actual user experiences from 

receivers of e-WOM on Facebook was useful in developing an understanding for the 

consumer behavior that takes place on Facebook.  

 

The interviewee Sarah has about 500 friends on Facebook, ranging from old friends 

from school to colleagues from work. She is “online” for almost one hour per day and 

her reason for being on Facebook is that it is a valuable tool for staying in contact with 

both good friends and old acquaintances. For Sarah, Facebook has both informational 

and entertainment value since she can keep track of both current events and news while 

at the same time enjoying the virtual company of her friends. The second interviewee is 

Kathrine, who is a very active Facebook user and spends about two hours each day on 

the site. Due to her current working situation she is able to be online constantly and 

often uses Facebook for professional purposes. She has about 800 friends on Facebook 

and considers it a great forum to keep in contact with old and new friends (l:527). 
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The general attitude towards product recommendations on Facebook 

It is interesting to see that there is an overall consensus between the two interviewees as 

they both state that they have a positive attitude towards product recommendations on 

Facebook. They highlighted the typical functional aspects of product recommendations 

that meet their own needs, as Facebook is a network where you can seek advice from 

others. The interviewees indicated that they are affected by other users’ opinions and 

spend a considerable amount of time reading status updates from other users (l:88, l:201 

& l:622). Sarah stated that the person making the recommendation will be evaluated 

before it has an impact on attitude formation (l:203). The following sections will 

elaborate on the findings from the interviews in relation to the variables identified in the 

conceptual model as having an impact on receivers’ engagement with e-WOM.  

 

Social Ties 

When it comes to recommendations for beauty products, Sarah often seeks guidance 

from her close friends and family: “They [product recommendations] often come from 

friends, I think. Or family. I have a sister and a mother who are very interested [in 

beauty]” (l:344). This is due to the fact that she finds the sheer amount of beauty 

product overwhelming and needs to rely on recommendations to make the right product 

decisions. Both the interviewees express that their overall Facebook network does not 

influence their use of beauty products, but that they might be influenced if a product is 

endorsed by an expert or by a close friend. According to the interviewees, the strength 

of the social tie does have an impact on their consumption of beauty products. 

 

However, weak ties are not completely insignificant. For Sarah, Facebook is used to 

keep in contact with both strong and weak social ties (l:35). Both interviewees state that 

Facebook makes it easy to have frequent contact with weaker ties as it is easier to 

communicate on Facebook compared to traditional forms of communication i.e. calling 

(l: 56). Even though Sarah states that the strength of the social tie does have an impact 

on how she engages with general e-WOM content on Facebook (l:179), she is well 

aware that due to the algorithms on Facebook that she is mostly subjected to e-WOM 

coming from the contacts most frequently communicated with (l:82). However, Sarah 

also states that she had an attitude change due to a restaurant recommendation coming 

from a weak tie (l:313). Sarah describes adhering to the recommendation like this “And 
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she is not even a person I have a close relation with. But she is in my network… Yes, 

she is not even very cool” (l:312-314). This indicates that weak social ties also have a 

significant influence on behavioral attitude and purchase intention.  

 

Facebook enables a user to divide his or her network into different groups depending on 

the type of friendship, connection etc. Kathrine has divided all her friends on Facebook 

into categories based on tie strength. This to make sure that only her closest friends and 

family have access to her photos, posts and comments (l:544): “I have been very 

meticulous when it comes to dividing my Facebook friends into different groups, since I 

am a very private person”. Kathrine is very concerned about her private life and wants 

to keep certain things away from the “public’s eye” on Facebook (l:562).  

 

Initially, social ties were thought to be of great importance, but as the interviews 

progressed and the interviewees were asked more specifically about hypothetical 

scenarios, the strength of the social relation proved to be less significant.  

 

Homophily  

When it comes to Sarah’s field of interest, fashion, she considers herself very similar to 

other individuals with the same interest (l:237). They share the same lifestyle and the 

same academic and professional backgrounds. Thus, the level of homophily is high 

when it comes to this specific group. However, Sarah has numerous friends on 

Facebook who all have different lifestyles and backgrounds and thus the level of 

homophily is generally not that strong for her entire network. But when it comes to 

fashion stories being communicated on Facebook, homophily is vital since it signals to 

Sarah that the person has the necessary knowledge and understanding of the 

communicated subject. 

 

Even though Kathrine has an extensive social network on Facebook, she only regards 

about 25 of them as her “real friends” (l:530). According to Kathrine, the majority of 

her friends are also in the advertising and media industry (l: 510) and they share the 

same lifestyle and it is quite safe to assume that the level of homophily is high when it 

comes to Kathrine’s closest friends.  
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What the two interviewees have in common is that when it comes to their field of 

interest, fashion or advertising, homophily plays a major role for e-WOM engagement. 

If there is a high degree of perceived homophily, then this will positively influence 

attitude formation and purchase intention, but if there is a low degree of homophily, 

then the attitude towards the brand can be affected negatively (l:909). 

 

Source Credibility  

Sarah generally trusts beauty product recommendations coming from her closest social 

ties, but when it comes fashion, the source does not have to be a close friend to be 

considered trustworthy. Just as long as she deems the source as having a certain degree 

of expertise and trustworthiness she will adhere to the message “Just as long as I feel 

that they [the senders] know what they are talking about. Then they [the sender] do not 

have to be close friends” l:195. For Sarah, the sender does not need to be a close friend 

for her to be attentive just as long as the message and sender are deemed as credible and 

interesting enough to pay attention to (l:299).  

 

Kathrine states that she finds the people she knows best to be the most trustworthy 

(l:695), thus source credibility to some extent equals strong social ties. For Kathrine, 

she trusts the inner circle of friends the most when it comes to product 

recommendations (l:622): “Yes, some people are a bit cooler, or what should I call it, 

belong more to the inner circle when I start analyzing my network. I think I only have 

the energy to relate to my most inner circles”. Kathrine states that she has to know 

someone in order to perceive him or her as credible. But if someone has a higher social 

status within the specific sub-field, than the expertise influences her even though they 

don’t have a personal relationship. She states, when looking at an example from our 

netnographic research, that the “cool factor” also plays a contributing factor when it 

comes to source credibility (l:769). She finds people with a certain “cool factor” 

credible since they live a lifestyle which is worth aspiring for and therefore their 

credibility is heightened. Another trusted source for information on beauty products are 

fashion magazines. Kathrine is following several fashion magazines on Facebook and 

often acts on their recommendations as she deems them as highly credible and 

knowledgeable (l:752). 
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Self-extension 

Sarah is well aware of what she posts, likes and shares on Facebook has an impact on 

how people see her and she is very selective of the content that she chooses to share 

with her Facebook network (l:145): “I am pretty discerning in what I post (on 

Facebook). My posts can be read by 500 people so of course I am selective…” 

According to Sarah, ones self-extension plays a crucial part in determining the content a 

user engages with since the content reflects how you want to be perceived (l:163).  

 

Kathrine also uses Facebook to signal to the outside world that she is living a desirable 

lifestyle (l:613): “You want to signal to the outside world that you are in tune with what 

is right and what is not”. Kathrine wants to express her identity through the photos she 

uploads, the check-ins she does and the brands she likes on Facebook. For Kathrine it is 

important to display to others a perfect façade (l:677), and it is safe to assume that she 

uses Facebook as a part of her extended self. She seems to consider the activities she 

participates in and the brands she associates with on Facebook, as contributing to her 

online persona and image.  

 

Both interviewees state that their network tend to use Facebook as a promotional tool 

for their online personality, a sort of social advertisement where behavior has clear 

consequences for how they are perceived by other users. And as Kathrine states “[…] 

for many, it is a huge need [which is fulfilled] because you feel that you have an 

enormous network of friends and the community makes you feel that you are not alone” 

(l:575). However, it was difficult to uncover this behavior of expressing ones identity 

through possessions. Especially because it is easier to say that others promote 

themselves through brands, as it can be perceived as an unflattering behavior. 

 

Perceived Behavioral Control 

Even though Sarah likes several beauty brands on Facebook she is well aware of what 

she can and cannot afford (l:215). She might have a favorable brand attitude towards 

certain brands but her purchase intention is limited due to financial constraints. 

Indicating that Sarah’s behavior has an aspect of perceived behavioral control, 

instigating what she can do and cannot do with the resources she has available to her. In 

contrast, Kathrine spends around 10.000-15.000 DKK a year on beauty products (l:733) 
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and states that price regarding general products is not a barrier (l:823-825), and she has 

neither financial restrictions nor any other constrains of purchasing the beauty brands 

she wants. Perceived behavioral control might have a smaller impact on behavioral 

attitude than it has on purchase intention, since not all consumers can afford the beauty 

products recommended on Facebook. 

 

Behavioral Attitude 

When asked about favorable attitude formation due to a product recommendation, Sarah 

stated that it depends on the sender (l:305). Family and close friends are very influential 

when it comes to changing her attitude, as well as the opinions from others who belong 

to the same “fashion world” as she does. Thus strong social ties and a high degree of 

homophily have an impact on Sarah’s e-WOM engagement. She also states that she 

usually seeks more information about the recommended product before actually 

engaging with the content on Facebook i.e. by liking it. This indicates that she must 

perceive a match with her and the brand’s image in order to form a positive attitude 

towards the product. Overall, Sarah states that the effect on attitude might happen 

unconsciously as she reads her network’s posts and comments on Facebook without 

consciously reflecting upon the social drivers at work (l:399). 

 

Judging from Kathrine’s statements it seems that she enjoys the highly communicative 

and interactive form of communication that Facebook has to offer her. She is also well 

aware of that she has an “online” personality that needs to be maintained in order to 

project a desirable image to the outside world. She is susceptible to beauty product 

recommendations from friends but her susceptibility is determined by tie strength. The 

social tie has to be strong for her to consider the product recommendations as 

trustworthy. Therefore, Kathrine’s brand attitude and purchase intention can only be 

affected by a trusted source that is considered to be credible. However she does imply 

that the degree of homophily can affect her behavioral attitude and purchase intention 

without her even being aware of it.  

 

Purchase intention 

Purchase intention was not directly discussed with the interviewees, however as 

mentioned earlier regarding homophily, recommendations have an indirect impact on 
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purchase intention. When Sarah is showed a picture of a consumer recommending a 

certain sushi restaurant, she expresses that she would click on the link because she likes 

that type of food (l:499). Thus, the positive behavioral attitude about the product 

category combined with a user recommendation, increases her likelihood of purchasing 

the product. Kathrine states that she is highly brand loyal when it comes to beauty 

products, but that she is still susceptible to recommendations from close friends (l:719). 

She has been known to acquire new beauty products after recommendations from 

trusted friends and “experts” within the field (l:725).  
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8. Quantitative Research  

The quantitative study is based on the Theory of Planned Behavior, which is the frame 

of reference, and the purpose is to examine the causal relationships between the 

identified variables in the conceptual model and a receiver’s intention to purchase a 

recommended beauty product. Data will be collected using an Internet-based 

questionnaire to empirically test whether the proposed hypotheses are valid or not. The 

data analysis will be conducted using structural modeling and is expected to provide an 

understanding of the variables that have an impact on the receiver’s intention to engage 

with e-WOM communication. The outline of the quantitative study will be described in 

the following sections. 

8.1 Internet-based Questionnaire 

Questionnaires are often used as data collections tool for quantitative studies. The 

method has proven to be an effective way to collect large amounts of data from a given 

population in a relatively easy and resource friendly way (Malhotra & Birks, 2006). The 

use of questionnaire can in practice take place in two ways, either as inquiry, which is a 

self-administrative questionnaire, or as an interview where you ask the respondent to 

answer the questions asked by the interviewer (Hansen & Andersen, 2000; Rasmussen 

& Østergaard, 2005). The chosen method depends on these factors (ibid.):  

 

• How controversial are the questions? 

• Is the target group in a position to understand the questions? 

• How long does it take to complete the questionnaire? 

• How many resources are available? 

 

In this thesis we applied a self-administered questionnaire that does not require the 

presence and assistance of the interviewer. The data collection was conducted using an 

Internet-based questionnaire that was spread using Facebook. There are several reasons 

for choosing this method. First, this method guarantees the respondent’s anonymity in 

order to increase the proportion of credible answers (Malhotra & Birks, 2006). Second, 
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the respondent will not be affected by the presence of the interviewer and thus the so-

called interviewer bias is avoided (Hansen & Andersen, 2000; Malhotra & Birks, 2006).  

 

The advantages of an Internet-based questionnaire are that it is a timesaving, efficient 

and inexpensive way to reach a larger group of consumers. However, there are a 

number of disadvantages associated with such questionnaires, such as a possible low 

response rate, and that the researchers cannot ask in-depth questions (Malhotra & Birks, 

2006). In spite of the disadvantages, the use of questionnaire is recommended as part of 

the methodological triangulation.  

8.2 Data Collection 

The questionnaire was setup using an online software program called QuestBack from 

Digitum Enterprise and it allowed for an unlimited amount of responses (cf. appendix 8 

for questionnaire and layout). The questionnaire was distributed to friends, family, 

acquaintances, fellow students and colleagues on Facebook with a request to forward 

the link with the hope of creating a snowball effect. This type of data collection 

involves non-probability sampling, which is a sampling technique that is not based on 

the random selection of respondents (Malhotra et al., 2006).  

 

By answering the questionnaire, the respondents had a chance of winning a 500 DKK 

gift card to Magasin. By guaranteeing a prize and sending out several reminders a 

greater response rate was potentially achieved (Hansen & Andersen, 2000). The 

questionnaire was online for ten days, which was enough to generate a satisfying 

amount of respondents. The data collection yielded a total of 506 responses, which is 

deemed as satisfactory judging by the short time period for data collection. 

8.2.1 Questionnaire Design 

It is important to consider how the layout of the questionnaire, item scale selection and 

the choice of questions can possibly influence the respondent’s motivation to complete 

the questionnaire (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2008). The questionnaire was 

designed with the conceptual model as the guiding framework and consists of 19 

questions with 33 Likert-scale items and interval-scale items. The 19 questions are all 
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close-ended and obligatory to answer, which minimizes the amount of missing values 

and facilitates data analysis.  

 

The questions related to the theoretical constructs important for the conceptual model 

are classified as rating questions. These types of questions measure the degree to which 

the respondents agree or disagree with a statement (Malhotra et al., 2006). According to 

Ajzen & Fishbein, (1980), the best scale to use is a seven-point Likert-scale ranging 

from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” with a neutral option as well. When using a 

7-point Likert scale it can be described as a non-comparative specified rating scale 

(Malhotra et al., 2006). In order to comply with this, some of the measurement scales 

had to be altered accordingly. All the constructs are measured on a 7-point Likert-type 

scale, with three positive, three negative and a neutral response option that allows a 

ranking of the answers. To increase the validity of the data set don’t know was included 

for those who did not know how to answer the question. The advantage of this scale is 

that it is easy to manage and construct and is well suited to measure respondents' 

attitudes and behavior.  

 

Since we are only interested in questioning women, the questionnaire initially asks a 

filter question to sort the men away from the women. Men were consequently led to the 

end of the questionnaire and excluded from the study. The second filter question asked 

respondents if they had seen a beauty product recommendation on Facebook. If they 

said no, then the respondent was excluded from the data set. If the respondent said yes, 

the respondent was asked to state the brand’s and the opinion giver’s name to facilitate 

the questioning and understanding. Lastly, we asked the respondent to write her name 

and mail address, if she wanted to participate in the contest. This participation was 

optional since respondents had the opportunity to be anonymous. 

8.2.2 Validity and Reliability 

Before the responses can be properly analyzed, the validity and reliability of the 

findings need to be accounted for. We will here evaluate the questionnaire’s validity i.e. 

if the questionnaire measures what we want to measure. To eliminate ambiguities and 

ensure that improvements were made, the content of the questionnaire was tested before 

distribution, which refers to content validity (Miller, Fabian, & Lin, 2009; Saunders, M., 
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Lewis, P. and Thornhill, 2007). The questionnaire was distributed to twelve of our 

friends, family members and co-workers. From the pilot-test the most common critique 

point was that there were questions and items that were too similar and phrased too 

“academically”. Rephrasing and eliminating some of the questions resolved this issue 

accordingly. One of the pre-test respondents also stated she did not understand what 

was meant by a ‘product recommendation’. Therefore several examples of product 

recommendations were incorporated into the final questionnaire in order to visually 

explain a product recommendation. The questionnaire’s length was deemed to be 

appropriate; short enough that the respondent would not be bored and causing a low 

number of responses, but long enough to the obtain the desired knowledge (Blunch, 

1994; Miller, & Salkind, 2002). The pilot testing and the extensive effort going into 

making the questionnaire as understandable as possible contributed positively to the 

questionnaire’s content validity.  

 

The reliability of the questionnaire is based on whether or not the same results can be 

achieved over and over using the same questioning. Therefore, it is crucial to make sure 

that all respondents understand the questions in the same way. Due to the fact that we 

are incapable of conducting the same questionnaire on multiple occasions, the reliability 

of the questionnaire cannot be enhanced.  

8.2.3 The Constructs 

A proper operationalization of the concepts included in the study is crucial for the 

quality of the quantitative study (Rasmussen & Østergaard, 2005). We have to 

transform the theoretical concepts into operational constructs by making them 

measurable without them losing their theoretical significance (Hansen & Andersen, 

2000). The quantitative study attempts to measure respondents' attitudes toward beauty 

product recommendation on Facebook, but attitudes are unwieldy in nature and thus 

requires an operationalization so that they can be measured (Blunch, 1994). Variables 

that are not directly measurable are called latent variables and their operationalization is 

called manifest variable (ibid.). These so-called latent variables, which are theoretically 

defined, must therefore be operationalized through a number of manifest variables. This 

section will go into depth with the formation of each construct and items. Overall, the 

items were borrowed from prior research and modified to fit the context of this study. In 
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appendix 6 we have collected all the authors from whom we have found inspiration for 

each of the constructs. 

8.2.3.1 Social Ties 

To measure tie strength we found inspiration from previous studies and included three 

items (Brown & Reingen, 1987; Norman & Russell, 2006; Reingen & Kernan, 1986) 

measuring the respondent’s social relationship with the person who recommended the 

beauty product on Facebook. In Q13, we ask the respondent to describe her social 

relationship with the one who recommended the beauty product. The items are three-

folded in alignment with previous research (Appendix 6) and addresses the three sub-

dimensions which social ties are made of (Brown & Reingen, 1987). The first item 

addresses the frequency of communication by “I frequently talk to her (e.g. like, 

comment on her status or pictures, chat and write messages)”. The second item 

measures the importance of the social relations by “she is very important to me” and the 

third item is about the perceived closeness of the relation; “I have a very close 

relationship with her”.  

8.2.3.2 Homophily 

To assess the level of homophily, we want to understand the degree to which pairs of 

users on Facebook are perceived similar in terms of certain demographic/lifestyle 

attributes with inspiration from McCroskey, Daly, Richmond, & Cox (1975) and Chu & 

Kim (2011). McCroskey et al.,’s (1975) scale has been extensively used in research and 

has been found to be valid and reliable in different contexts (Wang et al. 2008). Their 

scale is based on a respondent’s perceptions without the imposition of the researcher’s 

interpretation and thus is considered to be objective. Their scale included four relatively 

uncorrelated dimensions, each of which was composed of four items: (1) attitude 

homophily, (2) background homophily, (3) morality homophily, and (4) appearance 

homophily. We adapted three out of the four dimensions making up homophily to make 

it applicable to our research, namely attitude, background and appearance, thus 

excluding morality. We did not find the items of morality relevant for measuring 

homophily’s impact on e-WOM engagement on Facebook. 

 

The three selected dimensions of homophily have two items each, which is addressed 

by Q14: When thinking of the one who recommended the beauty product, how do you 
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agree with the following statements? In relation to attitude, we stated, “she thinks like 

me” and “she has the same lifestyle as I do”. In regards to background: “she has the 

same economic situation as I do” and “she has the same social status as I do”. Finally, 

in relation to appearance the items concerned “she looks like me” and “she resembles 

me” (e.g. in style). 

8.2.3.3 Source Credibility 

Source credibility was defined by Brown et al. (2007) to be the perceived competence 

of the source. The source credibility dimension is two-folded and made up by source 

bias (trustworthiness) and source expertise. Each dimension is measured through two 

items adapted from previous research studies (Brown et al. 2007; Chu & Kim, 2011; 

Lin 2006). Q15 addressed this construct by the items related to being an expert and 

having experience (Source expertise) and honesty and trustworthiness (Source bias). 

8.2.3.5 Perceived Behavioral Control 

Based on the theoretical conceptualization of this construct, perceived behavioral 

control is interpreted to be an individual’s confidence in having the capability and 

resources available to acquire the recommended beauty product (Ajzen, 1991). The 

items for perceived behavioral control were inspired from Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007) 

and Terry, Hogg, & White, (1999) and three items in Q17 tapped into the respondents 

ability to purchase the recommended product. The first item dealt with the respondent’s 

perception of controllability by questioning whether or not the decision to acquire the 

products was entirely up to the respondent. The second item assessed whether the 

respondent has the ability to acquire the product based on the respondent’s actual 

resources, knowledge and ability. The third item asked if the respondent could purchase 

the product if she wanted to.  

8.2.3.6 Self-extension 

Sividas and Machleit (1994) developed their measure of objects incorporated into the 

extended-self from Belk’s (1988) view of the extended-self (Bruner, James, & Hensel, 

2001). The scale assesses the degree to which possessions have been incorporated into 

one’s extended-self (Bruner et al., 2001). Q16 applied three items about the 

recommended product in relation to the respondent’s self-image: it will enhance the 

image that others have of her, that the person who recommended the brand signals an 
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image that she would like to have and lastly, that the recommended brand will help her 

achieve the identity she wants to have.  

8.2.3.7 Behavioral Attitude 

The three items used to measure the construct of behavioral attitude were framed very 

similarly, as the only difference in each of the three statements was the application of 

the verbs (Appendix 7). However, the application of all three items with only the three 

verbs as differentiators is suggested by Francis et al. (2004) based on the empirical work 

by several researchers (Bagozzi, 1992; Sheppard, Hartwick, & Warshaw, 1988; 

Warshaw & Davis, 1985). The idea was that collectively, the three seemingly identical 

items should reflect not only behavioral attitude, but also desire and self-prediction, 

which are part of the overall attitude conceptualization. Nevertheless, we deemed that 

using all three items could potentially irritate the respondents due to the similarities in 

the wording. Thus, we altered the formulation of the items with inspiration from 

previous research (Appendix 6). In Q18, there are three items related to the 

recommended beauty product: “it is a very good choice”, “I prefer it” and “I have a 

very positive attitude towards it”.  

8.2.3.8 Purchase Intention 

Three items were adapted to understand the respondents’ intention to buy (or at least 

try) the recommended product in the future (Bruner et al., 2001). We did not directly 

adapt the items from, but found inspiration in the study by Francis et al. (2004) who 

based their empirical work on several researchers (Bagozzi, 1992; Sheppard, Hartwick, 

& Warshaw, 1988; Warshaw & Davis, 1985). The items are three-folded related to 

purchase intention: “I would like to try it”, “If I saw it in store, I would buy it” and “It is 

very likely that I will buy it” 

8.3 The Quantitative Analysis 

The purpose of this subchapter is to estimate the final model for the drivers and 

mediators that have an impact on behavioral attitude and purchase intention. In order to 

do this, there are certain steps that need to be accomplished. First, the data set will be 

cleansed from errors and thereafter the sample needs to be judged on how representative 

it is for the target population. Second, by conducting the structural modeling of the data 

set, the conceptual model is tested and the final model is presented based on the output 
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of the analysis. The discussion of the findings in chapter 9 will be based on the 

conceptual model and the drivers and mediators found to have an impact on brand 

attitude and purchase intention. 

8.3.1 Data Cleansing and Screening 

The purpose of checking and cleansing the data is to discard the respondents whose 

answers do not actively contribute to the testing of the conceptual model. The cleansing 

of the data is made in congruence to Nielsen & Kreiner’s recommendation to cleanse 

the data before analyzing it. First, we excluded all the men (23) from the dataset. 

Second, we discarded 30 women who said no the filter question “Q7. Do you remember 

having seen any product recommendation from your friends on Facebook”. Finally, we 

withdrew 162 women who had answered no to “Q.9. Have you seen a beauty product 

recommendation on Facebook”. The screening resulted in 215 respondents were 

discarded from the total sample of 506, thus, n= 291. 

8.3.2 Representativeness of Survey Response  

Many researchers evaluate the representativeness based on demographic criterions e.g. 

gender, age, education, city, income etc., obviously depending on their field of research. 

This thesis will compare the average respondent’s age, amount of friends and time 

spend on Facebook in order to conclude if the dataset is representative. This is because 

we want to generate new knowledge when it comes to e-WOM on Facebook and it is 

therefore crucial to evaluate the representativeness against official Facebook 

demographics. Furthermore we will touch upon, how some logical assumptions can be 

argued to be evident in relations to e-WOM recommendations.  

 

The distribution of the questionnaire resulted in a valid sample of 291 responses. In 

figure 9, we compare the age of Facebook users in Denmark from September 2012 

(Socialbakers, 2012) with the respondents’ age in the data set.  
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The majority of respondents are women, aged 25 – 34, which is clearly not 

representative for the entire Danish Facebook population cf. figure 9. However, since 

the chosen target group for the research is women aged 25 – 35, and more than 50% 

belong to this group, the findings can be argued to be highly representative of the target 

population.  

 

Furthermore, we want to evaluate if our dataset’s average time spend on Facebook and 

amount of friends are representative of the average of the global Facebook1 (Q4). 

Because we have to compare our dataset with the average usage to verify that the 

respondents are active Facebook users and has the prerequisite amount of friends to 

substantiate that they are being exposed to product recommendations. Furthermore is it 

important because we believe that there is a positive relationship between total time 

spent, amount of friends on Facebook and the likelihood of having engaged in a beauty 

product recommendations on Facebook.  

 

                                                
1 Denmark’s Statistic has not measured the Danish population’s usage and behavior in 

regards to Facebook (www.dst.dk). 

Figure 9: Graphical overview of the age groups of Danish Facebook 
users in 2012 compared to the respondents’ age. Created by the 
authors based on the dataset and results from SmartPLS. 
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The average user spends >55 min. per day on Facebook in October 2011 and has on 

average 130 friends (Kenburbary, 2011). In our data set, as you can see in the table 

below, 20,3% spends 15-29 min per day on Facebook, which is less than the global 

average of 55 min. 31% spends 30-50 min., which is slightly less compared to the 

global Facebook user. More interesting is that 25% of respondents spend 1-2 hours per 

day, and almost 10% spends between 3-4 hours per day on Facebook. A considerable 

amount of the respondents spend more time than the average user on Facebook, which 

indicates a higher likelihood of the respondents being subjected to beauty product 

recommendations on Facebook. The vast amount of time spent on Facebook also 

indicates that the respondents are highly active and use Facebook as one of the main 

means of communication.  

 

In regards to how many friends the respondents have on Facebook, 23% have 300-400 

friends and 21% have 400-500 friends, indicating a much higher average than the global 

average of 130. Figure 10 also verifies the assumption that the greater the amount of 

friends, the more time a user spends on Facebook. This is based on the assumption that 

more friends equal more time spent engaging with the network. When a user’s network 

Figure 10: The correlation between the amount of friends and time spend on Facebook. 
Source: SPSS (dataset, n=291) 
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gets expanded, the average time spent is also increased which is an interesting 

correlation in terms of e-WOM engagement.  

 

Based on the average amount of friends, time spend and age span of respondents, we 

argue that the dataset can be concluded to be representative in terms of the selected 

target group. Therefore, the data findings will be able to provide generalizations that are 

relevant when it comes to explaining the drivers impacting on e-WOM engagement.  

8.4 Presentation of the Data 

Facebook Contacts 

In the questionnaire, respondents are asked to state the importance and frequency of 

contact in terms of three groups: family and relatives, close friends and acquaintances 

(Q5 and Q6). This is relevant since it indicates which of the contacts that are perceived 

to be the most important compared to the frequency of interaction. 

 

As shown in appendix 9 and 10 there is a clear correlation between the two questions 

and answers. As expected, 32% and 39% stated that their relationship with ‘close 

friends’ relations was important or very important. ‘Close friends’ had an average rating 

of 5,91 on the Likert-scale. ‘Family and relatives’ has an avg. of 4,22 and 

‘acquaintances’ are perceived less important with an avg. of 4,19. But, when it comes to 

frequency of communication, ‘acquaintances’ (4.22) surpass that of ‘family and friends’ 

(4.07) and comes second just after ‘close friends’. This indicates that even though 

family and relatives are considered more important in terms of social relationship, there 

is more communication activity with acquaintances on Facebook.  

 

Product Recommendations 

Before discussing the results of the amount of product recommendation seen on 

Facebook over the past six months, it is crucial to mention that the numeric value of 0 to 

40+ was chosen to ease the memory retrieval process of the respondents (Q8). As 

shown in figure 11, the majority of respondents, 25%, stated they had seen between 21-

30 general product recommendations, 20% answered 31-40, 17% replied ‘more than 

40’.  
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Even though the answers imply a low number of seen product recommendations, we 

have an assumption that not all users are completely aware of what constitutes a product 

recommendation. This is confirmed by the answers from respondents who added a 

comment regarding seeing product recommendations (Appendix 10): “Have no idea 

how many, but it is constantly”, “Several times a week, if not one per day”, “[I] don’t 

know if people are aware of it, but they continually upload pictures of - or write about – 

brands”, “[I]think is it pretty overwhelming, how much my friends do it. Very 

commercialized” and others just wrote a number such as >80, 100+ or 500. This 

indicates how often products get recommended on Facebook and how little or how 

much consumers actually notice them. 

8.5 Structural Equation Modeling 

The coming sections will present and explain the results obtained from the structural 

equation modeling. The dataset is analyzed with structural equation modeling (SEM) 

and is estimated via partial least squares (PLS), which is an efficient method for 

predictive applications and explaining variances (Martensen & Grønholdt, 2006). SEM 

is combined of statistical techniques, which can describe and test a theoretical network 

of relations between latent variables (Rigdon, 1998). PLS is a technique within SEM 

Figure 11: Q8: How many beauty product recommendations have you seen the past 

six months? (n=291). Created by the authors based on the dataset and results from 
SmartPLS. 
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that estimates the effects of the causal connections between the latent variables in the 

conceptual model and the performance index for each latent variable (Chin, 1998). 

 

The conceptual model discussed in chapter 6., is specified as a structural equation 

model and contains seven latent variables. The higher-order constructs in a structural 

model are embedded in a nomological network and may serve as either cause or effect. 

The effects of lower-order constructs, or dimensions, on higher-order constructs can be 

estimated by comparing the loadings and coefficients of the outcomes (Wetzels, 

Odekerken-Schröder, & van Oppen, 2009).  

 

The results from the structural modeling will be presented in three stages: (1) evaluation 

of the measurement model, (2) evaluation of the structural model and (3) a final 

evaluation of the relationships in the structural model is proposed (Appendix 11-24). 

This process ensures that the latent variables have the reliability and validity needed to 

draw conclusions on hypothesized relationships (Martensen & Grønholdt, 2006). 

 

The data is converted by transforming the applied 7-Likert scale to a 0-100 scale, so that 

100 are "strongly agree "and 0 being" strongly disagree ". This is necessary in order to 

work with the data collected in PLS. The methodical analysis is conducted by initially 

selecting method "PLS Algorithm". The depth of measurement variables include, as 

indicated previously, no missing values. The n=291 for the PLS analysis, the mean is 

then added to 0 and the variance to 1 (Appendix 12). This means that the data is 

assumed to apply a standardized normal distribution of measurement variables (n (0.1), 

as known from a normal distribution. The maximum number of iterations is then set to 

500, which means that SmartPLS calculates the model 500 times. Finally, the "abortion 

criterion" is set to 1.0e-5 and initial weight is 1.0. These settings are producing the 

quantities that will be used to assess the validity of the measurement model and the 

structural model.  
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8.5.1 Evaluation of the Measurement Model 

The conceptual model has 7 latent variables and 25 individual indicators, which must 

demonstrate a satisfactory level of reliability and validity to be taken into account when 

assessing the measurement model (Appendix 11). Figure 12 depicted below shows the 

item reliability for each individual indicator and the composite reliability for each latent 

variable. Item reliability demonstrates the factor loading of the individual indicator 

while composite reliability measures the strength of all indicators’ correlations within a 

latent variable. As a general rule of thumb within research, items with loadings over 

Figure 12: The conceptual model’s item and composite reliability variables, loadings and 
AVE. Created by the authors based on the dataset and results from SmartPLS. 
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0.70 or more are accepted, however, some PLS studies have accepted items with 

loadings down to below 0.40 (Martensen & Grønholdt, 2006). Composite reliability 

should also be over 0.70 to ensure reliability and that all the items in a latent variable 

form a single, cohesive construct (Martensen & Grønholdt, 2006). All the individual 

indicators, as well as all the latent variables in figure 12 have loadings over 0.70 

indicating a high level of reliability and are thus accepted. 

 

Figure 12 also shows the Average Variance Extraction (AVE) of each latent variable, 

which measures the amount of variance that is captured by the construct relative to the 

variance caused by measurement error and the target AVE shall be greater than 0.5 

(Chin, 1998; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Höck M, 2006). Since all the AVE values in 

table XX are greater than 0.50 the results are deemed as high in reliability (Martensen & 

Grønholdt, 2006).  

 

Figure 13, depicted below, presents the discriminant validity for the seven latent 

variables and assesses the extent to which a latent variable is distinct. The square root of 

a latent variable’s AVE is used to measure discriminate validity and should be greater 

than the correlations between it and any other later variable in the model to be distinct 

(Martensen & Grønholdt, 2006). Figure 13, shows that all the latent variables have 

square roots of AVE greater than the correlations, indicating that the study’s latent 

variables are conceptually and empirically distinct from each other (ibid.). 

 

  BA Homophily PBC PI Self-
extension 

Social Ties Source 
Credibility 

BA 1        
Homophily 0,499 1       
PBC 0,288 0,247 1      
PI 0,815 0,518 0,253 1     
Self-extension 0,646 0,601 0,146 0,619 1    
Social Ties 0,401 0,629 0,170 0,387 0,440 1   
Source 
Credibility 

0,506 0,487 0,359 0,493 0,398 0,443 1 

Figure 13: The conceptual model’s discriminant validity for the seven latent variables. 
Created by the authors based on the dataset and results from SmartPLS.  
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8.5.2 Evaluation of the Structural Model 

The dependent variables’ R2 values are used to evaluate the structural model and to 

examine whether there is a good fit between the model and the three dependent 

variables: self-extension, behavioral attitude and purchase intention (Martensen & 

Grønholdt, 2006). Based on the R2 values, the model is able to explain 66% of what 

drives purchase intention (R2=0.66), 50% of what drives behavioral attitude (R2=0.50), 

and 37% of what drives self-extension (R2=0.37). The explanatory power for both 

purchase intention and behavioral attitude is strong while the model is slightly weaker 

in explaining what drives self-extension. Overall, the three R2 values indicate a good 

support for the developed model. 

8.5.3 Estimation and Testing of the Model 

By testing the model’s the t-values we will eliminate the insignificant relationships one 

by one based on the hierarchical principle. The relationships displaying the lowest level 

of significance are removed one by one until all relationships are significant at the 0.05 

level of significance (Martensen & Grønholdt,  

2006). T-values are obtained by the bootstrapping method using a sample of 500 and 

292 cases and the t-values should be over 1.645 to indicate significance. The testing 

revealed that five insignificant relationships as shown in figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

  

1. The relationship of PBC to BA 0.038 

2. The relationship of social ties to BA  0.617 

3. The relationship of PBC to PI  0.600 

4. The relationship of homophily to BA 1.128 

5. The relationship of social ties to self-extension 1.112 

Figure 14: The conceptual model’s five insignificant relationships. Created by the 
authors based on the findings from SmartPLS, shown in appendix 15-20. 
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8.5.4 Discussion and Applying the Model 

The estimation and testing of the model in the previous section revealed five 

insignificant relationships in the conceptual model, which is depicted in appendix 25. 

Due to these changes, the model was altered and one latent variable was removed, 

perceived behavioral control, while, social ties, proved to have a significant influence 

on homophily. The strength of a social tie has a significant impact when it comes to 

explaining the degree of homophily and is important to include in order increase the 

understanding of the social drivers that ultimately have an impact on behavioral attitude 

and purchase intention. The implications of these changes to the model are further 

explained in section 8.7, The Extended Conceptual Model.  

 

Figure 15 presents the total 

effects of the latent 

variables on behavioral 

attitude and purchase 

intention. Each variable’s 

total effect is presented and 

then combined in LV Index 

values. As the table 

indicates, source credibility 

and self-extension has considerable impact on both behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention, and source credibility has the highest index value indicating the strongest 

performance. 

 

The total impact scores and performance (index) levels can be combined in an impact-

performance map where the each of the determinants gets categorized and classified in 

relation to impact and performance. This mapping is called priority map and is useful 

for strategy development and priority setting (Martensen & Grønholdt, 2006). 

 

The two priority maps for behavioral attitude and purchase intention are illustrated 

below and will be briefly explained as they will be used for further discussion in the 

coming chapter. Since the priority maps shows the same results in terms of the cells the 

variables belong to, they will be explained together.  

  Total impact: 
BA 

Total impact: 
PI 

LV Index 
Values 

Homophily 0,2827 0,2404 53,2871 
Self-extension 0,5286 0,4309 47,8708 
Social Ties 0,1782 0,1453 53,4261 
Source 
Credibility 

0,3687 0,3005 74,5943 

Figure 15: The conceptual model’s total effects of the latent 
variables on BA and PI, and the Index Values. Created by 
the authors based on the dataset and results from 
SmartPLS 
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• The upper-left cell is where performance is strong, but impact is low. None of 

the variables belong to this area and therefore it will not be explained further. 

• The upper-right cell is where performance is strong and impact is high. Source 

credibility is located in this area indicating that it has a strong influence on both 

behavioral attitude and purchase intention. 

• The lower-left cell is where performance and impact is low and in this cell both 

social ties and homophily are located. However, social ties has a considerably 

lower impact than homophily so it can be argued that homophily still has an 

impact that cannot be underestimated.  

• The lower-right cell is where performance is low but impact is high. This area 

represents the greatest opportunity and this is where self-extension is located. By 

improving the performance levels of this variable, both behavioral attitude and 

purchase intention could be positively influenced.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: LV Index Value of the variables’ impact on Behavioral Attitude. Created 
by the authors based on the data from figure 15. 
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8.6 Hypotheses Testing 

In order to ultimately falsify or verify the stated hypotheses it is crucial to initially test 

for the mediation effect in order to establish whether the mediators have a significant 

influence on the dependent variables or not. The mediation test (appendix 26) is based 

on the mediation analysis established by Baron and Kenny and the equations for making 

the analysis is presented below (Chen, Lynch, & Zhao, 2010). Each hypothesis will be 

presented with a short discussion to whether the hypothesis is verified or falsified based 

on the relationship between the latent variables after the mediation test. Figure 18 shows 

all the hypotheses and associated direct and/or indirect effects and appendix 12 shows 

the relationship values that the hypothesis testing is based on.  

 

H1. Social ties vs. Self-extension: The hypothesis that strong social ties have a positive 

direct effect on a receiver’s self-extension was falsified due to the insignificant 

relationship between the variables expressed with a value of 0,036.  

 

H2. Social ties vs. Behavioral attitude: The hypothesis proposing that self-extension 

has a positive mediating effect on the relationship between social ties and a receiver’s 

Figure 17: LV Index Value of the variables’ impact on Purchase Intention. 
Created by the authors based on the data from figure 15. 
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behavioral attitude was proven to be insignificant with a value of 0.073 and thus the 

hypothesis is falsified. 

 

 

H3. Homophily vs. Self-extension: The direct relationship between homophily and 

self-extension is strong with 0.494. The higher the degree of perceived homophily the 

receiver experiences with the sender, the higher the likelihood that the beauty brand is 

included to the receiver’s extended-self. Therefore the hypothesis is verified.  

 

H4. Homophily vs. Behavioral attitude: Through the mediation test it is verified that 

self-extension has a mediating effect on the relationship between homophily and 

behavioral attitude with 0.279. 

 

H5. Source credibility vs. Self-extension: It was found that source credibility has a 

positive but moderate direct effect on a receiver’s self-extension of 0.124. Thus, the 

Hypotheses  a b ab c' c  
H1: Strong social ties have a positive direct effect 
on a receiver’s self-extension.  

- - - 0,036 0,036 falsified 

H2: Self-extension has a positive mediating effect 
on the relationship between social ties and a 
receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

0,075 0,501 0,037 0,036 0,073 falsified 

H3: Homophily has a positive direct effect on a 
receiver’s self-extension.  

- - - 0,494 0,494 verified 

H4: Self-extension has a positive mediating effect 
on the relationship between homophily and a 
receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

0,494 0,501 0,247 0,032 0,279 verified 

H5: Source credibility has a positive direct effect 
on a receiver’s self-extension.  

      0,124 0,124 verified 

H6: Self-extension has a positive mediating effect 
on the relationship between source credibility and 
a receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

0,124 0,501 0,062 0,234 0,296 verified 

H7: A receiver’s perceived behavioral control has 
a positive direct effect on a receiver’s behavioral 
attitude. 

- - - 0,117 0,117 falsified 

H8: A receiver’s perceived behavioral control has 
a positive direct effect on a receiver’s purchase 
intention. 

- - - - 0,001 -0,001 falsified 

H9: Self-extension has a positive direct effect on a 
receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

- - - 0,501 0,501 verified 

H10: Behavioral attitude has a positive direct 
effect on a receiver’s purchase intention.  

- - - 0,809 0,809 verified 

Figure 18: The relationships between the variables. Created by the authors based on appendix 12). 
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relationship is verified. In practice, this indicates that the sender’s perceived source 

credibility has an impact on the receiver’s self-extension in relation to the recommend 

beauty product or brand. 

 

H6. Source credibility vs. Behavioral attitude: The relationship between source 

credibility and behavioral attitude, through the mediator self-extension, resulted in a 

value of 0.296. Even though self-extension and source credibility have a weak 

relationship, the total impact is influenced by the strong mediation effect of self-

extension. Thus, the sender’s source credibility will have an impact on the receiver’s 

behavioral attitude and the products the incorporated into the receiver’s extended-self 

and thus the hypothesis is verified. 

 

H7. Perceived behavioral control vs. Behavioral attitude: Due to the insignificant 

relationship of -0.001 between perceived behavioral control and behavioral attitude, the 

hypothesis that a receiver’s perceived behavioral control has a positive direct effect on a 

receiver’s behavioral attitude is falsified. The level of perceived behavior control has no 

influence when it comes the receiver forming an opinion on a product or brand. 

 

H8. Perceived behavioral control vs. Purchase intention: The hypothesis states that a 

receiver’s perceived behavioral control has a positive direct effect on a receiver’s 

purchase intention. Due to the insignificant relationship of 0.021 between perceived 

behavior control and purchase intention, the hypothesis is falsified. The level of 

perceived behavioral control has no significant impact on the receiver’s intention to 

purchase a product or not. 

 

H9. Self-extension vs. Behavioral attitude: Self-extension has a positive direct effect 

on a receiver’s behavioral attitude with 0.501, which leads to the verification of the 

hypothesis. A receiver’s perceived sense of self-extension with the recommended 

product has a strong impact on the formation of behavioral attitude if the product is seen 

as contributing positively to the receiver’s self-image. 

 

H10. Behavioral attitude vs. Purchase intention: Behavioral attitude has a strong 

direct relationship with purchase intention with 0.809 after the mediation test. 
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Therefore, the hypothesis is verified and it is evident that if the receiver has a favorable 

attitude towards a brand or product, purchase intention will be positively affected. 

8.7 The Extended Conceptual Model 

The estimation and testing of the conceptual model in section 8.5.3, removed five 

insignificant relationships one by one using PLS estimation based on the hierarchical 

principle. This lead to the restructuring of the model and the final model showcasing all 

the significant relationships between the latent variables is depicted below: 

 

In the extended conceptual model (figure 19), perceived behavioral control is 

completely eliminated while social ties have been shown to only have a significant 

relationship to homophily. Source credibility, homophily and self-extension is now also 

showing a significant relationships to purchase intention as well as to behavioral 

attitude. Through the testing, it was also clear that homophily no longer has a significant 

relationship to behavioral attitude. Behavioral attitude has been replaced as the outcome 

variable instead of purchase intention. In the extended conceptual model, purchase 

intention now has a strong relationship to behavioral attitude. Figure 20 shows the 

significance of the relationships in the extended conceptual model based on the 

Figure 19: The Extended Conceptual Model. Created by the authors based on appendix 
21-24. 
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estimation from SmartPLS, which can be found in appendix 21-24.  

 

Social ties have a strong relationship with homophily as indicated with a value of 0.63, 

meaning that 63% of the variance in homophily is explained by social ties. This implies 

that a receiver’s level of homophily is strongly affected by stronger social ties. Thus a 

receiver’s notions of the lifestyles and demographic attributes that are desirable are 

strongly affected by closer friends and family. The mediation test reveals that 

homophily hasn’t got a strong mediation effect when it comes to social ties and 

purchase intention with a value of 0.144. 

 

Homophily has a direct effect on self-extension (0.534) and self-extension also has a 

positive mediation effect on homophily and purchase intention with a value of 0.487. 

Indicating that the degree of homophily that the receiver has with the sender in turn 

affects the product that are included in the receiver’s extended-self and the intention to 

purchase these products.  

 

Source credibility has a weak direct effect to self-extension (0.137) and self-extension 

has also got a weak mediation effect when it comes to source credibility and behavioral 

attitude with a value of 0.112. But, in terms of source credibility and purchase intention, 

self-extension has a stronger mediation effect with a value of 0.315. This indicates that 

 The relationships between: a b ab c' c 

Social Ties to Homophily - - - 0,63 0,63 

Social Ties to Homophily to PI 0,63 0,23 0,144 0 0,144 

Homophily to Self-extension   - - 0,534 0,534 

Homophily to Self-extension to PI 0,534 0,483 0,257 0,23 0,487 

Source Credibility to Self-extension       0,137 0,137 

Source Credibility to Self-extension to PI 0,137 0,442 0,060 0,255 0,315 

Source Credibility to Self-extension to BA 0,137 0,212 0,029 0,112 0,112 

Self-extension to PI to BA 0,483 0,628 0,303 0,021 0,324 

Self-extension to PI - - - 0,483 0,483 

Self-extension to BA - - - 0,212 0,212 

PI to BA - - - 0,628 0,628 

Figure 20: The relationships in the Extended Conceptual Model (Source: Appendix 24). 
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the receiver must be able to see the product to be representative for the extended-self 

before developing an intention to buy the product.  

 

Self-extension has a direct effect on purchase intention (0.483) and a weaker direct 

effect on behavioral attitude (0.212). Indicating that a receiver’s self-extension can be 

used to explain both changes in purchase intention and to a lesser extent behavioral 

attitude. Purchase intention has a mediation effect on self-extension and behavioral 

attitude and thus the receiver’s willingness to purchase a product will impact on the 

attitude for a product that is included into the receiver’s extended-self. 

 

Purchase intention has a strong direct effect on behavioral attitude with a value of 0.628 

and thus a receiver needs to feel an urge for buying a product before forming a positive 

attitude towards it. Indicating that it is important to stimulate purchase intention in order 

to increase favorable brand attitude towards a certain brand.  

 

The fact that the latent variable of perceived behavioral control is completely eliminated 

from the Extended Conceptual Model shows that this construct did not have a 

significant direct effect on either behavioral attitude or purchase intention. The receiver 

is clearly not affected by its resource capabilities and constraints when it comes to 

forming either an attitude or an intention to purchase the recommended product.  
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9. Discussion 

In this chapter we will now discuss the key findings from the quantitative and 

qualitative research. Each of the variables’ impact will be discussed in relation to the 

conceptual model as well as for the new extended conceptual model. The final section 

will deal with the managerial implications for marketers of beauty products on 

Facebook.  

 

The conceptual model explains the theoretical drivers that contribute to the receivers’ 

engagement with beauty product related e-WOM on Facebook. The conceptual model 

discussed and explained in chapter 6., added several new dimensions to the TPB 

framework. Self-extension was added as a mediator while three social drivers were 

introduced to extend the dimension of subjective norms. The dimensions were added to 

provide a more thorough explanation for the drivers that positively influence receivers’ 

engagement and ultimately explain the formation of behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention. The findings indicate that these drivers are significant predictors of Facebook 

users’ e-WOM behavior. 

9.1 It doesn’t matter how close we are (social ties) 

The first driver to be dealt with is whether or not a strong social tie positively influences 

the receivers’ engagement with e-WOM on Facebook. Based on the theoretical review, 

two hypotheses related to the conceptual model stated that social tie strength has a 

considerable impact on the variables of self-extension and behavioral attitude. The 

results from the quantitative analysis lead to the falsification of both the hypotheses, as 

social ties do not, according to our findings, have a significant relationship to the 

variables of self-extension and behavioral attitude. This is contradictory to the theories 

covered in the theoretical review. According to e-WOM theory, social ties have a 

significant influence on the transmission and engagement with e-WOM communication 

(Steffes & Burgee, 2009: De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008). However, our findings indicate 

that on Facebook, the strength of social ties does not have an impact on either the 

beauty products seen as expressing a receiver’s ideal-self or the formation of a positive 

attitude towards the recommended beauty product. Thus, social tie strength on 
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Facebook does not positively impact on the engagement with beauty product related e-

WOM as predicted by e-WOM theory.  

 

The reason for the insignificance of social ties can be related to the characteristics of 

Facebook as a social networking site. Facebook has been described as a decentralized 

network consisting of mainly weak social ties and a rapid diffusion of communication, 

which is contrary to traditional WOM characteristics (Vilpponen et al, 2006). Therefore, 

the connective characteristics of Facebook allow weak ties to influence others by 

extending users’ interpersonal networks to external organizations or groups. 

Furthermore, as we discussed in the quantitative results, when a user’s network gets 

expanded, the average time spent on Facebook is also increased. Implying that when the 

majority of our respondents have more than 300 friends on Facebook and spend more 

than the global average of 55 minutes per day on site, the greater the level of interaction 

with a broader more diverse network. Evidently, consumers are in a highly interactive 

environment where information flows rapidly from both strong and weak social ties. 

The strength of social ties is therefore considered as insignificant when it comes to e-

WOM engagement since there is a constant communication flow impacting on the 

receivers regardless of tie strength.  

 

Consequently, the original conceptual model was extended and restructured cf. chapter 

8 and in the extended conceptual model, social ties act as an important variable for the 

explanation of the variance of homophily with 63%. Thus a receiver’s close friends and 

family influence a receiver’s notion of the lifestyles and demographic attributes that are 

characterized as similar. Homophily also acts as a mediator for social ties to purchase 

intention in the extended conceptual model with a total effect of 0.144, meaning that the 

strength of the social tie can explain 14% of the variance in purchase intention when a 

receiver perceives similarities with the sender. This means that even though a close 

friend e.g. recommends a Chanel lipstick on Facebook, the receiver first has to perceive 

a high degree of homophily in order to develop an intention to purchase the lipstick. 

 

Conversely, the qualitative in-depth interviews revealed that social tie strength has a 

crucial impact on the engagement with e-WOM on Facebook. Because both 

interviewees expressed that they considered close friends and family more important in 
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terms of recommendations on Facebook. This inconsistency in terms of the findings 

from the different research methods is what Cooper et al. (2002) refers to as the say/do-

problem. It entails the difference in what people actually do and what they say they do, 

meaning that naturally the interviewees expressed how they regard strong social ties as 

more important, since they are in many aspects of life. The interviewees may have 

difficulty in admitting that weak ties also affect them. However, since Facebook 

accelerates e-WOM communication throughout a large-scale network, the subconscious 

and indirect effects of weak ties are difficult to uncover in qualitative interviews. 

Kathrine articulates that she primarily communicates with 25 of her closest friends on 

Facebook, but that she has in total more than 800 friends. Even though she considers a 

small group of friends as more important in terms of social relationship, her majority of 

her contacts on Facebook are still weak ties and this implies that a large amount of the 

content shared in her social network originates from weak ties. 

 

In general it can be said that there is a tendency to consider close friends as the most 

important as stated in the demographic data set cf. chapter 8.4, arguably because they 

are the ones users communicate with most frequently with also offline. But the 

interesting finding here is that family and relatives are also considered important, but 

that the respondents indicate that they communicate slightly more often with 

acquaintances compared to family and relatives. Judging by the data findings, the 

respondents deem stronger ties as more important in terms of social relationship, but 

social tie strength does not determine the frequency of contact.  

 

On Facebook, where there is a massive communication flow between all users in the 

network, the quantitative analysis show that social tie strength does not have an impact 

on e-WOM engagement and that there must be other, more important drivers at work. 

This has implications for e-WOM theory, as a considerable part of the theory originates 

from traditional WOM theory where social tie strength has been found important for the 

engagement and processing of a message.  

9.2 If I look like you, I act like you (homophily)  

Homophily was identified as social driver in the conceptual model and two hypotheses 

were stated regarding homophily’s impact on the mediators of self-extension and 
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behavioral attitude. The quantitative findings show that homophily has a strong direct 

effect on self-extension as it explains 49% of the variance in the variable and thus H3 is 

verified. This is in alignment with previous studies, which show that the degree of 

homophily is an important variable for the e-WOM engagement (Chu & Kim, 2011). 

The second hypothesis, regarding homophily’s relationship to behavioral attitude with 

self-extension as a mediator (H4) was tested and verified with a value of 0.279. The 

reason for the verification of the hypothesis is self-extension’s strong mediation effect 

of 0,247, without it the hypothesis would be falsified due to the insignificant direct 

relationship between homophily and behavioral attitude (0.032). Meaning that Facebook 

users form a favorable attitude towards a beauty product if the product is seen as 

reflecting the receiver’s self-image and identity and if the degree of homophily between 

the sender and receiver is considered to be high in terms of similar attitude, background 

and appearance. Self-extension is a vital mediator for the relationship between 

homophily and behavioral attitude and the receiver must perceive the recommended 

beauty product as expressing her identity in order to form a positive attitude towards it. 

The results show that the transmission of beauty product related e-WOM is facilitated 

when the sender and receiver are similar in terms of demographic characteristics and 

personal attributes (Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954; Rogers and Bhowmik, 1970). 

 

In alignment with the quantitative findings, the in-depth interviews showed that 

homophily is an influential driver when it comes to e-WOM engagement on Facebook. 

Kathrine was influenced by a product recommendation shown from the netnographic 

research because of a high degree of perceived homophily with the communicator. The 

degree of homophily had a clear positive impact on her purchase intention and 

behavioral attitude. This underscores that homophily has a significant impact on the 

interpretation of information in a network compromising of individuals that share 

similar interests and lifestyles in alignment with Chakravarty et al. (2010) and Mouw 

(2006). The findings are consistent with the general prediction that the sharing and 

exchanging of information in WOM communications occurs more frequently between 

two individuals who are be similar in socio-demographic characteristics and perceptual 

attributes (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; Rogers and Bhowmik 1970).  

 

The structural modeling lead to some important changes to the conceptual model and to 
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the latent variable of homophily. Homophily no longer had a significant relationship to 

behavioral attitude, but instead showed a strong relationship to purchase intention 

through the mediator self-extension and explains for 48% of the variance in purchase 

intention. The direct effect to self-extension was enhanced (0.534) and self-extension 

was also identified as an important mediator for enhancing the impact of homophily. 

There is clearly a strong relationship between the beauty products the receiver includes 

in the extended-self and the perceived degree of homophily with the sender. If for 

example a Facebook user gets a new Lancôme foundation recommended by a friend 

who shares the same characteristics e.g. age, appearance etc. then it is much more likely 

that the receiver will regard the Lancôme product as enhancing her self-image. The 

positive affect on self-extension will also enhance purchase intention through its 

mediation effect between homophily and purchase intention. 

 

The two priority maps cf. chapter 8 illustrate homophily’s moderate effect on impact 

and performance when it comes to purchase intention and behavioral attitude. Despite 

the moderate impact and performance level, homophily is still a variable that is crucial 

due to its central position on both positioning maps. Homophily accelerates the 

communication flow because a perceived ease of communication arises when the 

communicator and receiver share similar demographic or personal attributes (De Bruyn 

& Lilien, 2008).  

 

The quantitative and qualitative findings show that homophily is a force to be reckoned 

with when it comes to the positive impact it has on e-WOM engagement on Facebook. 

The degree of homophily between the sender and receiver can explain the occurrence 

and importance of e-WOM, indicating that individuals trust and value the opinions of 

others in the same reference group (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008). If a beauty product gets 

recommended by someone with similar demographic characteristics or personal 

attributes then it is much more likely that the receiver will develop a positive purchase 

intention as well as consider the product to be beneficial for his or her self-image. The 

finding that homophily plays such an important role in e-WOM engagement was 

slightly surprising as we thought ones Facebook network is much more diverse than 

ones immediate, offline social network and that homophily was not an crucial 

influential factor compared to traditional WOM. The degree of homophily is just as 
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important on Facebook for e-WOM engagement as theory predicts and Facebook users 

evaluate other users in terms of degree of homophily before engaging with an e-WOM 

message.  

 

9.3 Your expertise makes me listen (source credibility) 

The theoretical discussion of source credibility presented two hypotheses regarding the 

driver’s effect on self-extension and behavioral attitude. Hypothesis 5 was verified to 

have a positive relationship with self-extension as reflected in the factor loading of 

0.124. The sender’s degree of source credibility positively influences the likelihood of 

the content impacting on the receiver’s self-extension. Meaning that source credibility 

has a positive effect when it comes to the recommend product being considered by the 

receiver as expressing a desired self-image and identity. 

 

Source credibility showed a positive total effect with behavioral attitude with a value of 

0.296 through the testing of hypothesis 6 and thus the hypothesis was verified. The 

mediating effect of self-extension (ab=0,062) is not as significant as the direct 

relationship between source credibility and behavioral attitude (c=0,234), and thus self-

extension does not act as a significant mediator to the receiver’s formation of an attitude 

towards the recommended beauty brand.  

 

The finding that source credibility has a an impact on attitude formation was expected, 

as Brown et al. (2007) stated that consumers ranked high in expertise are regarded as 

highly aware and knowledgeable about products and brands and consumers often rely 

on these “experts” for their purchase decisions. Furthermore the findings are also in 

alignment with Ridings, Gefen, and Arinze (2002), who found a significant relationship 

between source credibility and behavioral attitude when it comes to e-WOM 

transmission in virtual communities.  

 

In the extended conceptual model, source credibility was found to have significant 

relationships with self-extension, behavioral attitude and purchase intention. Especially, 

the relationship between source credibility and purchase intention where self-extension 

acts as a mediator was especially strong since it explains for 31,5% of the variance in 
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purchase intention. When Facebook users deem their contacts on Facebook as credible, 

it positively affects the beauty products they incorporate into their extended-self, their 

attitude formation, as well as the intention to purchase the recommended beauty 

product. When consumers consider the message source as credible, there is a positive 

impact on purchase intention, brand trust and brand attitude (Wu & Wang, 2011). 

Because Facebook users interact with people from their social networks, we deem that 

they are perceived as more credible and trustworthy compared to opinions from other 

Internet users found on blogs, virtual communities etc.  

 

The two priority maps found cf. chapter 8, visualize the finding that source credibility 

has a considerable impact on both purchase intention (0,30) and behavioral attitude 

(0,36). Based on the maps, the sender’s credibility can explain how the receiver reacts 

to the recommended beauty product on Facebook. Source credibility is compromised of 

source expertise, which refers to the perceived competence of the source, and source 

bias, which is the source’s perceived trustworthiness (Brown, Broderick, & Lee, 2007). 

The sender has to be considered to be both credible and trustworthy, otherwise a 

positive attitude and purchase intention will not be formed for the recommend beauty 

product.  

 

The qualitative research reveals the same finding, that when it comes to source 

credibility, what matters is the sender’s level of expertise and trustworthiness. Sarah 

states that “Just as long as I feel that they [the senders] know what they are talking 

about. Then they [the senders] do not have to be close friends”. For Sarah, the sender 

does not need to be a close friend just as long as the message and sender are deemed as 

credible and interesting enough to pay attention to (1:299). The statements made by 

Kathrine imply that her perception of source credibility is related to the strength of the 

social tie. Kathrine states that she finds the people she knows the best to be most 

trustworthy (1:695). But, she also states, when looking at an example from our 

netnographic research, that the “cool factor” also plays a contributing factor when it 

comes to source credibility (1:769). She finds people with a certain “cool factor” 

credible since they live a lifestyle which is worth aspiring for and therefore their 

credibility is heightened.  
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Through the quantitative and qualitative findings, source credibility is found to have a 

significant relationship to self-extension, behavioral attitude and purchase intention. The 

sender’s perceived credibility has a positive impact on the receiver’s attitude and 

purchase intention towards the recommended beauty product. Therefore, it is crucial 

that the sender is perceived to have a level of credibility that can effectively persuade a 

Facebook user of the qualities of the recommended beauty product. It can therefore be 

stated that for consumers, there is a significantly reduced sense of risk when they get 

recommendations from people they trust and who have had personal experiences with 

the product. Thus, experts are no longer only the people who sell the product, but also 

the consumers who actually use the product.   

 

9.4 No barriers to purchase (PBC) 

According to TPB, perceived behavior control (PBC), refers to a consumer's perception 

of whether he or she has the necessary resources and opportunities to perform the 

behavior (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Based on the theoretical discussion of this construct, 

we categorized PBC as individual driver that has a direct effect on both behavioral 

attitude and purchase intention in the conceptual model and two hypotheses were 

stipulated explaining the relationships. Through the quantitative analysis both 

hypotheses regarding PBC’s impact on behavioral attitude and purchase intention were 

falsified and the relationships between the latent variables were deemed as insignificant 

due to the values of 0,017 for H7 and -0.001 for H8. PBC was completely eliminated 

from the extended conceptual model, as the relationships with the other latent variables 

were deemed as insignificant. According to our findings, a Facebook user who receives 

a beauty product recommendation on Facebook is not affected by its ability to actually 

purchase the product when it comes to forming an attitude or an intention to purchase 

the product.   

 

The qualitative data findings support the quantitative results since the interviewees state 

that the ability to actually purchase a beauty product is not something that is considered 

as an obstacle. According to Sarah, she exclusively buys premium beauty brands and 

would not consider buying generic brands, however her financial resources affect the 

amount of purchases. The interview with Kathrine revealed that she only purchases 
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premium quality beauty brands and spends about 10.000 DKK per month on beauty 

products. PBC is clearly not a contributing factor according to the interviews when it 

comes to acting on beauty product recommendations on Facebook or in real life.  

 

The reason for empirically disregarding PBC as an influential driver could be due to the 

chosen product category. As stated in cf. chapter 5.3.3, the theory of planned behavior 

(TPB) generally only applies to high-involvement products, and the dimension of PBC 

is included in the model due to the risks and consequences associated with the purchase 

of a high-involvement product (Hamlin & Welsh, 1999). Since beauty products have 

been categorized as low-involvement cf. chapter 2.2, the dimension of PBC might not 

be as critical due to the low fiscal risks. Especially in Denmark, it can be argued that 

women hypothetically have the required financial resources to acquire the beauty 

products they want, however in practice it is a matter of prioritization. 

 

9.5 If it reflects who I want to be, I’ll listen (Self-extension) 

The theories of self-extension discussed in the theoretical review state that both the 

consumer and the product have an associated image, and that they can be interlinked. 

According to Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007) consumers use brands to express their identities 

and the process of self-expression ultimately impacts on a consumer’s behavioral 

attitude and purchase intention.  

 

Self-extension is integrated as a mediator in the conceptual model, and hypothesis 9 

states that self-extension has a positive direct effect on receiver’s behavioral attitude. 

The significant relationship to behavioral attitude verifies the hypothesis, which is in 

agreement with the results from Thorbjørnsen et al.’s (2007) study. In fact, this finding 

exceeded our expectations, as it turned out to be the third strongest determinant of 

attitude. Self-extension has a significant impact since it explains 50% of the variance in 

attitude with a value of 0,501. The quantitative findings mentioned earlier in the 

discussion, supported our expectation that self-extension would act as an important 

mediator for the social drivers. Thus, we believe that we have met the requirement by 

Ajzen (1991) that the inclusion of additional variables is possible as long as they can be 
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proven to capture a significant proportion of the variance after accounting for the 

theory’s original variables.  

 

Self-extension is found to be an important mediator for homophily and source 

credibility. When the sender perceives a higher degree of source credibility and 

homophily then the recommended beauty product’s image is likely to be considered as 

expressing the receiver’s ideal self and this will positively impact on the receiver’s 

behavioral attitude and purchase intention. In the original model, self-extension explains 

50% of the variance in behavioral attitude, whereas in the extended conceptual model it 

is down to 21%. But, what is especially interesting in the extended conceptual model is 

that self-extension explains 48% of the variance to purchase intention. By looking at the 

priority maps in chapter 8, it is evident that self-extension has a significant impact on 

both behavioral attitude and purchase intention but that the performance levels are 

moderate. Based on the quantitative findings, it is therefore suggested that Facebook 

users predominantly evaluate beauty product recommendations in connection to their 

own identity and if the product will enhance their self-image then purchase intention 

and behavioral attitude may be positively impacted.  

 

The qualitative research reveals how well aware consumers are about their self-image 

and self-expression on Facebook. As Sarah states, she is well aware of what she posts, 

likes and shares on Facebook, because it has an impact on how people see her and she is 

very selective of the content that she chooses to share with her Facebook network 

(1:145). According to Sarah, ones desired self-image plays a crucial part in determining 

the content a user engages with since the content reflects how you want to be perceived 

(1:163). Kathrine states that she uses Facebook to signal to the outside world that she is 

living a desirable lifestyle (1:613). In other words, our findings indicate that the 

interviewees ascribe great importance to self-image and self-expression, when 

considering engaging with e-WOM, as the recommended beauty product has to reflect 

the image they wish to portray. 

 

The quantitative and qualitative findings signify that self-extension is a crucial factor on 

Facebook, as consumers want to enhance their self-image and therefore engage with 

products that are high in symbolic meaning. Self-expressiveness is an important 
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determinant of behavioral attitude and intention when products are consumed in a 

public setting or are symbolic in nature (Thorbjørnsen et al. 2007), something that also 

applies to beauty products. Since beauty products play an important role in identity 

expression, it is of little surprise that consumers place such importance on the 

consumption of the “right” products reflecting a desired image and identity. By posting 

photos, recommending products, commenting on posts etc., Facebook-users try to 

extend their selves by connecting their identities to products, brands and other things 

that convey a wanted image since the transmission and receiving of positive WOM is 

connected to the underlying driver of self-enhancement (Angelis et al, 2012). 

 

The findings related to both the original conceptual model and the extended conceptual 

model, demonstrate the importance of including self-extension as an important driver 

for e-WOM on Facebook to the academic literature regarding social media. This finding 

contributes to the e-WOM communication theory since self-extension is an important 

mediator on Facebook and not just an individual driver as in the research conducted by 

Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007).  

9.6 I am likely to purchase and then change my attitude 
(BA and PI) 

According to the TPB, behavioral intention, or as we call it in relation to our research 

focus, purchase intention, is dependent on three determinants: subjective norms, 

behavioral attitude and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). In our 

conceptual model, three social drivers make up the subjective norms and behavioral 

attitude is seen as a mediator between the identified drivers, self-extension and purchase 

intention. A receiver’s behavioral attitude is compromised by the overall belief and 

evaluation of the consequences associated with a certain behavior, such as acting on a 

beauty product recommendation on Facebook. 

 

The conceptual model depicted a hypothetical relationship between behavioral attitude 

and purchase intention as this relationship has been proven to be significant by several 

previous studies (Spears & Singh, 2004). As expected, the quantitative data showed a 

strong correlation between behavioral attitude and purchase intention with a value of 

0.809 indicating that about 81% of the variance in purchase intention is explained by 
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behavioral attitude. Therefore, the hypothesis was verified and it is evident that if the 

receiver develops a favorable attitude towards the recommended product or brand, 

purchase intention will also be positively affected. This was in alignment with earlier 

research that validated the relationship between behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention (Sparks & Shepherd 1992; Terry et al. 1999).  

 

The quantitative findings also showed insignificant relationships between social ties, 

perceived behavioral control and behavioral attitude, as they do not explain the 

formation of attitude towards a recommended beauty brand on Facebook. Homophily 

and source credibility were shown to have significant relationships with behavioral 

attitude through the mediating effect from self-extension. However, in the new extended 

conceptual model homophily did not prove to have a significant relationship with 

behavioral attitude and thus the linkage was removed from the extended conceptual 

model. 

 

In the extended conceptual model, the relationship between behavioral attitude and 

purchase intention is reversed, meaning that purchase intention is showing a direct 

relationship to behavioral attitude. Purchase intention is shown to have a strong direct 

effect on behavioral attitude and explains about 63% (0.628) of the variance in the 

variable. The three social drivers; social ties, homophily and source credibility show 

significant relationships with purchase intention and explain to a higher degree the 

variance in purchase intention compared to what they did in the conceptual model for 

behavioral attitude. By looking at the tables found in chapter 8 the three drivers all show 

higher values for purchase intention than for behavioral attitude and thus explain their 

impact on purchase intention better than for behavioral attitude. A Facebook user’s 

network has a clear impact on the intention to purchase the recommended beauty 

product or brand. After a positive purchase intention has been developed, it is highly 

likely that the Facebook user will form a favorable attitude towards the recommended 

beauty product. The qualitative findings mentioned earlier in the discussion also 

validate the quantitative findings that social drivers have a clear impact on both 

behavioral attitude and purchase intention.  
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The reason for the reversed relationship between behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention is associated to the chosen product category. Beauty products are 

characterized as low-involvement products and therefore purchase intention precedes 

the formation of attitude. This explains the fact that the three social drivers have more 

significant relationships with purchase intention compared to behavioral attitude. Since 

our conceptual model is based on the TPB, which is mainly applied to high-involvement 

products, the application of TPB to low-involvement might require the restructuring of 

the model. Behavioral intention should thus be placed before behavioral attitude in the 

TPB when applied to low-involvement products in order to effectively explain 

behavioral attitude and ultimately behavior. 

 

The findings imply that both purchase intention and behavioral attitude are positively 

affected if the receiver perceives either a higher degree of homophily with the sender, 

considers the sender to be credible or if the recommended product enhances the 

receiver’s self-image. These drivers have been proven through the quantitative and 

qualitative research to have the highest explanatory power for forecasting behavioral 

attitude and purchase intention resulting from beauty product recommendations on 

Facebook. 

9.7 Managerial implications 

Beauty brands have realized the importance of Facebook and the major international 

beauty brands have all established Facebook Fanpages (Appendix 1) as Facebook is 

regarded as an elementary tool in the marketing mix (Mashable, 2011). However, 

merely having a Facebook Fanpage does not guarantee that consumers actively engage 

with the brand and spread positive e-WOM.  

 

The coming sections will discuss the managerial implications resulting from our 

analysis of the drivers impacting on the engagement with beauty product related e-

WOM on Facebook. The findings from the empirical research will be explained in 

relation to the decision making-process, segmentation and the drivers identified in the 

conceptual model. The discussion of managerial implications will benefit marketers in 

their efforts to trigger positive e-WOM engagement on Facebook.  
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9.7.1 Decision-Making Process 

The netnographic study shows how Facebook has altered the decision-making process 

due to the intense consumer-to-consumer interaction that takes place on the social 

networking site. Facebook users seek information about beauty brands, ask for 

evaluation support, share product purchases and post-evaluate the products they have 

purchased. Facebook allows for instant feedback and exposure and has greatly 

facilitated how consumers pass judgments and make decisions regarding brands and 

products (Evans & Bratton, 2008). 

 

The quantitative analysis shows that consumers are more inclined to develop a purchase 

intention towards the recommended beauty product, before actually forming an attitude, 

which is in contradiction to the traditional decision-making model. The key finding is 

that positive e-WOM strongly influences purchase intention, indicating that e-WOM on 

Facebook has the potential to influence the sales of beauty products. Especially as more 

consumers are becoming digital-savvy and rely on the Internet for product purchases 

(Euromonitor, 2011). Beauty brands should therefore strengthen their online presence 

and this could be accomplished through increasing the activities on the Facebook 

Fanpage or more excessive advertising such as Facebook Ads or Banners in order to 

divert consumers to the retail sites. 

9.7.2 Segmentation Process 

Facebook can be described as a social newspaper that never runs out of stories. Our 

research show that Danish women spend a considerable amount of time on the site and 

view Facebook as a crucial communication tool to keep in contact with their social 

network. The question for marketers of beauty brands on Facebook is how they get 

consumers talking about their products and what makes other consumers engage with 

that communication. Since e-WOM has proven to be more effective when it comes to 

inducing brand awareness and purchase intention compared to traditional marketing 

communications (Keller, 2006), the key is to get consumers engaged and involved with 

the product or brand. 

 

In order to get consumers engaged, marketers have to “know” their target group of 
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consumers. Our research indicate that consumers vary in Facebook usage and therefore, 

marketers must be effective when segmenting the users to get most optimal results out 

of the marketing investment. Facebook users have different preferences and ideas of 

how to behave on the platform and marketers have to consider the different behavioral 

attitudes when seeding messages. Behavioral segmentation is important since it has 

strategic implications (Keller, 2009) for the branding and marketing programs that 

marketers can develop on Facebook. We assume that marketers have a tendency to 

primarily segment Facebook users based on demographic characteristics, but based on 

our results, we suggest that it is more advantageous to segment users based on how they 

engage with e-WOM.  

 

Marketers should also segment users based on the influence they have on other users. 

Due to the extensive communication flow on Facebook, some users are more influential 

than others and marketers should identify possible brand advocates who can share 

positive e-WOM on the beauty product or brand. Through the many social connections 

Facebook creates, marketers can leverage from the social capital encompassed in a 

network with the aim of peer-to-peer influence. By integrating brand advocates into 

marketing programs, the message will be diffused quicker to the target group using 

influential sources. Because Facebook is a crucial venue for creating those valuable 

brand relationships that promote sharing and engagement that potentially affects buyers 

even before they are identified as potential leads.  

 

In practice, marketers with a thorough knowledge of their target group’s decision-

making process will be able to develop a marketing program that is able to affect every 

step in the process and increase user engagement. It is also absolutely essential for 

marketers to distribute their marketing message on Facebook via senders/sources that 

have a positive impact on receiver engagement. The paradigm shift in the 

communication flow of e-WOM has altered the previous perception of opinion leaders 

being a typecast of expected characteristics. Facebook has changed the setting and there 

is now a bursting amount of opinion-leaders, if not at least opinion-givers. For 

marketers to identify the opinion-leaders, they have to review the brand advocates who 

share content about their brand. Thus, it is important to integrate Facebook to the 

overall marketing strategy in order to build campaigns that are conducive to social 
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sharing. Thus, the significant drivers found in the present thesis are crucial determinants 

of what motivates consumers to engage in e-WOM. The next section will therefore 

elaborate on the drivers related to the sender that have a positive impact on receivers’ e-

WOM engagement and the implications for marketers.  

9.7.3 Drivers Affecting e-WOM Engagement 

The earlier sections in this chapter discussed the drivers that were revealed through the 

quantitative and qualitative research to have the most considerable effect on purchase 

intention and behavioral attitude, thus positively impacting on e-WOM engagement. 

Self-extension, source credibility, homophily and to some extent social ties were 

identified as having an impact on the receivers’ engagement with e-WOM. 

 

Based on our findings, Facebook users are perceptible for marketing messages coming 

from both strong and weak social ties. It should therefore be of interest to seed a 

marketing message that is quickly diffused on Facebook to ensure that a large group of 

users get affected by the communication message. By using consumers’ social 

connections as distribution vehicles, e-WOM can become a powerful marketing tool 

that can have a considerable influence on consumer decision-making and purchase 

intentions (Park & Lee, 2008).  

 

Marketers also have to consider the degree of homophily between the sender and the 

receiver when trying to seed a marketing message. If a marketing message on Facebook 

is intended to drive purchase intention then the sender should be similar to the receivers 

in terms of demographic and personal attributes. The receivers should be able to see 

“themselves” in the sender to properly incorporate the recommended product into the 

products used to express ones identity, and to develop a positive purchase intention. If 

marketers should use brand advocates in their marketing strategy, than they should 

reflect the target group in terms of attributes for the receivers to properly retain the 

marketing message.  

 

When marketing beauty products using Facebook it is important that the sender (source) 

is perceived as credible by the receiver in order to inspire positive brand associations 

and purchase intention. Perceived e-WOM credibility impacts positively on the e-WOM 
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effect (Park et al., 2011b) and if the communication is perceived as credible and of high 

quality (usefulness, accuracy and importance) there is a good chance of producing a 

bigger communication effect for the e-WOM message (Huang et al., 2011). Therefore, 

marketers should carefully target users or networks of users that are deemed as credible 

in order to get the “right” people talking about a product or brand. If brand advocates 

are used for representing the product or brand, they have to make sure that the target 

group trusts their communication message and considers them as having the necessary 

expertise to promote the product.  

 

Self-extension was found to be an influential driver for both behavioral attitude and 

purchase intention and therefore the marketed product or brand has to reflect a desirable 

image and identity to the receivers. The beauty product category can especially benefit 

from the strong impact of self-extension as beauty products are categorized as 

transformational products based on the Rossiter-Percy grid. Marketers should thus use 

an affect-laden approach to engage Facebook users, and intrusive online tactics are only 

acceptable if the emotional execution is genuine and true. The product should be 

associated with a set of experiences that differentiates it from competitors and is rooted 

in the need for self-extension. The target group’s engagement on Facebook would be 

positively affected if they considered the beauty product or brand as contributing to the 

expression of their desired self-image. Beauty brands can benefit from this finding as 

they often work hard at inspiring a certain brand image and should be attentive to the 

kind of image that its key target group aspires for. By integrating this image into 

marketing communication programs on Facebook they can stimulate both positive 

behavioral attitude and purchase intention.  

 

Marketers of beauty products on Facebook should incorporate our findings into their 

marketing strategies to instigate positive e-WOM engagement. There are certain drivers 

associated with the sender and the product that have an impact on the receivers’ 

purchase intention and behavioral attitude. Therefore, marketers have to map the chosen 

target group in order to identify the types of senders that prompt to highest e-WOM 

engagement. The target group has to deem the sender as credible, “similar” and as 

reflecting a desired self-image. On Facebook, where there is a continuous flow of 

communication between numerous users, it may be difficult to identify the most 
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influential senders. Marketers therefore have to work hard at penetrating attractive 

networks with innovative marketing tactics, such as targeted advertisement, incentives, 

consumer events and viral marketing. The goal should be to inspire the network itself to 

diffuse the marketing message and engage with the product or brand. But in order to do 

so, the message has to be attractive enough for consumers to actually engage with it. 

Therefore marketers have to involve their target group by giving them a compelling 

reason to share the message in a way that is natural and takes the research findings into 

account. For beauty brands, this means that the whole brand identity needs to be 

appealing to the target group, everything from the actual product, advertising, media 

coverage to the Facebook Fanpage have to display an image that the target group wants 

to associate itself with. Only then will consumers engage with the product at the level 

that positively impacts on behavioral attitude and purchase intention.  
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10. Conclusion  

The conclusion will answer the research question and will sum up the main findings and 

recommendations from the thesis. The research question addresses what social drivers 

influence receivers’ engagement with beauty product related e-WOM on Facebook and 

how these drivers impact receivers’ behavioral attitude and purchase intention. 

 

The thesis applied a methodological triangulation approach and both qualitative and 

quantitative research methods were used as triangulation improves the explanation of a 

complex phenomenon (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). By using different research methods 

the impact of errors was minimized and the validity and reliability of the findings were 

increased.  

 

The beauty product category (BPC) was chosen as the thesis’ case category. Based on 

the BPC’s investments in social media marketing and their strong presence on 

Facebook, we stated that the they could leverage greatly from effectively incorporating 

e-WOM communication approaches into their marketing strategies. Especially as the 

BPC industry has been forecasted to show low to moderate growth at the same time as 

consumers are altering their consumption patterns (Euromonitor International, 2011). 

When consumers look for alternatives to premium beauty brands they may be more 

receptive to recommendations from friends and therefore the thesis’ findings could be 

useful for marketers seeking to instigate positive e-WOM engagement on Facebook. 

 

The theoretical framework introduced both traditional and electronic WOM theory and 

the definition of e-WOM is provided by Henning-Thurau et al. (2004) to be any 

statement made by a customer about a product or company shared with multitude of 

people via the Internet. The theoretical review lead to the identification of several 

possible drivers connected to the receivers’ engagement with e-WOM on Facebook. 

The Theory of Planned Behavior was applied to look into the drivers that have an 

impact on behavioral attitude and purchase intention and to develop the conceptual 

model. However, due to the thesis’ scope, we found subjective norms to be inadequate 

for explaining the impact of a receiver’s social network on e-WOM engagement. We 
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therefore replaced subjective norms in the conceptual model with three social drivers: 

social ties, homophily and source credibility, and perceived behavioral control was a 

defined as an individual driver. The moderating variables were behavioral attitude and 

self-extension, which refers to the desired self-image developed by a consumer in 

relation to the brands he or she associates with (Thorbjørnsen et al., 2007). The variable, 

purchase intention, represented the last stage of the model and is dependent on the 

impact of the preceding variables. The conceptual model served as the basis for 

conducting research and 10 hypotheses representing the relationships between the 

variables were presented to be verified or falsified using data from the quantitative 

analysis. 

 

Two semi-structured in-depth interviews provided rich qualitative data into the 

respondents’ thoughts about the model’s constructs and the netnographic observations 

gave supplementary insights to product recommendations on Facebook. The valid 

dataset from the questionnaire was tested using structural equation modeling and the 

estimation and testing of the model revealed five insignificant relationships, which lead 

to restructuring and extending of the conceptual model.  

 

Starting with the findings from the original conceptual model, social tie strength did not 

have a direct impact on either behavioral attitude or purchase intention for beauty 

products being recommended on Facebook. The falsification of H1 and H2 were in 

contrast to e-WOM theory that states that social tie strength have a considerable 

influence on e-WOM engagement (Steffes & Burgee, 2009: De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008). 

The reason for the insignificance can be related to the characteristics of Facebook being 

a decentralized network where contacts of varying tie strength have an equal impact on 

e-WOM engagement. Even though social ties did not have a direct effect on behavioral 

attitude or purchase intention it proved to have a direct effect to homophily in the 

extended conceptual model.  

 

In regards to the driver of homophily, the quantitative findings verified H3 and H4, and 

demonstrated that homophily has significant relationships with self-extension and 

behavioral attitude. This is in alignment with previous research (De Bruyn & Lilien, 

2008) that the transmission of information is facilitated when the sender and the 
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receiver is similar in terms of demographic characteristics and personal attributes. In the 

extended conceptual model, homophily no longer showed a significant relationship to 

behavioral attitude, but instead had a strong relationship to purchase intention through 

the mediator of self-extension and explains 48% of the variance in purchase intention. 

Thus, the degree of perceived homophily explicate the occurrence and importance of e-

WOM, indicating that individuals trust and value the opinions of others in the same 

reference group.  

 

The credibility of the source having a direct impact on self-extension and behavioral 

attitude was presented in H5 and H6 and they were verified as having significant 

relationships. E-WOM theory predicts this correlation as the expertise and 

trustworthiness of the source have been proven to have a positive impact on e-WOM 

engagement (Wu & Wang, 2011). The extended conceptual model showed that source 

credibility has a direct effect on purchase intention as well. It can therefore be assumed 

that when consumers trust the source, there is a reduced feeling of risk associated with 

the purchase and both the formation of attitude and intention gets positively impacted. 

 

The individual driver, perceived behavioral control, was removed from the extended 

conceptual model as H7 and H8 were falsified. This could be due to the fact that beauty 

products are categorized as low-involvement products and therefore there are less 

results and risk associated with the purchase of a beauty product. 

 

Moving on to the mediator of self-extension, the quantitative and qualitative findings 

show that self-extension is an important variable that has both mediation effects and 

direct effects to behavioral attitude and purchase intention. Self-extension had a strong 

direct effect to behavioral attitude and explained 50% of the variance in the variable 

leading to the verification of H9. In the extended conceptual model, self-extension had 

direct effects to both behavioral attitude and purchase intention, which signifies that 

self-extension is a crucial factor on Facebook. Facebook users interact and develop 

favorable attitudes and purchase intentions if the recommended beauty product is 

considered to enhance the receivers’ self-image.  
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In alignment with earlier research, the relationship between behavioral attitude and 

purchase intention was verified in the conceptual model. The extended conceptual 

model showed a reversed relationship between behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention and the reason for this is associated with the chosen product category. Beauty 

products are as stated characterized as low-involvement products and therefore 

behavioral attitude may be dependent on purchase intention. The relationship is evident 

since the three social drivers have more significant relationships with purchase intention 

compared to behavioral attitude in the extended conceptual model. For a receiver to 

develop a favorable attitude towards a recommended beauty brand, the receiver has to 

first develop a positive purchase intention.  

 

The research findings have managerial implications for marketers of beauty products 

wanting to induce positive e-WOM engagement on Facebook. Facebook is a social 

networking site where the keyword is in social. Our findings have several implications 

for marketers of beauty products on Facebook when it comes to how consumers go 

through the decision-making process, how they should segment and how Facebook can 

be used to effectively diffuse a marketing message. Marketers have to “know” their 

target group in order to induce the level of e-WOM engagement that has a positive 

impact on behavioral attitude and purchase intention. Marketers of beauty brands have 

to understand how the target group communicates on Facebook to press the right ‘social 

buttons’ that will spread and ensure the successful transmission of a marketing message. 

 

To conclude, the thesis contributes to e-WOM literature with an increased 

understanding of how a receiver’s social network positively impacts e-WOM 

engagement on Facebook. Facebook has radically changed the way consumers engage 

with brand and product-related information and the way that communication flows 

between senders and receivers. The social nature of Facebook makes it an ideal venue 

for spreading information concerning products and brands and the findings make it clear 

that Facebook users rely on their social contacts’ opinions when it comes to beauty 

products. E-WOM has proven to be more effective than traditional marketing 

communications when it comes to inducing positive behavioral attitude and purchase 

intention and marketers have to incorporate Facebook into their marketing strategies to 

reap the benefits that the social networking site has to offer. 
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11. Suggestions for Further Research 

The limitations of the thesis give way to further research and the gap in the literature 

concerning e-WOM engagement on Facebook needs to be filled by additional studies. 

The conceptual model of receivers’ engagement with positive e-WOM was empirically 

tested in regards to beauty product recommendations and the model should be applied to 

other product categories as well to test the generalizability of the model.  

 

This thesis delimited the motivations for e-WOM engagement from 6 to 3 drivers, 

suggesting that there is potential for additional variables to be analyzed. While the 

thesis took a Meta perspective of social capital to act as the umbrella for the three social 

drivers, other possible variables may be influential for receivers’ engagement in e-

WOM communicated on Facebook. Naturally, the delimitation to positive e-WOM, 

proposes that further research could include both negative and positive e-WOM, as they 

entail different theoretical motivations and effects on the outcome.  

 

This thesis focuses on the receiver’s perspective and the sender’s motivations to share 

information could also be addressed. From an empirical standpoint a few different 

directions could contribute further to e-WOM communication theory. The research 

focused on a target group of women aged 25-35, which may not realistically reflect the 

perceptions of the total population of Facebook users. Therefore, additional segments of 

the population should be researched, for example teenagers may be highly influenced by 

endorsements for beauty products, as they may not yet have developed strong brand 

loyalty for certain beauty brands. Lastly, with the perspective on Danish women, future 

research might explore the cross-cultural aspect of engagement with e-WOM on 

Facebook.  
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14. Appendix 

Appendix 1: Facebook Index Overview of Beauty Brands 

A chart presenting the 18 most popular Facebook Fanpages for international beauty brands, 

showing how many likes, growth and interactions occurred in October 2012.  

Source: Stylophane, 2012. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2: Interview Guide 

An interview guide was prepared before conducting the in-depth interviews with the two subjects 

from the target group. 

 

- Short introduction to us: 

- Name, education and where we are from. 

- We will explain the purpose of interview. 
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- We want to explore the drivers for product recommendations on Facebook in regards to beauty 

products. 

- Explain what the recorder will be used for and ask for permission to use the data. 

- Ask if she has any questions? 

 

Facebook Usage 

Initially we want to talk to you about your Facebook usage, this is concerning more practical 

information and facts. 

• Do you have an account on Facebook? 

• How often do you access your account on a normal day? 

 

Social Interaction 

We now would like to talk about your usages of Facebook and what needs you get fulfilled through 

the platform. Furthermore we would like to talk about your network and your social interactions 

with friends.  

• Can you please explain why you are on Facebook? 

• What is your main usage of Facebook? 

• Why do you believe your friends use it? 

• What do you think you give to your friends through Facebook? 

• Are most of your close friends on Facebook?  

• How many friends do you have? 

• Can you describe your network if you were to classify them into groups? 

• Who do you interact with the most on Facebook? 

• What value are you given through Facebook?  

• What type of content do you share on Facebook? 

• Could you please provide a percentage for the amount of behavior? 

- follow friend’s life – chat with friends – write updates about your life – comment on 

other peoples posts – like pages –  

 

Brands on Facebook 

We would like to know more about your Facebook behavior, and will ask some questions in regards 

to your attitude towards Facebook Fanpages and in general brands on Facebook.  
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• What makes you like a brand on Facebook? 

• Do you purchase the brands you like on Facebook? 

• Are you more likely to like brands on Facebook if somebody in your network has too? 

• How many brands do you like? 

• What are your expectations to brands on Facebook? 

• What kind of content do you expect to receive? 

• Do you feel like you belong to a group when you like a Facebook pages? 

• Do you feel you have to like what other people like? 

 

Product recommendations 

• If you are interested in a product or brand, do you use Facebook to search for more 

information? 

• Do you use your network to tell other people about your experiences? 

• Do you express yourself more often negatively about an experience than positively? 

• Do you engage in other people’s status in regards to opinion asking? 

• Do you like reading other peoples opinion about products? 

• Do you ask your friends via Facebook for good products, brands or services? 

• Have you ever recommended a product, brands or a service on Facebook? What was it? 

How did you do it?  

• Have you encountered friends recommending products, brands or services on Facebook? 

What did they recommend? How did they do this? A post? A video?  

• Does it affect your likelihood to repeat a purchase again? 

• Have you ever taken actions by following friends’ recommendations? 

• Do you follow your friends’ recommendations on Facebook?  

• What would you do, if a person were recommending a product, which you thought of 

buying? 

• And if they are not recommending it? 

• Would you change your decision of buying a specific product if you read about  negative 

experiences with that product?  

Trust 

• Who do you trust the most, friends, companies, bloggers, other consumers? 
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• How do you perceive your friends credibility - messages? 

• How important is to you that you have a relation with the person recommending a product? 

• Do you feel that word-of-mouth messages from friends and other consumers are more 

trustworthy than those from a company? Why?  

• Is there a difference in the trustworthiness of people that you know compared to other 

consumers who you don’t know?  

• How do you measure the trustworthiness of a word-of-mouth message?  

 

Appendix 3: Netnographic image of a opinion seeking consumer 

An example of a opinion seeker on Facebook asking for recommendations to a new bank.  
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Appendix 4: Netnographic Findings 

We observed e-WOM occurring in our own private networks for six months and collected 94 

examples of general and beauty product recommendations. Out of these, we have included 11 

examples of beauty product recommendations.  

Image 1 

An example of a Facebook user who likes MAC cosmetics’ Facebook Fanpage. 

 

Image 2 

An example of a status update from a user, who wrote: “I am SO excited about my Organic Shea 

Cream – grapefruit. Such a nice thing to own :-)”   
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Image 3 

An example of a user who has liked a link on Facebook (The example showcases DIOR BEAUTY) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 4 

An example of a user who has uploaded a photo and written in her status ”Loving Body Shop, 

because they smell so good”. 
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Image 5 

An example of a user who has uploaded a photo on Facebook, asking her network ”May or 

Holiday? #Doingmynails” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 6 

An example of a user who has uploaded a photo of a skin cream stating “from senior”. 
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Image 7 

An example of a user who has uploaded a picture of hair products and written: ”Fantastic GHD (the 

name of the beauty brand) #GHD # hair #products”. 

 

 

Image 8 

An example of a user who has uploaded a photo and written ”Do your cheeks burn after a whole 

day at the beach?  
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Image 9 

An example of a user who has uploaded a photo and written “New Chanel nail polish” 

 

Image 10 

An example of a user who has uploaded a picture and written ”My Essie nails love mojito madness” 
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Image 11 

An example of a user who has uploaded a photo and written “Don’t you love #mesmarize !!!! 

#Essie” 
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Appendix 5: Transcription of the Interviews 

INTERVIEW(–(TRANSCRIPTION(1"
I:"Interviewer"2"
S:"Sarah"3"
"4"
Interviewer:"" Først"og"fremmest"vil"vi"gerne"takke"dig,"Sarah"L."S."For"at"deltage"i"5"

vores"interview."Vi"har"også"tidligere"forklaret"dig,"at"vi"vil"bruge"dette"i"6"
forbindelse"med"vores"speciale,"og"vi"her"vil"stille"dig"nogen"forskellige"7"
spørgsmål"vedr."dit"brug"af"Facebook."Marc"og"jeg"vil"supplere"hinanden"8"
og"indenfor"hvert"emne,"vil"vi"forsøge"at"forklare"dig"om,"hvad"det"9"
kommer"til"at"handle"om.""10"
Og"grunden"til"du"er"her"i"dag,"er"fordi"vi"gerne"vil"tale"om"dit"Facebook"11"
forbrug"og"du"skal"endelig"stille"spørgsmål,"hvis"du"er"i"tvivl"eller"har"12"
behov"for"at"få"noget"uddybet"[…]"13"
Vi"vil"starte"med"nogen"overordnet"temaer,"som"vi"vil"gå"ind"på"med"14"
forskellige"spørgsmål.""15"
Øhmm.."Så"vil"vi"begynde.""16"
Har"du"en"konto"på"Facebook?"17"
"18"

Sarah:-- Ja,"det"har"jeg"bestemt.""19"
Interviewer:-- Hvor"tit"er"du"på"Facebook"om"dagen?"20"
Sarah:-- Hvor"ofte"om"dagen?"[..]"Åh,"det"er"jeg"meget.""21"
Interviewer:-- Bruger"du"også"din"telefon?"22"
Sarah:-"" Faktisk"ikke"så"meget,"mest"messenger"tingen."Ikke"så"meget"selve"23"

Facebook,"men"det"er"nok"også"fordi"jeg"sidder"foran"selve"computeren"24"
ret"meget."Så"jeg"tror"jeg"bruger"det,"en"time"om"dagen"samlet,"men"jeg"25"
tjekker"det"selvfølgelig"flere"gange"om"dagen."26"

Interviewer:-- Så"du"følger"godt"med"i"Facebook?"27"
Sarah:-- Ja,"medmindre"jeg"er"på"ferie"eller"andet.""28"
"29"
Facebook(brug(og(adfærd(( ( ( ( ( (30"
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Interviewer:"" Øhmm."Nu"tænkte"vi"at"tale"lidt"om,"hvordan"du"bruger"Facebook"og"31"
især"i"forhold"til"hvordan"du"bruger"det"med"dine"venner"og"de"sociale"32"
relationer"du"har."Øhmm…"Kan"du"forklare,"hvorfor"du"bruger"33"
Facebook?"34"

Sarah:"" Ja,"det"er"for"at"vedligeholde"sociale"relationer.-Og"for"at…"Ja,"det"er"jo"35"
den"måde"man"kommunikere"på"i"vores"generation,"tror"jeg."Både"med"36"
tætte"relationer,"som"man"normalt"ser"og"ringer"til,"men"også"med"37"
fjernere"relationer,"som"man"måske"ikke"ser"så"ofte,"og"som"jeg"måske"38"
ikke"ville"have"kontakt"med."Så"er"det"jo"også"for"ren"underholdning."39"
[grin]"Det"tror"jeg"er"en"stor"del"af"det.""40"

Interviewer:"" Hvad"mener"du"med"underholdning?"41"
Sarah:""" Det"er"da"sjovt"at"se,"hvad"andre"laver."[grin]"Man"kan"holde"sig"42"

opdateret"på"events,"nye"ting,"og"hvad"der"sker"ude"i"verden…"nyheder."43"
Ja,"det"er"en"måde"at"holde"sig"opdateret"på."Både"i"forhold"til"venner"og"44"
i"forhold"til"brands,"og"aviser.""45"

Interviewer:-- Er"der"nogen"særlige"ting"på"Facebook,"som"du"synes"er"specielt"sjovt?"46"
Sarah:-- Som"jeg"synes"er"ekstra"sjovt?"[hmm]"Jeg"tror"ikke"jeg"tænker"så"meget"47"

over"det,"jeg"tror"faktisk"det"er"bare"en"del"af…"jeg"tænker"ikke"om"noget"48"
sjovere."Det"er"ikke"fordi"jeg"går"ind"på"én"hver"dag,"det"er"jo"bare…"49"
Jamen…"Det"er"jo"bare"naturligt,"i"forhold"til"hvad"jeg"har"trykket"like"på,"50"
på"et"tidspunkt,"og"så"kommer"det"op"min"væg."Så"det"er"lidt"forskelligt,"51"
tror"jeg.""52"

Interviewer:-- Hvorfor"tror"du"mange"af"dine"venner"også"bruger"det?"53"
Sarah:-- Jeg"tror"da"det"er"det"samme."Det"er"nemt."Det"er"heller"ikke…"Når"det"er"54"

tætte"relationer,"er"det"fordi"det"er"nemt."Man"kan…"med"fjerne"55"
relationer"ikke"er"så"personligt,"som"at"ringe"eller"sende"en"sms"eller…"56"
noget"andet."At"man"kan"holde"distance"til"dem.""57"

Interviewer:-- De"fleste"af"dine"tætte"venner,"er"de"på"Facebook?"58"
Sarah:-- Ja,"det"tror"jeg"de"alle"sammen"er.""59"
Interviewer:-- Hvad"med"din"familie?"60"
Sarah:-- Åhh.."ja."Stort"set"alle"sammen…"Ej,"jo…"Der"er"nogen,"der"ikke"er."Min"61"

mor"er"ikke."Og…"min"søster"er"det,"men"bruger"det"ikke."Men"hun"er"så"62"
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10"år"ældre,"så"det"er"en"anden"generation."Ellers"så"er"de"fleste."Kusiner"63"

og"onkler.""64"

Interviewer:-- Hvordan"forholder"du"dig"til"at"efterhånden"alle"er"på"Facebook"i"65"

forhold"til"hvad"du"lægger"på"af"indhold?"66"

Sarah:-- nej…"fordi"min"far"er"den"der"er"mest"aktiv,"og"han…"og"på"den"anden"67"

side"er"jeg"heller"ikke"en"person,"der"lægger"alt"på."Og"jeg"tror"også"fordi"68"

man"har"så"mange"bekendtskaber"på"Facebook,"som"jeg"ikke"normalt"69"

ville"fortælle"ting,"så"lægger"jeg"det"heller"ikke"på."Jeg"tror"jeg"har"vise"70"

grænser."Måske"også"noget"jeg"har"opbygget"efterhånden"end"da"jeg"71"

startet."Man"træder"længere"tilbage."72"

Interviewer:-- Hvordan"tænker"du"at"det"var"i"starten?"73"

Sarah:-- Man"vidste"jo"ikke"helt"hvad"det"var,"skrev"flere"ting"dengang."Flere"74"

personlige"ting.""Men"nu"bruger"jeg"det"måske"til"nogen"andre"ting,"75"

holde"mig"opdateret"om"nyheder"end"jeg"gjorde"førhen."76"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"mange"venner"har"du"på"Facebook?"77"

Sarah:-- Tror"jeg"har,"400`500."Ja"500.""78"

Interviewer:-- Og"hvor"mange"af"dem"interagere"du"med?"79"

Sarah:-- Altså…"i"procent…"højest"20%."Aktiv,"på"den"måde"som"i"like."100"stks.""80"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"mange"tror"du,"du"læser"deres"indhold?"81"

Sarah:-- Jeg"læser,"halvdelen…"arrrghh…"pga."Algoritmen"på"Facebook,"så"er"der"82"

meget"indhold"jeg"ikke"ser."Ikke"ud"af"de"500."Jeg"tror"ikke"jeg"ser"alle."83"

Ser"måske"kun"1/3"del,"men"mindre"jeg"aktivt"går"ind"og"kigger.""84"

Interviewer:-- I"forhold"til"dem"du"er"i"dialog"med,"kan"du"inddele"de"venner"i"grupper,"85"

ikke"kun"tætte"venner?"86"

Sarah:-- Ja,"selvfølgelig"har"man"skolevenner,"men"der"er"også…"nogen"man"87"

synes"er"sjovere"at"gå"ind"og"kigge"på."""88"

Interviewer:-- Af"de"100"venner,"som"du"er"aktive"med,"hvor"mange"forskellige"89"

netværk"tilhøre"de?""90"

Sarah:-- Ja,"der"er"mange."Der"er"arbejde,"der"er"også…"Tror"jeg"har"et"stort"91"

arbejdsnetværk."Stort"gymnasiets"ting."Der"er"mange"byen,"random"ting."92"

Hvor"jeg"er"vokset"op,"som"er"et"helt"andet"netværk."Så"har"jeg"fra…"93"

[øhm]"efterskole,"så"fra"New"York…"Så"helt"klart"mange"forskellige."94"
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Interviewer:-- Tror"du"der"er"stor"forskel"i"hvordan"du"agere"i"de"forskellige"netværk."""95"

Sarah:-- Ja,"jeg"tror…"eller"det"burde"der"være."Men"jeg"tror"det"faktisk"ikke"på"96"

Facebook."Fordi"det"er"samlet."Det"tror"jeg"ikke"er"så"stort."Det"burde"97"

der"måske"være.""98"

Interviewer:-- Hvem"har"de"her"venner"i"de"seks"grupper"interagere"du"mest"med?"99"

Arbejdskollegaer?"Skole…"100"

Sarah:-- Det"er"MINE"venner,"dem"jeg"også"ser"normalt."Helt"klart.""101"

Interviewer:-- Så"det"vil"sige,"dine"tætte"veninder?"102"

Sarah:-- Ja,"det"er"det."Helt"klart.""103"

Interviewer:- (…)-104"

" Ser"du"nogen"slags"værdi"af"at"bruge"Facebook,"som"et"socialt"redskab?"105"

" Professionelt"eller"privat?"106"

Sarah:-- Begge"dele."Jeg"tror"det"er"en"god"måde"at"holde"kontakter"ved"lige"…""107"

"108"

Facebook(Pages(and(Brands( ( ( ( ( (109"

-110"

Interview:-- -Nu"vil"vi"gerne"tale"lidt"om"din"interaktion"med"Facebook"pages,"111"

nærmere"bestemt"brands.""112"

" I"forhold"til"værdi,"søger"du"information,"søger"du"underholdning?"113"

Sarah:-- Primært"for"jeg"søger"underholdning"fra"specialet"eller"andre"ting."To,"114"

fordi"jeg"har"lyst"til"at"snakke"med"nogen."Eller"lige"sige"hej"eller"andet."115"

Og"så"kan"jeg"også"bare"gå"derind"for"at"kigge"på"nyheder"eller"updates."116"

Eller…"sådan"noget."Så"der"er"helt"klart"en"værdi"i"alle"ting.""117"

Interviewer:-- Når"du"siger"du"ser"værdi"i"din"Facebook,"hvad"du"deler"du"selv"af"118"

indhold,"hvis"du"gør?"119"

Sarah:-- Ja,"hvad"deler"jeg?"Deler"musik,"eller"like"nogen"sjove"ting."Ej"det"gør"jeg"120"

ikke…"Det"kan"være"billeder,"eller"musik."Eller"en"sjov"sætning…"121"

[øhmm]"Det"kan"være"jeg"har"liket"noget,"på"en"hjemmeside.""122"

Interviewer:-- Har"du"nogensinde"lagt"et"link"ind"til"en"video?"123"

Sarah:-- Ja,"det"har"jeg"gjort"mange"gange.""124"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"med"til"hjemmesider?"125"

Sarah:-- Ja,"det"tror"jeg"helt"klar"jeg"har"gjort.""126"
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Interviewer:-- Hvad"har"hjemmesiderne"handlet"om?"127"

Sarah:-- Hmm…"Det"kan"være"mange"ting,"sjov"artikel."Det"kan"være"en"flot…"nu"128"

er"jeg"indenfor"mode"og"design,"så"det"kan"sikker"også"være"det."Det"kan"129"

være"en"sjov"video."Ikke"sjov."Interessant."Måske"mere.""130"

Interviewer:-"" Når"du"tænker"på"mode"og"design,"er"det"noget"du"interessere"dig"for?"131"

Sarah:-"" Ja,"meget."Griner…"132"

Interviewer:-- Du"talte"før"om"din"far"var"meget"aktiv"på"Facebook?"Hvad"er"det"for"133"

noget"indhold"han"deler?"Set"fra"din"øjne?"134"

Sarah:--- Hmm..-Skal"lige"tænkte"mig"lidt"om.-Han"deler"vel"også"i"princippet"135"

noget"af"det"samme"som"jeg"gør.""Fordi"han"deler"hvad"han"er"136"

interesseret"i."Indenfor"hans"felt"eller"fag."Eller"noget"yoga"eller"han"er"137"

interesseret"i.""138"

Interviewer:-- Tænker"du"på"at"det"du"lægger"ud"på"Facebook"repræsentere"noget"i"139"

dig?"140"

Sarah:-- Det"gør"det"da"helt"klar,"jeg"er"blevet…"Det"er"noget""jeg"kan"lide,"noget"141"

jeg"synes"er"spændende"eller"sjovt."Eller"andre"skal"se"det."Der"er"helt"142"

klart"forskel"på"mig"og"min"fars…"og"se"hvem"vi"er,"og"hvor"gamle"vi"er.""143"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"selektiv"er"du"i"det"du"lægger"ud"på"Facebook?"144"

Sarah:-- Jeg"er"da"ret"selektiv."Jeg"lægger"ud"til"500""mennesker,"selvfølgelig"er"145"

jeg"selektiv."Altså…""146"

Interviewer:-- Tror"du"folk"ville"kunne"beskrive"dig"ud"fra"det"du"lægger"ud"på"147"

Facebook"og"komme"tæt"på"hvem"du"er"som"person?""148"

Sarah:-- Det"tror"jeg…"De"ville"nok"kunne"beskrive"mig"meget"meget"overfladisk,"149"

men"jeg"tror"ikke…"Altså"i"og"med"jeg"ikke"selv"er"så"personlig,"så"tror"150"

jeg"ikke"at"de"ville"kunne"se"hvem"jeg"var…"Men"det"kan"vel"se"en"del,"151"

altså"få"et"indtryk.""152"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"med"de"mennesker,"som"er"personlige"i"deres"indhold"modsat"dig,"153"

hvad"tænker"du"om"dem?"154"

Sarah:-- Det"kommer"meget"an"på"hvem"det"er"og"hvor"gamle"de"er."Hvis…"Det"155"

kommer"meget"an"på"hvem"det"er"og"hvis"jeg"kender"dem…"Der"er"jo"156"

nogen"der"er"meget"udadvendt."Og"så"bliver"det"en"naturlig"ting"af"deres"157"

Facebook"profil."Og"så"virker"det"måske…"Øhh…"Så"kan"man"godt"få"et"158"
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indtryk"af"dem."Men"der"er"også"nogen"som"normalt"ikke"er"udadvendt"159"
men"som"også"skriver"personlige"ting,"men"det"er"vel"160"
selviscenesættelse.""161"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"mener"du"med"selviscenesættelse?"162"
Sarah:-- Host…"At"de"tænker"for"meget"over"hvad"de"sætter"ud"og"gerne"vil"være"163"

en"eller"anden…"164"
Interviewer:-- Men"påvirker"det"din"opfattelse"af"dem,"altså"i"forhold"til"det"indhold"de"165"

lægger"ud?"166"
Sarah:- Ja,"jeg"bliver"lidt"mistroisk."Det"er"jo."Du"får…"I"forhold"til"forskellige"167"

venner,"så"har"du"jo"nogen"du"tror"på"og"gerne"vil"se"op"til…"Der"er"jo"168"
helt"klart"et"hierarki"i"din"trust."Okay"nu"kan"jeg"ikke"tale"dansk."Og"169"
hvem"du"stoler"på"og"hvad"de"lægger"op."Det"er"jo"klart.""170"

"171"
Trust"and"credibility" "" " " " " " "172"
"173"
Interviewer:-- Nu"hvor"vi"taler"lidt"om,"hvem"du"stoler"på"og"tillid."Hvis"du"ser"en"174"

update"er"der"nogen"specifikke"personer"eller"grupper"du"stoler"mere"175"
på?"Venner,"firmaer,"blog"eller"fanpages?"176"

Sarah:-- Mine"tætteste"venner"tror"jeg"helt"klart"mest"på.."og"så"tror"jeg"da"også"177"
mine…"arbejdsrelationer"tror"jeg"da"også"meget"på"i"din"forbindelse."178"
Øhhh…"Ja,"men"tror"vel"altid"mest"på"sine"venner.""179"

Interviewer:"" Du"følger"også"brands,"ser"du"også"dem"som"mere"træværdige"eftersom"180"
du"har"valgt"at"aktivt"tage"del"af"deres"Facebook?"181"

Sarah:-- -Ja,"det"tror"jeg."Generelt"mere"større"brands"eller"aviser."Som"New"York"182"
Times…""183"

Interviewer:-- Hvis"du"stoler"mest"på"dine"tætte"venner,"hvordan"ser"du"deres"184"
troværdighed,"er"der"en"måling"på"hvor"tæt."185"

Sarah:"" Det"kommer"an"på"hvad."Jeg"tror"ikke"folk"lægger"noget"op,"og"lyver."186"
Kommer"meget"an"på"hvad"det"er."Hvis"det"er"en"eller"anden"187"
sladderhistorie,"vil"jeg"stole"mere"på"mine"venner"end"andre,"men"hvis"188"
det"er""noget"om"mode"eller"design,"eller"kultur."Så"er"der"måske"nogen"189"
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af"mine"venner,"som"jeg"ikke"vil"stole"så"meget"på."På"et"magasin"eller"190"

blog,"nogen"der"har"forstand"på"det.""191"

Interviewer:-- I"forbindelse"med"dette"altså"mode"og"tillid,"påvirkes"troværdigheden"af"192"

jo"længere"ude"i"periferien"relationen"er?"193"

Sarah:-- Folk,"jeg"føler"har"forstand"på"det."Så"de"behøver"ikke"at"være"tætte."Ej,"194"

det"gør"de"ikke."Bare"generelt.""195"

Interviewer:-- Vi"talte"om"forskellen"i"troværdighed"på"venner,"hvordan"vægter"du"196"

troværdigheden"i"en"Facebook"update?"Hvilke"faktorer?"197"

Sarah:-- 100%"hvem"det"er,"og"hvor"den"kommer"fra."Bare"fordi"det"kommer"fra"198"

en"eller"anden,"men"hvis"hun"har"linket"videre"fra"en"jeg"ikke"stoler"på"199"

eller"ikke"kan"lide"i"forvejen,"så"vil"jeg"jo"ikke"stole"mere"på"det."Det"200"

handler"jo…"om"100%"hvem"der"linker"til"det,"men"også"hvor"det"er"201"

linket"fra."Men"i"sidste"ende"er"det"nok"personen."Og"hvad"det"er."Det"er"202"

jo"ikke"fordi"jeg"bare"tager"alt"ind."Man"er"vel"også"selektiv…""203"

Interviewer:-- I"forbindelse"med"brands"på"Facebook,"hvad"får"dig"til"at"like"en"side"på"204"

Facebook?"205"

Sarah:-- Jeg"tror"jeg"liker"rigtig"mange"brands"på"Facebook."Både"fordi"jeg"kan"206"

ide,"hvad"de"laver."Det"er"main"point."Så"er"der"selvfølgelig"nogen"man"207"

går"mere"ind"på"bagefter."Det"handler"om"deres"Facebook"aktivitet."Hvis"208"

jeg"kan"lide,"hvad"de"laver."Så"har"jeg"intet"imod"at"like"dem."Så"kan"jeg"209"

jo"blive"opdateret"eller"se"nye"ting.""210"

Interviewer:-- Er"du"proaktiv"med"at"finde"nye"brands"på"Facebook"eller"det"dine"211"

venner,"som"anbefaler?"212"

Sarah:-- Jeg"tror"det"er"en"blanding."Men"jeg"tror"jeg"er"ret"aktiv.""213"

Interviewer:- Køber"du"så"også"de"brands,"som"du"liker"på"Facebook?"214"

Sarah:-- Nogen"af"dem"gør"jeg,"mange"af"dem"hvis"jeg"havde"råd."Mange"af"dem,"215"

er"jo"også"får"følge"med"i"en"eller"anden"drøm.""216"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"mange"Facebook"pages"har"du"liket?"217"

Sarah:-- Tror"det"er"300"eller"sådan"noget?""218"

Interviewer:-- Du"sagde"før"at"du"kommenteret"på"indholdet?"Hvis"de"gør"noget,"219"

informere"dig"om"noget"relevant?"Hvad"er"dine"forventninger"til"brands"220"

på"Facebook?"221"
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Sarah:-- Hmm.."Jeg"har"ikke"nogen"direkte"forventninger."Men"jo,"jeg"forventer"at"222"

jeg"bliver"opdateret"med"nyheder,"ting"og"sager."Ligeså"hurtigt"som"jeg"223"

ville"gøre,"hvis"jeg"gik"ind"på"andre"hjemmesider"eller"andre"steder."224"

Helst"måske"før.""225"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"er"det"for"noget"indhold,"som"du"forventer?"226"

Sarah:-- Forventer"jo"bare"at"de"oplyser"mig"om"deres"nyheder,"produkter"og"227"

ting."Øhhh…"Andet"forventer"jeg"ikke.."Men"selvfølgelig"er"det"godt,"hvis"228"

de"laver"noget"ekstra"eller"en"video"eller…""229"

Interviewer:-- Hvis"du"har"liket"en"side"på"Facebook,"er"der"andre"af"dine"venner"der"230"

har"også"har"liket"den?"Eller"er"du"den"første?"231"

Sarah:-- Det"meste"af"det,"er"der"mange"andre,"som"liker."Men"der"er"også"noget"232"

af"det"som"jeg"er"den"eneste.""233"

Interviewer:-- Føler"du"at"høre"specielt"til"i"den"gruppe,"af"dem"der"har"liket?"234"

Sarah:-- Ej,"det"er"meget"forskelligt"hvem"der"har"liket,"så"det"er"ikke"kun"tætte"235"

venner"eller"andre."I"og"med"at"jeg"har"arbejdet"indenfor"mode,"så"er"det"236"

jo"klart"at"alle"de"modesides"jeg"liker"er"det"samme"mennesker"af"mine"237"

venner,"som"også"liker"det."Det"er"jo"klart.""238"

Interviewer:-- Ku"du"være"tilbøjelig"til"at"like"noget"fordi"dine"venner"også"har"liket"239"

det?"240"

Sarah:-- Det"tror"jeg"ikke…"Nogen"opfordre"til"det,"men"det"tror"jeg"ikke."Så"241"

skulle"det"være"fordi"det"var"en"som"jeg"synes"normalt"postede"og"242"

havde"nogen"interessante"ting."Og"så"at"hun"havde"liket"det,"så"ville"jeg"243"

måske."Hvis"det"er"en"person,"der"normalt"linker"til"sjove"ting"eller"244"

spændende,"så"ville"jeg"måske"kigge"hvad"det"var…"245"

"246"

Interviewer:-- Nu"skal"vi"tale"lidt"om"produkter.""Hvis"du"interessere"dig"for"et"produkt"247"

eller"brand,"bruger"du"så"Facebook"aktivt"til"at"finde"informationer?"248"

Sarah:-- Om"et"produkt?"Skal"lige"tænke…"Det"kommer"meget"an"på"hvad"det"er."249"

Nej,"det"tror"jeg"ikke…"Hvis"jeg"skulle"købe"et"produkt,"så"ville"jeg"tjekke"250"

deres"hjemmeside."Ja"jeg"ved"ikke"om"det"er"dumt,"men"tror"jeg"ville"251"

tjekke"deres"hjemmeside"først."Fordi,"Facebook"er"jo"ikke"så"meget"et"252"

produktkatalog.""253"
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Interviewer:-- Bruger"du"generelt"Internettet"til"at"finde"informationer"om"produkter?"254"

Sarah:-- Ja,"altid."Hvis"jeg"skal"have"noget,"så"googler"jeg"det"og"finder"ud"af"hvor"255"

det"kan"købes"eller"går"ind"på"hjemmesiden"og"læser"om"det."Altså"256"

Facebook"er"en"tand"mere"uformel."257"

Interviewer:-- Hvis"du"have"købt"et"produkt"eller"spist"på"en"restaurant."Er"du"så"258"

tilbøjelig"til"at"fortælle"om"din"oplevelse?""259"

Sarah:-- Det"tror"jeg"er"indirekte"nogen"gange."Det"vil"sige,"at"jeg"ikke"er"en"260"

person"der"skrev"”orv"hvad"det"er"fantastisk”"eller"”se"det"her”."Så"kan"261"

jeg"måske"like"et"eller"andet,"eller"linke"eller"tagge"mig"ind."Jeg"tror"det"262"

er"min"måde"at"sige"det"på."Hvis"jeg"er"ude"på"en"god"restaurant,"så"i"263"

stedet"for"at"skrive"”jeg"har"været"på"XX”"så"tror"jeg"tagger"mig"selv…"264"

Altså"på"den"måde."Så"det"bliver"indirekte"måde"at"sige"det"på"og"265"

fortælle"det"på.""266"

Interviewer:-- Okay,"nu"taler"du"om"de"positive"oplevelser."Kunne"du"finde"på"at"267"

fraråde"folk"fra"at"gå"et"sted?"268"

Sarah:-- Det"tror"jeg"faktisk"ikke"jeg"kunne.""Med"mindre"de"spurgte"mig"og"med"269"

mindre"det"var"helt"forfærdeligt."Men"nej,"det"tror"jeg"ikke.""270"

Interviewer:-- Så"hvis"nu"dine"venner"skrev"i"en"relation,"bad"om"en"anbefaling"på"en"271"

restaurant,"og"en"anden"skrev"tag"der"ned,"hvor"du"havde"haft"en"dårlig"272"

oplevelse."Ville"du"så"give"din"mening"tilkende"eller"din"oplevelse?"273"

Sarah:-- Nej,"det"ville"jeg"ikke."Det"kommer"meget"an"på"hvem"det"var."Hvis"det"274"

var"en"nær"relation,"så"ville"jeg"nok"sige"noget."Men"nej,"måske.."Nej,"kun"275"

hvis"det"er"tætte"relationer.""276"

Interviewer:-- Kan"du"lide"at"læse"om"folk,"der"diskutere"en"oplevelse"eller"giver"en"277"

anbefaling?"278"

Sarah:-- Ja,"det"kan"da"være"meget"sjovt."Kan"ikke"lige"huske"det.""279"

Interviewer:-- Kunne"du"forestille"dig,"at"du"spurgte"folk"til"råds"på"Facebook?"280"

Sarah:-- Ja,"rejser."Det"kunne"jeg"sagtens."Hvis"jeg"virkelig"ikke"kender"nogen,"281"

der"ved"det."Feks."Hvis"jeg"skal"købe"et"produkt,"som"ingen"af"mine"tætte"282"

venner"kender"eller…"hvis"jeg"skal"købe"en"lejlighed."Nogen"af"de"ting,"283"

som"mit"tætte"netværk"ikke"kender"eller"har"mulighed"for"at"hjælpe"mig"284"

med."Så"har"jeg"ligesom"en"ekstra"skare"af"mennesker.""285"
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Interviewer:-- Har"du"nogensinde"været"i"sådan"en"situation?"286"

Sarah:-- Hmmm…."Jeg"skulle"for"nylig"bruge"en"ladcykel,"hvor"jeg"spurgte"om"der"287"

var"nogen,"som"havde"en."Det"er"en"måde"at"spørge"folk.""288"

Interviewer:-- Synes"du"at"ser"venner"eller"bekendte"anbefale"produkter"eller"spørg"til"289"

råds?"290"

Sarah:-- Der" er"mange"der" spørger." Især"om" lejligheder."Øhmm.." der" er"mange"291"

spørger." Primært" om" rejser," eller" hvor" skal" man" spise" brunch" på"292"

Vesterbro"eller"mange"ting.""293"

Interviewer:-- Har"du"set"en"anbefaling,"om"et"produkt"eller"noget?"294"

Sarah:-- -Der"er"mange,"der"gør"det."Især"i"forhold"til"mode"fra"neglelak"til"en"295"

kjole"osv.""296"

Interviewer:"" Tror"du"det"påvirker"din"opfattelse"af"et"brand,"hvis"en"i"dit"297"

bekendtskab"liker"eller"skrev"om"det?-298"

Sarah:-- Det"er"da"helt"klart,"men"det"kommer"igen"an"på"hvem"det"er"eller"om"299"

jeg"synes"personen"har"noget"jeg"kan"stå"indenfor."Eller"har"en"300"

interessant"vinkel."Det"tror"jeg"helt"sikkert.""301"

Interviewer:-"" Hvad"nu"hvis"du"blev"gjort"opmærksom"på"et"brand,"som"du"ikke"kendte"302"

til,"men"kom"fra"en"person"du"anså"som"værende"et"stilikon"eller"303"

ekspert?"304"

Sarah:-- -Jeg"ville"da"kigge,"men"det"ville"ikke"være"sikkert"jeg"ville"like"det."305"

Altså…"306"

Interviewer:-- Har"du"nogensinde"handlet"ud"fra"hvad"andre"skrev"på"Facebook?"307"

Sarah:-- Musik"som"folk"linker"til,"har"jeg"lyttet"til."Det"har"jeg."Hvad"har"jeg"308"

ellers?"Biograf"kunne"jeg"godt"finde"på."Sagtens."Eller"en"restaurant."Der"309"

var"en"forleden"dag"der"linkede"til"eller"de"sad"og"spiste"brunch"på"noget"310"

der"hedder…."Mad…"Madsvinet."Det"så"sindssyg"godt"ud."Og"så"tænkte"311"

jeg,"der"skal"jeg"da"hen."Og"det"er"ikke"en"jeg"har"en"tæt"relation"til."Men"312"

hun"er"en"ude"i"mit"bekendtskab…"Ja,"hun"er"ikke"engang"særlig"sej…"313"

Men"det"så"bare"godt"ud."Det"var"indirekte,"hvor"hun"havde"tagget"sig"314"

selv"med"et"billede."Hvilket"er"den"samme"måde"jeg"ville"anbefale"på."315"

Uden"at"skrive.""316"
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Interviewer:-- Hvis"du"overvejede"at"købe"et"produkt"og"så"en"anden"anbefale"det,"ville"317"

du"så"i"højere"grad"købe"det?"318"

Sarah:-- Det"ved"jeg"ikke,"måske…"Hvad"jeg"selv"ved"af,"så"tror"jeg"ikke""jeg"er"ser"319"

så"meget"til"andre"i"forhold"til"sådan"ting."Men"måske"i"forhold"til"mad"320"

eller"andre"ting."Ikke"normalt"selv"arbejde"med"eller"har"indsigt"i."Ja,"det"321"

er"det.""Helt"klart."Computere"eller"ny"telefon,"hvis"en"linker"til"det,"som"322"

jeg"synes"har"forstand"på"det,"så"vil"jeg"da…"ja.""323"

Interviewer:-- Hvis"nu"du"var"indstillet"på"at"købe"et"produkt,"men"en"i"dit"netværk"324"

faktisk"frarådet"folk"at"købe"det"eller"udtalte"sig"dårligt"om"det,"ville"du"325"

så"ændre"din"intention"på"baggrund"af"det?"326"

Sarah:-- Ja,"det"kommer"nu"meget"an"på"hvem"det"var,"tror"jeg."Ja,"det"ville"jeg"327"

eller"kigge"på"det."Eller"læse"det."Jeg"ville"da"overveje"det.""328"

"329"

Beauty"category"" "" " " " " " "330"

"331"

Interviewer:-- Nu"har"vi"talt"lidt"om"anbefalinger"på"Facebook,"hvad"du"”lytter”"til."Nu"332"

vil"gerne"tale"om"en"specifik"produktkategori,"skønhedsprodukter.""333"

" Hvor"meget"forbruger"du"af"skønhedsprodukter?"334"

Sarah:-- Det"er"ligeså-meget"som"alle"andre"piger."Jeg"er"ikke"sådan"en…"Jeg"har"335"

ikke"10"produkter"til"hver"ting."Jeg"går"ikke"ud"og"køber"10"produkter"til"336"

hver"ting,"men"jeg"har"da"mange.""337"

Interviewer:-- Er"det"tit"du"bruger"de"samme"brands?"338"

Sarah:-- Øhm,"nej."Jeg"er"ikke"så"brand"loyal"på"det"punkt."Øhh…"Men"jeg"har"339"

mine"underbevidste"krav"til"noget"af"det.""340"

Interviewer:-- Når"du"siger"at"du"ikke"er"så"brand"loyal,"ville"du"så"følge"anbefalinger"341"

"fra"pigen"i"butikken,"eller"en"veninde"eller."Hvor"plejer"du"at"finde"nye"342"

brands"henne?"343"

Sarah:-- Øhm.."Det"er"ofte"fra"venner,"tror"jeg."Eller"familie."Jeg"har"en"søster"og"344"

en"mor,"der"også"går"op"i"det.""Helt"klart.""345"

Interviewer:-- Er"det"som"du"også"interessere"dig"indenfor?"Følger"med"i"tendenser.""346"

Sarah:-- Lidt…""Jeg"synes"det"er"en"kategori"hvor"der"er"så"meget"og"mange"347"

nyheder"indenfor"alle"ting,"så"nogen"gange"er"det"lidt"overvældende."Og"348"
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svært"at"følge"med."Derfor"tror"jeg"holder"mig"lidt"til"anbefalinger"fra"349"

venner"eller"hvis"man"prøver"et."Netop"fordi"der"er"så"meget.""350"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"mange"penge"bruger"du"på"skønhedsprodukter"på"månedsbasis?"351"

Sarah:-- Nu"holder"det"jo"lidt"længe,"så"hvad"bruger"man."Ej,"jeg"bruger"500"352"

kroner"om"måneden."Ej,"det"er"måske"lidt"meget.""353"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"plejer"du"at"købe"dine"produkter?"354"

Sarah:-- Mest,"dyre"brands."Ej"supermarkedet"det"kunne"jeg"aldrig"finde"på."355"

Griner…"Det"er"kun"make`up"fjerner,"altså"helt"basis."Ellers"går"jeg"i"356"

magasin"eller"Illum."Hvor"man"kan"få"mærker.""357"

Interviewer:-- Er"der"nogen"særlig"grund"til"du"foretrækker"premium"mærkevare?"358"

Sarah:-- Det"er"min"erfaring,"at"det"virker"bedre.""359"

Interviewer:-- Nu"vil"vi"gerne"vise"dit"et"par"billeder"fra"Facebook,"hvor"vi"gerne"vil"360"

høre"dine"umiddelbare"tanker."Vi"har"nummeret"dem."Du"kender"jo"ikke"361"

personer,"så"forestil"dig"hvordan"lignende"status"ud"fra"dit"netværk"ville"362"

være.""363"

"364"

-365"

-366"

Figure-1.:-Vil(du(reagere(på(denne(form(367"

for(Check(In(via(Facebook?"368"

"369"

Sarah:-Ja,"men"hvis"han"er"meget"370"

berejst"og"ser"lidt"trendy"ud,"så"hvis"han"371"

var"min"ven,"ville"jeg"helt"klart"gå"ind"og"372"

klikke"på"det"link."Og"se"hvor"det"var."373"

Og"hvis"jeg"endda"var"på"vej"til"samme"destination,"så"villejeg"nok"også"booke"det"hotel."374"

Bare"fordi"det"er"lettere."Det"er"jo"bare"fordi"man"ikke"har"andre,"så"det"er"bare…""375"

"376"

"377"

Figure-2.-Hvordan(vil(du(reagere(378"

på(denne(type(status?(379"

"
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Sarah:-Der"kommer"det"meget"an"på"hvem"det"var."Altså"og"hvem…"Hvis"det"var"en"jeg"380"

overhovedet"ikke"synes"var"interessant,"så"ville"jeg"aldrig.""381"

"382"

"383"

"384"

Figure-3.-Hvordan(reagere(du(når(der(en(385"

side(bliver(liket,(som(eksempelvis(MAC(386"

cosmetics?(387"

Sarah:-Nu"kender"jeg"jo"brandet"i"388"

forvejen…"så"ville"det"ikke"gøre"en"forskel"389"

om"hun"havde"liket"det."Tror"jeg.""390"

Interviewer:-Tror"du"det"ville"have"givet"391"

mulighed"for"at"du"besøgte"siden"og"liket"392"

det?""393"

Sarah:-Ja"det"tror"jeg"helt"sikkert.""394"

"395"

"396"

"397"

"398"

"399"

Figure-4.-Vil(din(holdning(blive(400"

ændret(på(baggrund(af(sådan(en(401"

status,(hvis(du(eksempelvis(overvejede(402"

at(være(kunde(hos(Nordea?(403"

Sarah:-Ja,"det"ville"jeg"da"nok."Det"404"

kommer"igen"an"på,"hvem"det"var."405"

Men"…"det"gør"man"da"også"indirekte."406"

Man"tager"jo"alle"de"ting,"man"høre"407"

om"et"brand"ind."Tror"lige"banker"er"408"

mere"personligt,"så"nok"ikke"i"den"409"

situation"gøre"så"meget"ved.""410"

"411"
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Figure-5.-Her(er(der(en(412"

pige,(som(skriver(413"

”Fantastisk(sushi”(og(linker(414"

til(en(coupon(link(–(hvad(er(415"

dine(tanker?"416"

Sarah:-Det"ville"jeg"da"417"

sikker"også"klikke"på…"418"

[griner]"man"er"godt"nok"let"modtagelig."Hvis"jeg"kan"lide"sushi…"419"

"420"

"421"

Figure-6.-Vil(422"

du(besvare(423"

sådan(en(424"

forespørgsel(425"

på,(om(der(er(426"

nogen(der(kan(427"

anbefale(en(428"

VVSer(–(altså,(429"

hvis(du(nu(430"

kendte(en,(ville(du(så(være(tilbøjelig(til(at(svare?(431"

Sarah:-[…]"Det"ville"komme"an"på"hvem"det"var"og"hvem"VVSeren"var…"En"af"mine"bekendte"432"

spurgte"om"jeg"kendte"en"håndværker,"men"jeg"skal"også"kende"personen"der"spørger."Det"er"433"

lidt"ligesom"at"anbefale…"I"real"life…"Man"skal"jo"have"en"…"Man"skal"ikke"ødelægge"relationen"434"

man"har"med"den"man"anbefaler…"Ligesom"med"produkter."Det"skulle"også"være"noget"jeg"435"

kunne"stå"indenfor.""436"

-437"

"438"

Figure-8:-Her(er(der(en(pige,(der(439"

skriver(i(sin(status,(hvor(glad(hun(er(440"

for(sin(organic(sheer(creme.(Hvad(441"

reagere(du?"442"
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"443"

Sarah:-Det"kommer"igen"an"på…"Hvis"det"var"mine"tætte"relationer"tror"jeg"heller"ikke"jeg"ville"444"

følge"op"på"hendes"udsagn"og"produktet."Det"skulle"virkelig"være,"hvis"jeg"havde"tænkte"mig"at"445"

købe"ny"creme"eller"det"var"det"mærke,"og"lige"havde"søgt…"Tror"ikke"jeg"ville"gå"ind"og"søge."446"

Så"der"skulle"være"et"link."Ja"lettere"end"det"der.""447"

"448"

Figure-9:-Her(er(der(en(kvinde,(449"

som(beskriver(hvor(god(Madonna(450"

koncerten(var(og(hun(helt(klart(vil(451"

download(opvarmnings(DJ’ens(452"

musik,(for(den(var(god.(Ville(du(453"

tage(henes(anbefaling(og(følge(op(på(DJ’en?!454"

"455"

Sarah:-Det"kommer"an"på"hvem"det"var."Der"er"nogen"jeg"kender"der"har"en"god"smag"456"

indenfor"det,"så"downloader"jeg"der.""457"

"458"

"459"

Figure-10:-Hilda(fra(Norge(har(glæder(sig(til(at(460"

prøve(Madbørsen,(men(er(blevet(rigtig(skuffet,(så(461"

skriver(stort(at(hun(ikke(anbefaler(det.(Vil(dette(462"

påvirke(din(holdning(eller(intention(om(at(prøve(463"

stedet?"464"

Sarah:-Så"ville"jeg"nok"ikke"gå"der"herhen.""465"

Interviewer:-Hvis"nu"du"havde"overvejet"at"tage"der"hen?"466"

Sarah:-Det"kommer"igen"an"på"hvem"det"var."Tror"jeg,"hvem"og"hvad"det"var?"Var"det"en"467"

specielt"restaurant"som"ikke"alle"mennesker"kan"lide."Eller"var"det"et"skønhedsprodukt"og"hun"468"

var"80"og"jeg"er"par"af"tyve."Så"er"der"forskel"på"vores"behov.""469"

"470"

"471"
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Figure-11:-Her(er(der(en(der(472"
efterspørger(gode(råd(til(Paris(og(473"
gallerier?(Ville(du(hjælpe?(474"
"475"
Sarah:-Ja"det"ville"jeg"nok,"men"igen"476"
kommer"an"på"hvem"det"var."Det"er"477"
ikke"alle"jeg"gider"at"skrive"til."Jeg"478"
kommentere"ikke"på"folk,"som"jeg"479"

normalt"ikke"ville"skrive"andre"ting"til.""480"
"481"
Interviewer:-Vi"vil"gerne"sige"tak"for"din"deltagelse."Vi"er"rigtig"glade"for"at"du"ville"deltage"i"482"
vores"interview."Tak!!483"
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INTERVIEW(–(TRANSCRIPTION(484"
I:"Interviewer"485"
S:"Kathrine"486"
"487"
Interviewer:"" Først"og"fremmest"vil"gerne"sige"tak,"fordi"du"vil"deltage."Vi"er"i"færd"488"

med"at"skrive"speciale,"som"du"ved"af,"og"det"handler"om"Facebook"og"489"
anbefalinger."Dermed"sagt"at"vi"gerne"vil"stille"dig"nogen"spørgsmål"490"
vedrørende"dit"brug"af"Facebook"samt"perception"ad"forbruger"adfærd.""491"

"492"
" Lad"os"starte."Har"du"en"Facebook"konto?"493"
Kathrine:-- Ja,"det"har"jeg."494"
Interviewer:"" Hvor"ofte"er"du"På"Facebook?"495"
Kathrine:-- 20"gange"om"dagen…"Jeg"er"faktisk"online"hele"dagen."Ja,"det"har"jeg"496"

altid"været"vant"til"–også"igennem"mit"gamle"arbejde."Den"ligger"bare"497"
åbent."Ligesom"en"mail."Lidt"det"samme"med"Facebook,"den"er"altid"498"
online.""499"

Interviewer:"" Bruger"du"også"Facebook"i"forbindelse"med"arbejde?"500"
Kathrine:-- Uhmm.."altså"man"kan"sige"nu"med"Very,"hvor"jeg"arbejdet"tidligere"var"501"

Facebook"et"af"de"drivende"medier."Så"vi"har"hele"tiden"tilstede."…."Ja"jeg"502"
vil"faktisk"at"efterhånden"har"Facebook"taget"lidt"over"for"min"private"503"
mail."Fordi"alle"er"samlet"et"sted."Og"så"skal"man"ikke"lige"tænke"over"504"
hvad"er"det"for"en"mailadresse…"så"finder"man"bare"lige"navnet"og"505"
skriver"til"vedkommende."[…]"Så"det"har"også"fået"en"anden"506"
funktionalitet."Altså"at"man"også"bruger"det"som"en"gmail.""507"

Interviewer:"" Synes"det"går"hurtigere"at"få"fat"i"mennesker"over"Facebook"end"i508"
" gennem"andre"kanaler?"509"
Kathrine:-"" Ja,"meget."Uhmm…"hurtigere.."Mange"i"min"omgangskreds"er"i"reklame`"510"

eller"mediebranchen"og"de"er"alle"sammen"tilstede"hele"tiden."Så"hvis"511"
jeg"skal"have"fat"i"en"veninde,"så"er"det"bare"lige…"Popper"hun"op."Og"så"512"
svare"hun"med"det"samme."-"513"

Interviewer:"" Hvor"lang"tid"samlet,"tror"du,"du"bruger"på"Facebook?"514"
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Kathrine:"" Om"dagen?"Altså"hvor"jeg"virkelig"er"der"inde"og"gøre"noget?""515"

Interviewer:- Ja,"aktivt"eller"passivt"som"hvor"du"bare"læser"i"din"newsfeed?"Eller"516"

proaktivt"tager"kontakt"eller"aktivt,"hvor"du"kommentere?"517"

Kathrine:-- 2"timer,"jeg"tror"ikke"det"er"særlig"lang"tid."Argh,"men"logger"jo"også"på"518"

via"sin"Iphone."Det"er"også"alt"afhængig"af"om"jeg"har"travlt."Eller"hvis"519"

jeg"er"ude"og"rejse."Så"er"det"mest,"hvor"jeg"smider"et"billede"på"eller"520"

checker"ind…"Ellers"så"bruger"jeg"ikke"Facebook"specielt"meget"når"jeg"521"

er"ude"og"rejse.""522"

"523"

Interviewer:"" Tak,"nu"vil"vi"gerne"tale"lidt"om"Facebook"og"hvilket"behov"du"får"524"

dækket"herigennem?"Hvorfor"tror"du,"du"er"på"Facebook,"hvis"du"kan"525"

beskrive"det?"526"

Kathrine:"" Øhh…"Det"er"sådan"et-socialt"forum,"hvor"man"følger"med"i"hiandens"liv."527"

Dels"at"man"kan"dele"ting,"og"øøhh."Ja"det"jeg"også"synes"er"sjovt…"Du"528"

ved,"der"er"alle"de"her"forskellige"perifriere"af"venner,"nu"har"jeg"800"et"529"

eller"andet"antal"venner"og"måske"er"25"af"dem"mine"rigtige"venner."530"

Men"det"er"sjovt"at"følge"med"i"gamle"kollegaer"og"gamle"531"

skolekammerater"og"hvordan"de"poster"billeder"af"deres"liv,"og"hvor"er"532"

de"henne."Nu"har"de"lige"fået"børn,"og"nu"er"de"blevet"gift.""Så"der"er"også"533"

en"ekstrem"nysgerrighed"i"…"at"snage"i"andre"folks"liv."Ja,"det"er"ligesom"534"

sådan"Billedbladet"eller"Se"og"Hør."Bare"i"sin"egen"omgangskreds.""535"

Interviewer:"" Hvor"aktivt"går"du"videre"fra"din"newsfeed"og"klikker"videre"på"andre"536"

sider?"537"

Kathrine:-- Det"er"mere"i"forhold"til"fyrer,"hvis"jeg"skal"være"helt"ærlig."Nu"er"jeg"538"

single,"så"det"er"skægt."Det"er"ikke"fordi"jeg"sidder"og"tænker,"nu"skal"jeg"539"

lige"ind"og"lurer"på"nogen"venner"i"dag."Det"er"mere"hvis"de"poster"et"540"

eller"andet."Hov…"Gud."Så"går"man"lige"ind"og"kigger"og"videre"og"541"

videre…"Men"det"er"ikke"fordi"man"laver"et"decideret"søg."Men"jeg"vil"542"

også"sige,"at"jeg"er"også"[...]"Jeg"har"også"gjort"ekstremt"meget"ud"af"at"543"

dele"min"Facebook"fans"op"i"grupper,"for"jeg"er"også"meget"privat."544"

Omkring"mit"eget"liv."Jeg"vil"faktisk"sige"at"jeg"tror"at"jeg"har"170"545"

fotoalbums"derinde…"Og"jeg"tror"kun"det"er"20"af"dem"man"kan"se…"546"
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reelt."Resten"er"kun"mig"selv,"der"kan"se"dem."Så"jeg"bruger"det"som"en"547"

database."Online."Jeg"ved"godt"at"Facebook"egentlig"har"rådighed"over""548"

dem,"men"det"er"egentlig"meget"rart,"så"ved"jeg"de"er"samlet"et"sted"549"

fremfor"man"smider"dem"op"på"Flickr"eller"andre"steder."Ellers"usb"stik.""550"

"Og"så"har"jeg"også"brugerdefineret"efter"venner."Hvor"meget"mine"551"

venner…"måske…"25"af"dem"de"har"adgang"til"alt."Så"jeg"har"552"

brugerdefineret,"hvad"folk"kan"se."Er"det"arbejdet,"gamle"kollegaer,"min"553"

chefer"kan"ikke"se"en"skid."Der"er"de"fuldstændig"begrænset."De"kan"554"

ikke"se"hvad"jeg"poster."Der"passer"jeg"sku"meget"på.""555"

Interviewer:"" Hvor"mange"grupper"har"du"ca."Lavet?"556"

Kathrine:- Jeg"har"nære"venner,"familie,"som"også"har"fri"adgang"til"alt,"bekendte"og"557"

alle"mine"arbejdspladser"og"nogen"studievenner."Så"har"delt"den"op"hele"558"

vejen"igennem.""559"

Interviewer:"" Kan"du"beskrive"eller"hvordan"ville"du"beskrive"dit"adfærd"med"de"560"

forskellige"grupper?"561"

Kathrine:-- Jamen,"det"er"igen"med"grupperne."Jeg"har"også"været"inde"og"562"

brugerdefinere"på"bestemte"venner,"fordi"de"skal"sku"ikke"have"noget"563"

på"mig."Ja,"jeg"er"sådan"en"pige"der"poster"meget"og"mange"billeder."564"

Meget"privatliv"og"skriver"mange"sjove"ting."Men"det"er"ikke"alle"der"565"

skal"have"adgang"til"det.""566"

"567"

En(kort(pause,(da(Kathrines(telefon(ringede…(568"

-"569"

Interviewer:"" Du"talte"om"dine"egne"behov,"og"at"man"var"nysgerrig"på"andres"adfærd.""570"

Kathrine:-- [afbryder]"Ja"social"sammenhørig,"det"der"fælleskab."Altså"jeg"er"en"pige"571"

med"ekstrem"mange"venner,"også"offline"kan"man"sige."Men"for"mange,"572"

der"er"det"et"kæmpe"behov,"man"føler"lige"pludselig"at"man"har"et"573"

kæmpe"netværk"af"venner"og"samhørighed,"fælleskab."Man"føler"ikke"574"

man"er"alene."Jeg"tror"det"hænger"med"sammen"med"den"her"ensomhed"575"

i"dag,"altså."Så"lukker"man"sig"ind"i"det"her"univers"og"så"er"man"ikke"576"

alene."Og"det"kan"jeg"egentlig"også"godt"lide"nogen"gange,"så"har"min"577"
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lige"en"aften"der"hjemme,"så"går"man"lige"på"Face’en."Der"er"lige"nogen"578"

man"kan"chatte"med"–"så"det"er"lidt"et"chatforum.""579"

Interviewer:"" Hvor"meget"tror"du"der"er"forskel"i"din"offline"og"online"profil?"580"

Kathrine:"" Ja,"det"kunne"jeg-godt"forestille"mig"der"var.-Jeg"ved"ikke"lige"…"Det"kan"581"

" jeg"ikke"lige"svare"på.""582"

Interviewer:"" Okay."Er"de"fleste"af"dine"tætte"venner"på"Facebook?"Og"hvorfor"tror"du"583"

de"er"på"Facebook?"584"

Kathrine:-- Ja"de"fleste"er,"og"nok"af"de"samme"bevæggrunde.""Nu"har"jeg"en"søster"585"

der"bor"i"udlandet."Altså…"Det"er"så"fedt"ik,"du"ved"så"kan"man"lige"poste"586"

noget"om"min"niece"eller"nevø."Jeg"synes"sku"det"er"meget"fedt,"man"kan"587"

følge"med"i…"og"ja"mine"veninder,"som"også"kender"min"søster,"synes"588"

sku"også"det"er"hyggeligt"lige"at"kunne"følge"med"og"når"der"er"sket"ting"589"

der"ud."Det"gør"lige"pludselig"verden"lille."Jeg"har"mange"venner"rundt"590"

om"i"verden."Ja,"fremfor"at"sende"en"mail"med"masser"af"billeder,"som"591"

man"gjorde"i"gode"gamle"dage."Og"selvom"min"mor"har"været"på"592"

Facebook,"det"er"hun"ikke"mere,"min"mor"og"min"stedfar,"så"hver"gang"593"

jeg"har"været"ude"og"rejse,"så"det"link"der"ligger"i"bunden,"ja"det"kan"594"

man"jo"godt"sende"til"folk,"der"ikke"er"på"Facebook."Det"synes"de"også"er"595"

fedt."Så"kan"de"se"billeder"fra"man"er"ude"og"rejse.""596"

Interviewer:"" Hvorfor"er"de"ikke"på"Facebook"mere?"597"

Kathrine:-- De"er-for"gamle..."De"kan"ikke"finde"ud"af"det…"Min"mor"var"sådan"lidt"uh"598"

ha"nej,"der"er"nogen"der"kan"snage"i"mit"liv."Det"var"lidt"stres"fremfor"599"

sjov."Eller"glemte"sit"password."Sådan"er"der"egentlig"mange"af"mine"600"

venners"forældre,"de"vil"egentlig"gerne"være"til"stede,"men"kan"ikke"601"

finde"ud"af"det."De"har"22"venner,"og"kan"ikke"rigtig"finde"ud"af"bruge"602"

det."Nogen"af"mine"rigtige"gode"veninders"mødre"er"på,"og"de"synes"det"603"

er"hyggeligt"at"følge"med.""604"

Interviewer:"" I"forhold"til"de"forskellige"grupper"af"netværk,"du"har,"tænker"du"over"605"

det"indhold"som"du"lægger"ud"skal"tilpasses"dem?"606"

Kathrine:-- Næ…"Det"er"bare"til"den"brede."Så"er"det"et"eller"andet"sted"man"tjekker"607"

ind."Eller"et"eller"andet"man"har"lavet"og"så"er"det"billeder."Ja,"som"er"de"608"

primære"ting"jeg"poster.""609"
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Interviewer:"" Nu"sagde"du"at"du"allerede"havde"lagt"folk"i"kategori,"så"er"indholdet"vel"610"

også"allerede"forskelligt?"I"forhold"til"hvad"de"kan"se?"611"

Kathrine:-- Ja,"det"er"meget"målrettet"egentligt.""612"

Kathrine:"" For"mange"er"det"jo"også"et"hvis"status"symbol,"hvor"man"kan"ud"til"613"

omverden,"vil"signalere"at"man"går"ud"de"rigtige"steder"og"at"man"går"i"614"

de"rigtige"tøj."Og"man"rejser"de"rigtige"steder"hen."Og"tjekker"ind"på"de"615"

fede"steder."Sådan"tror"jeg"det"er"for"mange,"og"sådan"er"det"i"en"vis"grad"616"

også"for"mig."Altså"uden"jeg"skal"lyde"snobbet."Men"man"vil"jo"gerne"617"

signalere"til"sin"omverden"at"man"har"tjek"på"sine"ting.""618"

"619"

Interviewer:-- Er"det"tit,"at"det"er"afhængig"af"personen,"som"poster"en"anbefaling"at"du"620"

så"liker"det?"621"

Kathrine:-- Ja,"nogen"der"er"lidt"sejere,"eller"hvad"skal"man"kalde"det,"lidt"mere"i"den"622"

her"inderkreds,"altså"hvis"man"begynder"at"analysere"ens"netværk,"så"er"623"

det"nok"de"to"første"cirkler"man"gider""at"forholde"sig"til."Eller"624"

kommentere"på"eller"like."Sådan"er"det"også"med"fødselsdagshilsner"for"625"

det"tænker"jeg"tit."Det"der"er"fantastisk"ved"ens"fødselsdag"er"at"få"så"626"

mange"hilsner"…"og"jeg"bliver"tit"overrasket"over"hvor"mange"der"627"

skriver…"Gud"gider"du"over"hovedet"skrive"tillykke."Bliver"positiv"glad."628"

Alle"mulige"gamle"bekendtskaber."Men"for"eksempel"i"dag"havde"tre"629"

fødselsdag,"hvor"den"ene"var"min"svoger"og"den"anden"var"en"god"630"

kammerat"og"den"tredje"var…"sådan"en…"ej"det"gider"jeg"sku"ikke."""631"

Interviewer:"" Så"hvor"selektiv"er"du"i…"632"

Kathrine:-- [Afbryder]"Jeg"er"forholdsvis"selektiv"og"hård.""633"

Interviewer:-- Har"du"også"slettet"venner"inde"på"Facebook?"634"

Kathrine:-- Ja"ja"ja…Uh"ha…"Griner.""635"

-636"

-637"

Interviewer:-- I"forhold"til"produktanbefalinger,"hvis"du"er"interesseret"i"et"produkt,"638"

går"du"så"ind"på"Facebook"og"søger"flere"informationer?""639"

Kathrine:-- Nej."Enten"bliver"det"anbefalet"igennem"nogen"venner"eller"jeg"er"inde"640"

på"deres"website.""641"
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Interviewer:-- I"forhold"til"dine"forbrugeroplevelser,"anbefaler"du"dem"på"Facebook?"642"

Kathrine:-- Det"gør"jeg"ikke"specielt"meget…"643"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"med"når"du"checker"dig"ind"et"sted?"644"

Kathrine:-- Ja,"så"anbefaler"jeg"jo."Ja"det"gør"jeg."Det"gør"jeg"jo"i"høj"grad."Checker"645"

ind,"der"hvor"jeg"gerne"vil"signalere,"det"her"er"et"godt"sted."Og"her"kan"646"

jeg"godt"lide"at"hænge.""647"

Interviewer:-- Bliver"du"også"påvirket"af"hvor"andre"checker"ind?"Altså"om"du"får"648"

interesse"i"det"sted?"649"

Kathrine:-- Ja,"ja…"Det"kan"jeg"sagtens"få."Igen"hvis"der"er"nogen"mennesker,"som"j650"

" jeg"er"ser"lidt"i"samme"boldgade"som"mig"selv."-"651"

Interviewer:-- Tror"du"vil"udtrykke"dig"mere"negativ"end"positiv"med"henblik"på"652"

oplevelser"via"Facebook?"653"

Kathrine:-- Ej,"er"ikke"mere"til"det"ene"end"det"andet."Det"afhænger"af"mine"654"

oplevelser."Men"ja"det"har"jeg"gjort."Har"haft"den"dårligste"oplevelse"på"655"

Madklubben"og"der"sagde"at"jeg"aldrig"ville"gå"på"Madklubben"igen."Så"656"

hvis"der"er"noget"som"har"pisset"mig"af"et"eller"andet"sted,"så"skal"folk"657"

vide"det."Især"når"jeg"føler"jeg"få"en"dårlig"oplevelse.""658"

Interviewer:-- Hvis"du"læser"andres"dårlige"oplevelser,"bliver"du"så"påvirket"af"det.""659"

Kathrine:-- Yes!"Igen,"hvem"selvfølgelig"det"er,"men"ja."Jeg"har"haft"mange"der"har"660"

skrevet"”fuck"et"lorte"sted”"eller…"661"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"fik"du"af"reaktion"på"din"status"om"Madklubben?"662"

Kathrine:-- -Der"var"mange"andre,"der"havde"oplevet"det"samme."Og"havde"samme"663"

reaktion.""664"

Interviewer:"" I"forbindelse"med"vi"talte"om"at"”snage”"i"andres"liv,"kan"du"så"også"godt"665"

lide"at"læse"om"andres"anbefalinger,"produkter"eller"oplevelser?"666"

Kathrine:-- Jeg"gider"ikke"hvis"der"er"fyrre""kommentarer"på"et"eller"andet."Jeg"gider"667"

ikke"sidde"og"læse"alle"folks"kommentarer."Så"hvis"der"er"noget,"jeg"kan"668"

se"hvor"der"er"en"lang"korrespondance,"så"kan"det"godt"være"jeg"bare"669"

lige"liker"det."Men"hvis"der"ligefrem"er"fyrre"kommetarer,"og"man"skal"670"

følge"med"i"hele"tråden."Ej"det"gider"jeg"ikke."Og"meget"af"det"er"også"671"

tilfældigt,"hvornår"man"lige"logger"på"og"er"tilstede."For"der"bliver"jo"672"

postet"noget"sådan"her,"sådan"her,"hele"tiden."Så"det"er"jo"også"meget"673"
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tilfældigt."Ja,"jeg"kan"godt"lide"at"like"profilbilleder."Hvis"der"er"en"der"674"

har"et"lækkert"profilbillede,"så"skal"de"også"havde"det"at"vide."Og"igen,"675"

hold"kæft"hvor"folk"bruger"lang"tid"på"at"finde"det"rigtige"billede."Ik?!."676"

Det"er"jo"det"der"ud"af"til,"men"vil"jo"gerne"se"lækker"ud."Hehe,"bag"677"

facaden"krakelere"det"hele."""678"

Interviewer:-- Hvis"der"var"nogen,"som"skrev"anbefalinger"om"et"produkt,"du"godt"679"

kunne"lide,"og"skrev"dårligt"om"det,"tror"du"det"ville"påvirke"dig?"680"

Kathrine:-- Så"kunne"jeg"godt"finde"på"at"kommentere"på"det,"og"høre"hvorfor?"Ved"681"

ikke"lige"helt"hvad"det"skulle"være?"682"

Interviewer:-- Det"kunne"være"alt"lige"fra"Chanel"neglelak"krakelerer"til"Acne"har"de"683"

grimmeste"jakker."684"

Kathrine:-- Griner…"haha"ja"Chanel,"så"ville"jeg"give"dem"ret."Men"ja,"hvis"der"var"685"

nogen"der"kritiseret"Acne,"så"ville"jeg"tænke,"why?"686"

Interviewer:"" Så"du"ville"engagere"dig"i"debatten?"687"

Kathrine:-- Ja,"hvis"der"er"var"noget"jeg"virkelig"brændte"for."Ja."Hvis"de"var"negative"688"

og"jeg"var"positiv"omkring"det."Så"kunne"jeg"godt"finde"på"det.""689"

"690"

Interviewer:-- Nu"vil"vi"gerne"tale"lidt"omkring"tillid."691"

Hvad"er"det"eller"hvilke"faktorer"påvirker"tilliden"`"du"talte"tidligere"om"692"

relationer."Hvad"skaber"tilliden"på"Facebook?"693"

Kathrine:-- -Jeg"tror"det"er"en"kombi"af"relation,"netwærk.."altså"dels"deres"694"

personlighed,"ved"jeg"hvem"der"er,"kender"jeg"dem"godt"og…"Det"ved"jeg"695"

sku"ikke,"det"er"faktisk"svært"at"svage"på."Øhmm…"Jeg"tror"nok"jeg"har"696"

mest"tillid"til"mennesker,"jeg"tror"jeg"kender"godt."Som"er"en"del"af"min"697"

hverdag,"som"jeg"omgås"med.""698"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"vigtigt"er"det"at"have"en"tæt"relation"med"en,"der"anbefaler?"699"

Kathrine:-- Tja…"det"er"ikke."Ej"ja"måske"igen…"Hov."Sjovt,"forleden"dag"talte"jeg"700"

med"en"veninde"om,"spørgsmålet."Har"du"venner"på"Facebook,"som"du"701"

bare"ville"gå"forbi"på"gaden"uden"at"sige"hej."Og"ja,"det"har"jeg"da."Gud"702"

tænkte"jeg."Det"er"måske"20`30%"af"dem,"ja"hvor"man"et"burde"sige"hej,"703"

ved"hvem"hinanden"er."Ja,"men"burde"bare"rydde"op.""704"

Interviewer:-- Hvorfor"tror"du"man"ikke"gør"det?"705"
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Kathrine:-- Det"ved"jeg"ikke.."Jo"man"måske"udadtil"er"det"fedt"at"have"mange."Ej"–"706"

pas"det"ved"jeg"ikke.""707"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"mange"venner"har"du?"708"

Kathrine:-- Det"kiggede"jeg"faktisk"på"i"går,"804."Men"jeg"har"sku"også"tit"overvejet"709"

om"jeg"sku"gå"ind"og"slette."Men"det"har"jeg"sku"svært"ved."Ej,"mænd"jeg"710"

ikke"ser"mere,"og"dem"der"ikke"er"”gode”,"dem"sletter"jeg."Ja…"Og"jeg"er"711"

sådan"en"man"ikke"kan"gå"ind"og"søge"på."Ja,"jeg"er"hemmelig.""712"

"713"

Interviewer:"" Nu"vil"vi"gerne"tale"lidt"om"beauty"products"altså"skønhedsprodukter"og"714"

dit"forbrug."Er"du"meget"brand"loyal"i"forhold"til"dine"715"

skønhedsprodukter?"716"

Kathrine:- Ja.""717"

Interviewer:-- Hvad"er"kriterierne"i"forhold"til…"718"

Kathrine:"" "[afbryder]-Det"er"meget"anbefalinger"også…"Også"fra"venner,"fra"gode"719"

venner.""720"

Interviewer:-- Er"det"on`"eller"offline"du"modtager"eller"læser"anbefalinger?-721"

Kathrine:-- Det"er"igennem"venner,"ligesom"jeg"sidder"her"og"snakker."Hvis"en"eller"722"

anden"har"fået"en"ny"neglelak"eller"solcreme"eller…"ja."Det"er"virkelig"723"

min"tætte"omgangskreds"af"venner."Og"så"kender"jeg"også"nogen"make`724"

up"artister,"som"også"har"anbefalet"mig"produkter."Mine"Tromborg"725"

produkter,"ja"de"åbnede"øjnene"for"dem."Og"så"har"jeg"fået"en"loyalitet"til"726"

Tromborg."Synes"det"er"fantastiske"skønne"produkter."Så"jo,"jeg"har"727"

mine"faste"produkter"indenfor"hver"ting."Det"har"jeg"haft"i"mange"år"og"728"

det"holder"jeg"fast"i.""729"

Interviewer:-- Hvor"mange"penge"bruger"du"om"måneden?"730"

Kathrine:-- Det"er"tit,"så"tager"jeg"fx"til"USA"og"så"køber"jeg"det"hele."Hehe…"Eller"når"731"

jeg"skal"ud"og"rejse,"så"køber"jeg"det"i"lufthavnen."Det"er"billigere."Men"732"

om"året,"en"10`15.000"kr."I"hvert"fald.""733"

Interviewer:-- Går"du"meget"på"brands"i"high`end,"som"YSL,"private"label"hos"Matas"734"

eller?"735"

Kathrine:-- Det"er"sådan"en"kombi,"jeg"synes"godt"om"Matas"den"stribede,"men"736"

køber"det"ikke."Men"bruger"da"deres"urtekramsprodukter."Nej"der"737"
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behøver"ikke"at"stå"brands,"YSL"osv."Overhovedet"ikke."Produktet"er"738"

essentielt."Selvfølgelig"også"en"god"pris."Gider"ikke"give"1200"kr."For"en"739"

ansigtscreme,"som"man"skifter"ud"hver"måned."Men"det"har"taget"mig"år"740"

at"kommer"dertil,"hvor"jeg"er"nu."Hvor"jeg"har"haft"en"helt"skab"fyldt"741"

især"efter"man"har"været"ud"og"rejse."Men"nu"er"jeg"ved"at"være"helt"i"742"

bund"og"kun"det"jeg"bruger,"står"tilbage."For"jeg"vil"kun"fokusere"på"de"743"

produkter,"som"jeg"er"glad"for."Fremfor"at"have"tyve"forskellige"ting"af"744"

hver."Det"kommer"med"alderen,"det"siger"min"mor,"griner…"Men"jo"jeg"745"

elsker"beauty"produkter""746"

Interviewer:- I"forhold"til"Facebook,"er"du"også"der"inde"og"lede"efter"beauty"747"

products?"748"

Kathrine:-- Jeg"søger"det"ikke…"Så"er"det"mere,"sådan"at"der"bliver"postet"et"eller"749"

andet,"som"her"er"de"nye"sommer"neglelaker,"igennem"Costume."Det"er"750"

sommerfarverne."Så"lader"man"sig"inspirere"af"det."Så"det"tror"jeg"tit"751"

også"modemagasiner"er"gode"til."Ja,"at"fortælle"omkring."Synes"faktisk"752"

det"er"der"jeg"tit"søger"min"information."Det"er"faktisk"modemagasiner."753"

Så"Elle"eller"Costume"eller"nogen"andre."Når"de"poster,"du"ved,"hvad"er"754"

de"fede"ti"sommer"sandaler."Så"jeg"kigger"rigtig"meget"på"deres"posts."Ja,"755"

jeg"søger"faktisk"meget"min"viden"den"vej"igennem."Kommer"jeg"lige"i"756"

tanke"om."[…]"så"jeg"klikker"faktisk"rigtig"meget"på"deres"posts.""757"

"758"

Interviewer:"" Nu"vil"vi"gerne"vise"dit"et"par"billeder"fra"Facebook,"hvor"vi"gerne"vil"759"

høre"dine"umiddelbare"tanker."Vi"har"nummeret"dem."Du"kender"jo"ikke"760"

personer,"så"forestil"dig"hvordan"lignende"status"ud"fra"dit"netværk"ville"761"

være.""762"

-763"

Figure-1.:-Vil(du(reagere(på(denne(form(764"

for(Check(In(via(Facebook?"765"

"766"

Kathrine:-Ja."Kender"personen"fordi"767"

han"er"kendt,"men"jeg"synes"han"er"fed"768"

"
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og"cool."Og"vi"har"arbejdet"sammen"i"et"år…"Og"jeg"ved"han"bevæger"sig"nogen"fede"steder,"769"

som"jeg"tror"er"meget"lig"mig"selv."Så"jeg"skal"helt"klart"selv"til"Tel"Aviv"på"et"tidspunkt."Og"er"770"

allerede"i"gang"med"at"planlægge"det"så"småt."Hvis"jeg"havde"set"det"tjek"ind"hos"hotel"Nina,"så"771"

vil"jeg"havde"tænkt"gud"det"er"sikkert"et"fedt"sted,"for"vi"bevæger"sig"i"de"samme"kulturer."Og"772"

samme"sted"når"vi"rejser."Og"jeg"elsker"hans"musik."Så"jo"helt"klart.""773"

"774"

Figure-2.-Hvordan(vil(du(reagere(på(775"

denne(type(status?(776"

-777"

Kathrine:"ej,"jazz"det"står"jeg"helt"af"778"

på."Det"gider"jeg"bare"ikke."Så"nej.""779"

Interviewer:-Men"hvis"det"var"en"780"

anden"genre,"kunne"det"være"du"ville"781"

overveje"det"eller?"782"

Kathrine:-Ja,"jeg"elsker"musik."Især"elektronisk"musik."Så"hvis"der"var"en"eller"anden"post"fra"783"

nogen"jeg"vidste"var"the"shit."Altså."Jeg"kender"rigtig"mange"DJs,"folk"i"kulturen"og"hvis"de"784"

poster"så"helt"klart.""785"

"786"

Figure-3.-Hvordan(reagere(du(når(der(en(787"

side(bliver(liket,(som(eksempelvis(MAC(788"

cosmetics?(789"

Kathrine:-Nu"kan"jeg"godt"lide"MAC"jeg"790"

synes"det"er"fantastiske"produkter."Men"791"

jeg"tror"ikke"det"der"vil"tænde"mig."Deres"792"

makeup"og"udtryk"er"lidt"for"vild"nogen"793"

gange.""794"

"795"

"796"

"797"

"798"

"799"

"800"
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"801"

"802"

"803"

Figure-4.-Vil(din(holdning(blive(804"

ændret(på(baggrund(af(sådan(en(805"

status,(hvis(du(eksempelvis(overvejede(806"

at(være(kunde(hos(Nordea?(807"

Kathrine:-Så"vil"jeg"sige,"ja"det"gør"jeg"808"

også.""809"

Interviewer:-Ville(du(deltage(i(sådan(810"

en(dialog?"811"

Kathrine:-"Måske,"jeg"ved"ikke"om"jeg"812"

ville"kommentere"på"den,"men"jeg"813"

tror"måske"jeg"ville"like"den"i"stedet.""814"

"815"

Figure-5.-Her(er(der(en(816"

pige,(som(skriver(817"

”Fantastisk(sushi”(og(linker(818"

til(en(coupon(link(–(hvad(er(819"

dine(tanker?"820"

Kathrine:-Hun"er"også"i"821"

mit"netværk,"så"jeg"så"den"822"

faktisk"også"selv."Men"jeg"tror"jeg"har"fået"selvom"jeg"er"medlem"af"de"her"coupon"sider,"så"har"823"

jeg"ikke"brugt"det"i"halvandet"år."Det"er"ren"arbejdsmæssigt"at"jeg"følger"med."For"jeg"synes"824"

det"er"sådan"noget"crap,"hvis"jeg"skal"være"helt"ærlig."Og"så"tror"jeg"heller"ikke"prisen"er"så"825"

vigtig"for"meget."Jeg"har"ikke"behov"for"tilbud,"vil"hellere"have"et"lækkert"madoplevelse.""826"

"827"

Figure-6.-Vil(828"

du(besvare(829"

sådan(en(830"

forespørgsel(831"
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på,(om(der(er(nogen(der(kan(anbefale(en(VVSer(–(altså,(hvis(du(nu(kendte(en,(ville(du(så(være(832"

tilbøjelig(til(at(svare?(833"

Kathrine:-ja,"helt"klart."Har"selv"gjort"det"hvor"jeg"har"søgt"en"håndværker.""834"

Interviewer:-Hvis"det"også"var"nogen"i"din"periferi,"ville"du"så"også"involvere"dig?"835"

Kathrine:-"Ja"helt"klart."Det"kunne"jeg"godt"finde"på."Hvis"det"var"her"i"København"og"der"var"836"

en"der"stod,"og"manglede"en."Og"jeg"kunne"hjælpe"en"kammerat,"så"ville"jeg"helt"klart"gøre"det.""837"

Eller"hvis"jeg"har"haft"en"god"oplevelse"med"et"firma.""838"

"839"

Figure-7.-Her(840"

bliver(der(spurgt(841"

der(er(nogen(842"

anbefale(et(godt(843"

program(til(MAC(–(844"

ville(du(være(aktiv(i(845"

denne(846"

sammenhæng?"847"

Kathrine:-Det"tror"848"

jeg"sku"ikke"jeg"849"

gider,"hvis"jeg"skal"850"

være"helt"ærlig.""Ej,"851"

det"gider"jeg"ikke"at"bruge"tid"på.""852"

"853"

Figure-8:-Her(er(der(en(pige,(der(854"

skriver(i(sin(status,(hvor(glad(hun(er(855"

for(sin(organic(shea(creme.(Hvad(856"

reagerer(du?"857"

"858"

Kathrine:-Det"kommer"an"på"igen,"859"

hvem"det"er.""Om"det"er"en"af"mine"nære"venner."Det"skal"det"være"en"fra"min"nære"860"

omgangskreds,"for"at"jeg"vil"vælge"samme"type"produkter."Men"så"ville"jeg"også"helt"klart"lige"861"

undersøge"det,"og"Google"det."Men"ellers"ville"jeg"ikke.""862"

"863"
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Figure-9:-Her(er(der(en(kvinde,(864"

som(beskriver(hvor(god(Madonna(865"

koncerten(var(og(hun(helt(klart(vil(866"

download(opvarmnings(DJ’ens(867"

musik,(for(den(var(god.(Ville(du(868"

tage(hendes(anbefaling(og(følge(op(på(DJ’en?!869"

"870"

Kathrine:-Jeg"kender"faktisk"DJen,"han"er"cool."Helt"klart."Men"jo"hvis"det"var"en"fed"DJ,"så"ville"871"

jeg"også"være"interesseret."Ja,"så"ville"jeg"undersøge"det.""872"

"873"

"874"

Figure-10:-Hilda(fra(Norge(har(glæder(sig(til(at(875"

prøve(Madbørsen,(men(er(blevet(rigtig(skuffet,(så(876"

skriver(stort(at(hun(ikke(anbefaler(det.(Vil(dette(877"

påvirke(din(holdning(eller(intention(om(at(prøve(878"

stedet?"879"

Kathrine:-Ja,"det"ville"jeg."Som"i"forlængelse"af"880"

hvad"vi"talte"om"tidligere,"så"helt"klart."Og"jeg"kunne"faktisk"godt"finde"på,"hvis"det"var"et"sted"881"

jeg"ville"hen,"at"spørge"hvorfor."For"at"høre,"hvad"der"var"galt.""882"

"883"

"884"

"885"

Figure-11:-Her(er(der(en(der(886"

efterspørger(gode(råd(til(Paris(og(887"

gallerier?(Ville(du(hjælpe?(888"

"889"

Kathrine:-Ja"det"ville"jeg."Synes"helt"890"

klart"man"skal"dele"information"og"891"

tips"den"vej"rundt.""892"

"893"

"894"

"895"
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"Figure-12.-Næstsidste(spørgsmål.(Her(er(der(en(896"
der(beskriver(hvor(dejlig(BODYSHOPS(creme(897"
lugter,(ville(du(blive(påvirket(af(dette?(898"
"899"
Kathrine:-Ej,"der"står"jeg"helt"af."Gider"heller"900"
ikke"at"poste"om"min"egen"parfumer.""901"
-902"
-903"
-904"
-905"
-906"
-907"
-908"
-909"

-910"
-911"

14.-Her(er(der(en(liker(et(912"
link(–(bliver(du(913"
nysgerrig?(914"
!915"
Kathrine:-Jeg"reagere"tit"916"
på"dem"der"liker"et"link."917"
Næsten"uanset"hvem"918"
eller"hvad.""919"
"920"
"921"
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Appendix 6: List of literature for the operationalization of the 
constructs 

 

Overview of the literature used to cover the conceptual model’s social and individual drivers and 

the Theory of Planned Behavior. 

 

 

Variable List of literature  

 

Social Ties • Frenzen, Jonhatan K., & Davis, Harry L. (1990). Purchasing behavior 

in embedded markets. Journal of Consumer Research, 17. 

• De Bruyn, A., & Lilien, G. L. (2008). A multi-stage model of word-of-

mouth influence through viral marketing. International Journal of 

Research in Marketing, 25(3), 151-163.  

• Wiertz, C., & Ruyter, K. O. D. E. (2008). Social Capital Production in 

a Virtual P3 Community, 34(April). 

• Steffes, E. M., & Burgee, L. E. (2009). Social ties and online word of 

mouth. Internet Research, 19(1), 42-59.  

• Brown, J. O., Broderick, A. J., & Lee, N. (2007). Online communities  : 

conceptualizing the online social network, 21(3) 

• Chu, S.-C., & Kim, Y. (2011). Determinants of consumer engagement 

in electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) in social networking sites. 

International Journal of Advertising, 30(1), 47. 

• Brown, J. J., & Reingen., P. H. (1987). Social ties and word-of-mouth 

referral behavior. Journal of Consumer Research, 14(December), 350–

362. 

• Reingen, P.H. and Kernan, J.B. (1986), “Analysis of referral networks 

in marketing: methods and illustration”, Journal of Marketing 

Research, Vol. XXIII, pp. 370-8. 273 

• Norman, A. T., & Russell, C. A. (2006). The pass-along effect: 

Investigating word-of-mouth effects on online survey procedures. 
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Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, 11(4). 

Homophily • Gilly, Mary C., Graham, John L., Wolfinbarger, Mary Finley, & Yale, 

Laura J. (1998). A dyadic study of interpersonal information search. 

Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 26(2), 83−100. 
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Appendix 7: Overview of Items 

 

ITEM CATEGORY  SUB-CONSTRUCTS  ITEMS    

 

   

Filter question   I am (gender)  

 

 

Demographics I am in the age group of 13-14, 15-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-

59, 60+.  

 

 

Facebook    On Facebook, I have 0-100, 101-200, 201-300, 301- 

400, 401-500, 501-600, 601-700, 701-800, 801-900, 900-1000, 1000+ friends 

      

On Facebook I spend daily less than 15 min., 15-29, 30-59, 1-2 hours, 3-4, 5 or  

more + don’t know. 

 

    On Facebook, I rate the importance of my relationship with:   

- Family and relatives    
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- Close friends 

- Acquaintances 

 

    On Facebook, I frequently communicate with:  

- Family and relatives    

- Close friends 

- Acquaintances 

  

 

 

Product     I have seen product recommendations from my friends on Facebook. 

Recommendation    

 I have seen less than 10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 40+ the past 6 months.  

 

 

 

Filter question    I have seen beauty product recommendations on Facebook  

    

    I remember the brand name recommended is [write brand name] 

 

    The name of the friend who recommended it is [write first name] 
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Social Ties [First name] who recommended the beauty product can be categorized as family and  

 relatives, close friends, acquaintances or other, please specify 

 

Frequency I frequently talk to her (e.g. like, comment on her status or pictures, chat and write her 

messages)  

 

 

Importance She is very important to me 

 

 

Closeness  I have a very close relationship with her   

 

 

Homophily Attitude  She thinks like me (e.g. we share preferences) 

 

 She has the same lifestyle as I do  

 

 

Background  She has the same economic situation as I do 
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   She has the same social status as I do 

 

Appearance  She looks like me 

 

   She resembles me (e.g. in style)   

  

 

 

Source Credibility Source expertise She is an expert on beauty products 

    

 She has experience with that beauty product  

 

 

  Source Bias  She is honest (e.g. objective opinion) 

    

    She is trustworthy  

 

 

Self-extension   I feel that the recommended brand will enhance the image that others have of me 

 

I feel that the one who recommended the brand signals an image that I would like to 

have 
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The recommended brand will help me achieve the identity I want to have 

   

 

 

Perceived Behavioral Control  I am confident that if I wanted to I could purchase the product  

  

    Whether or not I purchase the product is completely up to me 

   

    I have a very positive attitude towards the recommended beauty product 

 

 

Behavioral Attitude   The recommended beauty product is a very good choice 

  

    I prefer the recommended beauty product 

 

    I have a very positive attitude towards the recommended beauty product 

   

 

 

Purchase Intention   I would like to try it 
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    If I saw in a store, I would buy it 

 

    It is very likely that I will buy it 
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Appendix 8: Survey Layout 
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Appendix 9: Results form question 5 and 6. 
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Appendix 10: Open answers from question 8. 

8. How many product recommendations have you approximately seen the past 6 

months? 

More than 40 - please check the box and write an estimated amount 

 
100+ 

 
ca 5 om dagen 

 
1-2 pr. day = 180-360... 

 
100-200 

 
Maybe around 100 

 
2-3 daily 

 
I have absolutely no idea! But I have seen many recommendations 

 
100 

 
100 

 
More than 100 

 
not sure 

 
500 

 
100+ 

 
200 

 
80 

 
100 

 
50 

 
People do it all the time without them being aware of it 
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300 

 
100+ 

 
200-300 

 
>100 

 
100 

 
Dont know 

 
150-200 

 
MANGE! Alle tjekker jo ind overalt konstant. 

 
more than I know 

 
Netværk gør det ubevidst hele tiden 

 
ved ikke hvor meget folk tænker over det, men man ser hele tiden at folk lægger billeder op eller 

skriver om brands 

 
50-60 

 
60-80 

 
>60 

 
75 

 
>50 

 
mellem 50 og 60 

 
120 

 
Synes det er ret voldsomt, som mine venner gør det. Meget kommercielt 

 
flere end 60 
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>80 

 
1-2 hver dag 

 
Have know idea how many, but it is constantly 

 
Jeg elsker Facebook og at læse hvad folk laver. Der er mange som skriver om produkter eller 

virksomheder - synes det er dagligt 

 
Jeg gør det selv ret ofte, og mit netværk gør det også selv. Dvs. min. et par gange om ugen ser 

jeg en direkte eller indirekte anbefaling af et produkt eller service 

 
Flere gange om ugen, hvis ikke en gang om dagen 
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Appendix 11: The Conceptual Model in SmartPLS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 12: The mean values of The Conceptual Model’s 
variables 
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Appendix 13: The Conceptual Model using Original Mean 
Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 14: The Conceptual Model - Bootstrap 1. 
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Appendix 15: The Conceptual Model - Bootstrap 2. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 16: The Conceptual Model – Bootstrap 3. 
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Appendix 17: The Conceptual Model - Bootstrap 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 18: The Conceptual Model - Bootstrap 5. 
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Appendix 19: The Conceptual Model - Bootstrap 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 20: The Conceptual Model - After bootstrap, 
mean value 
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Appendix 21: The Extended Conceptual Model - Mean 
Value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 22: The Extended Conceptual Model – Original 
Value 
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Appendix 23: The Extended Conceptual Model - Bootstrap 
1. 
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Appendix 24: The Extended Conceptual Model, PLS, Mean 
Value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 25: The Conceptual Model: The five Insignificant 
Relationships 
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Appendix 26: The Mediation Test 

 

 


